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ABSTRACT

This research study explored the use of clay within the art therapy process, and its
potential to stimulate creative engagement and symbolic meaning with a child who
had an anxiety disorder. A total of 30 sessions were examined, all of which were
conducted at a CAMHS (Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service) in Victoria.
Due to the tactile and malleable qualities of clay it may be highly applicable across a
wide range of emotional responses including redirecting the discharge of aggression,
and helping children to focus and become more aware of their physical and emotional
reactions. Both the client's engagement with the clay media and his relationship with
the trainee art therapist researcher have been examined, as well as the client's ability
for insight through connection of his internal and external worlds. Due to the
limitations of the research, being a minor thesis, a qualitative case study methodology
was chosen, which uncovered emergent themes or patterns within the data to develop
hypotheses about the case, and establish potential research areas to be further
explored. Whilst clay and other three dimensional media were available at the
CAMHS clinic, it was not regarded as a primary treatment tool with children and
adolescents. It was hoped that this research would offer alternative or adjunctive
approaches in a non-threatening and playful way, suitable for this population, and
ignite interest in utilising clay as an effective strategy for addressing anxiety in
children and adolescents amongst allied mental health professionals.
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CHAPfERONE

Introduction

Whilst undertaking an 18 month student placement at a CAMHS (Child and
Adolescent Mental Health Service) in Victoria the trainee art therapist researcher,
with weekly clinical supervision and guidance, had the opportunity to work with
individual clients and also co-facilitate art therapy groups for adolescents. The clients
presented with various forms of anxiety and it was observed that the use of clay
among this population played a significant role in their capacity to access some of
their underlying emotional issues, offering them an expressive outlet in a safe and
non-confrontational environment. It was through these observations and positive
experiences that led to the selection of this research topic.
In particular, Sam, the subject of this case study, engaged deeply with the

expressive qualities of the clay medium. Pseudonyms have been used to protect the
privacy of the client and his family. Throughout the document the author has been
referred to as the trainee art therapist researcher, in keeping with her role during this
research thesis.

1.1

Purpose of the research
The research aimed to explore ways in which to address his emotional distress

in a safe and non-confrontational way, with the purpose being twofold: firstly, to
explore the effect of using clay with a child who had an anxiety disorder; and
secondly, to establish symbolic meaning through metaphor using clay as the
therapeutic modality.
More specific objectives of the research aimed to uncover emergent themes
within the data to support the unfolding of the client's story; to examine the child's
engagement with the clay medium, and in particular, investigate how the immediate,
tactile, malleable and robust qualities of clay contributed to his potential to vent a
range of emotions, observing the immediacy or progressive nature of these responses.
In addition, to examine how the clinical needs were being met through a selective,

qualitative study that includes behavioural, artistic and verbal responses to the art
therapy process, and how this expressive outlet facilitated the client's overall ability
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to connect the internal emotional state to his external behaviours and actions. Also to
evaluate through a series of individual sessions the level of engagement within the art
therapy process and environment, and how this might impact on the development of
both the client-therapist relationship, and upon the client's ability to initiate change or
communicate insight into his situation. Finally, to develop formulations and
hypotheses about the case, establishing potential research areas to be further studied.

1.2

Client background and presenting issues
Sam, an intelligent and articulate 11 year old boy, turned 12 during the therapy

process. He lived with his mother and younger sister, and was in grade six at primary
school. He was referred to CAMHS for feeling traumatised since his parents' divorce,
three years earlier. In his assessment Sam said he felt it was his fault "all these things
went wrong", and wished "it never happened".
Sam felt anxious when apart from his mother and sister, showing symptoms of
Separation Anxiety Disorder (SAD). He was apprehensive, and this manifested itself
in a period of constant hand washing and Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD).
When anxious and feeling distressed he would sit for up to an hour on the toilet
seeming to need a bowel movement. He would complain about somatic ailments such
as having a cough, headache or stomach ache. He would frequently get upset and cry.
Sam worried constantly about his mother, the details in their family life, school issues
and his own predicament signalling Generalised Anxiety Disorder (GAD). He would
often feel anger and envy about his younger sister and mother's relationship and fight
with them both. Sam had few friends and had been bullied for three years at school.
He and his sister had weekly access visitations with their father, staying overnight
every Friday. He appeared to idealise his father but had difficulty accepting his
father's new partner and her family.
Sam's mother appeared overwhelmed by psychological, financial, emotional
and physical stresses. She was still grieving over her own father's death the previous
year. She was fearful of coping as a single parent and providing effective parenting.
She also worried that Sam, needing a male role model, would live with his father. She
held resentment and anger towards her ex-husband, vocalising this in front of her
children. Sam's father declined to be involved in individual parent or family therapy
despite numerous attempts by the CAMHS unit to engage him.

3
1.3 Presentation of the thesis

The thesis is divided into five chapters, with the outline presented as follows:
Chapter One comprises the Introduction, describing the way in which the research
topic eventuated, as well as the client's case history and presenting issues to provide a
background to the research purpose.
The literature reviewed for this study is presented in Chapter Two, with the
key factors including the nature of anxiety and its subsequent impact on children who
have experienced parental divorce, the potential benefits of art therapy, the use of
metaphor, and the transformative qualities of clay as a therapeutic medium for
children who suffer from emotional disturbances, incorporating the significance of the
therapeutic relationship within a long term course of art therapy.
Chapter Three contains the Method and discusses the theoretical framework of
the study being a single clinical narrative case study based on a qualitative
methodology, as well as the participant selection criteria, recruitment method, the art
therapy environment and the processes of data collection and data analysis.
The results from 30 art therapy sessions are presented in Chapter Four, written
in descriptive text and divided into ten stages comprising the total art therapeutic
treatment. Also included are visual images of the client's work, as documented at the
end of each session.
The final Chapter Five consists of the Discussion, based on the emergent data
as presented in the Results chapter. The discussion, on the principles of grounded
theory, is divided into four main sections or categories, with further sub-categories
formulated to illustrate how the data has been analysed, and how these meanings
connect to the overall research purposes. This chapter also includes the conclusions,
limitations of the research and future recommendations.
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CHAPTER TWO
Literature Review

The literature has been divided into the key research areas, providing the
broader context for the study. These factors include defining how anxiety develops
into a classified disorder and its subsequent impact on children, in particular those
children who have experienced parental divorce. The potential benefits of art therapy
for children who suffer from emotional disturbances are explored, incorporating the
significance of the therapeutic relationship within a long term course of art therapy. In
addition, the use of metaphor and the transformative qualities of clay as a therapeutic
medium for children are reviewed.

2.1

The nature of anxiety
Anxiety has been regarded by many as a universal state of the human

condition, representing both a developmental phenomenon and an adaptive
mechanism commonly referred to as the "fight-or-flight" reaction. (Dadds, Seinen,
Roth and Harnett, 2000; Frey, 2002; Huberty, 1997; Marks & Nesse, 1999). When
faced with a dangerous or threatening situation physiological changes occur and a
state of emotional hyper-arousal is reached, preparing the body to either protect itself
from the danger 'fight', or flee from the threat 'flight' (Frey, 2002; Marks & Nesse,
1999). These changes include increased levels of stress hormones in the blood to
produce a more alert state, dilated eyes, increased heartbeat and breathing rate, and
slower digestion allowing greater energy flow to the muscles (Frey, 2002; Marks &
Nesse, 1999). Once the threatening or stressful situation has passed the anxiety
decreases to a normal or acceptable level (Stokan, 2005). However, as Frey (2002)
stated, "people often have fight-or-flight reactions in situations in which they can
neither run away nor lash out physically" (Anxiety: The Autonomic Nervous System
[ANS], para. 8). As a consequence, rather than release all the biochemical changes of
hyper-arousal, their bodies absorb them, which can produce anxious feelings, as well
as other physical symptoms associated with anxiety (Frey, 2002).
As Dadds et al. (2000) stated, "difficulties arise in deciding where normal
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anxiety ends, and clinical anxiety begins" (p. 13). Diagnosable anxiety depends on the
intensity, duration and the degree to which it had interfered with daily life, resulting
in negative effects on personal, social, family and academic functioning (DSM-NTR, 2000; Huberty, 1997; Kleinknecht, 1986; Last, 1993; Morris & March, 2004;
Vasey & Dadds, 2001).
Last and Hersen (1988) acknowledged that anxiety had played a role in the
expression of psychopathology in human development for over a century, with the
psychoanalytic movement, led by Freud, driving the theory. Freud conducted much of
the original research into anxiety, and devised the model of the id, the ego, and the
superego to describe the human personality structure, with the id and superego
operating largely unconsciously, and the ego mostly at a conscious level (Middleton,
1996). Freud considered anxiety to be a danger signal to the ego, describing it as a
reaction to danger originating in the traumatic situation of birth, which in turn he
correlated with the various stages of development (Lander, 1953; Emanuel, 2001). In
his later work, Freud differentiated between two different types of anxiety; automatic
or objective anxiety stemming from instinctual and very real fears such as a snarling
dog, and neurotic or signal anxiety, not based directly on instinctual tension but in the
ego of an anticipated fear or instinct (Emanuel, 2001). Thus the classical
psychoanalytic view of anxiety is a signal or warning, stemming from an unconscious
fear of the id, that something overwhelming and awful is just about to happen and will
take control of the person, leading to eventual punishment (Middleton, 1996;
Emanuel, 2001).
Further to Freud's original research, anxiety has more recently been
recognised as a symptom underlying numerous physical and mental diseases
(Lipschitz, 1988). Individuals with anxiety disorders tend to catastrophise the
outcomes of dangerous situations or excessively worry, with the anxious state
persisting even when there is no existing danger (Flannery-Schraeder, 2004).

2.2

Classifying anxiety and anxiety related disorders
There are various types of anxiety related disorders, with two ways in which

anxiety has been classified: categorical and dimensional systems (Kashani & Husain,
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1992). The categorical system, based on a medical· model, has established clinical
criteria for a specific diagnostic category. The dimensional method has incorporated a
multivariate statistical approach to define dimensions of behaviour, which can be used
to score a profile.
There are a number of anxiety diagnoses listed in the ICD-10 (International
Classification of Diseases, Tenth Edition, 2003) and DSM-N-TR (Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text Revision, 2000) that
have anxiety as the dominant or partial clinical presentation (Kashani & Husain,
1992). These refer to anxiety state, phobic state, obsessive-compulsive disorder and
neurotic depression.

2.3

Anxiety disorders in children
Morris and March (2004) revealed that anxiety disorders in children and

adolescents are common, affecting approximately 20% of children and adolescents at
some time in their lives, and if left untreated can cause significant suffering.
According to Last (1993), anxiety in children has not been as broadly researched as
adult populations, although current research has suggested that children are "suffering
far more anxiety that any previous generation, leading some to call this The Age of
Anxiety" (Brooks, 2000, Childhood Anxiety Steadily on the Rise Since the 1950s,

para. 1). Recent research has found high rates of comorbid anxiety disorders with
depression, finding that children given a diagnosis of one will more likely display
symptoms of the other disorder (Dadds et al., 2000; Huberty, 1997; Substance Abuse
& Mental Health Services Administration [SAMHSA] National Mental Health
Information Centre, 2004 ).
The American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (AACAP),
(2004) described anxious children as being overly tense and uptight, and in need of
constant reassurance. They tend to worry about many things before they happen, have
constant concerns about school performance, friends and sport, fear embarrassment or
making mistakes and have low self esteem (AACAP, 2004). They also have
significant psychosocial difficulties such as unpopularity and poor interaction with
peers (Dadds et al., 2000). Their difficulties may be overlooked because they may be
quiet and eager to please (AACAP, 2004).
There are many factors likely to contribute to the onset and development of
anxiety disorders, with Vasey and Dadds (2001) identifying a series of factors
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predisposing to or protecting against anxiety disorders. These include genetic factors,
neurobiological factors, temperament, emotion regulation skills, cognitive biases and
distortions, early control experiences, the extent of experience with common
conditioned stimuli and exposure to feared stimuli. Vasey and Dadds (2001) also
proposed that parental responses may contribute to the development of their child's
anxiety through modelling of anxious behaviour, overprotection of the child, and
inadvertent reinforcement and encouragement of the child's anxious behaviour and
avoidance. Anxiety disorders have also been linked with family difficulties such as
parental stress about their child (Weiss & Last, 2001).
Morris and March (2004) stated that children of parents with anxiety disorders
or depressive problems pose a higher risk for developing childhood anxiety, and
recommend that early intervention should be considered. However, anxiety is
expected and normal in children at specific developmental stages (Dadds et al., 2000;
Weiss & Last, 2001). Children may show distress at times of separation from their
parents as an infant and toddler for example, and have short-lived fears such as being
afraid of the dark

(Dadds et al., 2000; Weiss & Last, 2001). However, if these

become severe and begin to impact on daily childhood activities it has been
recommended that the child and family seek help (Dadds et al., 2000).
Historically adult models of psychopathology have been used as prototypes to
classify psychiatric disturbances in children (Kashani & Husain, 1992; Morris &
March, 2004). However, more recently anxiety has been found to dominate various
childhood psychiatric disorders. (Kashani & Husain, 1992; Morris & March, 2004;
Vasey & Dadds, 2001). Childhood and adolescent anxiety disorders currently include
separation anxiety disorder, generalised anxiety disorder, social phobia, panic
disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, specific
phobia and selective mutism (Morris & March, 2004; Silverman & Ginsburg, 1998).
The three conditions most pertinent to this research study are separation anxiety
disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and generalised anxiety disorder, which
have a separate classification system in the DSM-IV-TR (2000).

2.3.1

Separation Anxiety Disorder.

Separation Anxiety Disorder (SAD) is among the most common psychiatric
childhood and early adolescent anxiety disorders (Silverman & Dick-Niederhauser,
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2004). Children with SAD have a preoccupying worry about the welfare of their
parents and themselves when separated, fearing the parent may leave and never
return, severely impairing their daily functioning and developmental tasks. Frequent
somatic complaints such as abdominal pain, nausea, and headaches can result, (DSM-

N-TR, 2000; Silverman & Dick-Niederhauser, 2004), and may be accompanied by
depression, sadness and withdrawal (SAMHSA National Mental Health Information
Centre, 2004).
Silverman & Dick-Niederhauser, (2004) related that, "normal separation
distress usually intensifies during early childhood, then gradually subsides at 3 to 5
years of age" (p. 165). If continued distress in social, academic, family or other
important areas in the child's life became apparent, a diagnosis of SAD would be
warranted (DSM-N-TR, 2000; Silverman & Dick-Niederhauser, 2004). SAD has
been considered to be a significant predictor of panic disorder and a broad range of
anxiety disorders in adulthood (Vasey & Dadds, 2001).

2.3.2 Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder.
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) can be characterised by intense
recurrent obsessions or compulsions that cause marked anxiety or distress, and
interfere with normal daily functioning, social activities or relationships (American
Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry [AACAP], 2005). The obsessions are
often unrealistic or irrational, and comprise repetitive ritualistic behaviours or mental
acts such as hand washing, counting, repeating words, or checking something
repeatedly (AACAP, 2005).

2.3.3

Generalised Anxiety Disorder.

Generalised Anxiety Disorder (GAD), previously only diagnosed in adults,
has now replaced Overanxious Disorder (OAD) in the DSM-IV-TR (Weiss & Last,
2001). The DSM-IV-TR (2000) characterised the condition as persistent worry over
various life issues, activities, and world events. Irritability, concentration difficulties,
restlessness, fatigue, muscle tension, sleep disturbances and somatic complaints such
as stomach and headaches are common. Children with GAD tend be perfectionists,
extremely self-critical requiring frequent and excessive reassurances. In addition, they
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perceive a biased perception of threat and low control over their environment,
resulting in the continued maintenance of anxiety (Flannery-Schroeder, 2004).

2.4 Attachment theory
Attachment theory was developed by John Bowlby in the late 1950s and
further applied in practice by his contemporary Mary Ainsworth (Bretherton, 1992).
Their early studies focused on the attachment between infants and their primary
caregivers, predominantly their mother, which led to a new understanding of child
development (Bretherton, 1992). Attachment theory refers to how children developed
different styles of attachment based on experiences and interactions with their
caregivers, and the resultant levels of anxiety based on the type of bond developed
(Bowlby, 1973). Sonkin (2004) wrote, "for the majority of individuals, the manner in
which they learned to manage anxiety early on in life will continue unless their
circumstances change or other experiences intervene" (Attachment Theory: An
Overview, para 6).
Based on extensive research into infant and mother bonding, four different
attachment styles have been identified: secure, anxious-ambivalent, anxious-avoidant,
and disorganized (Bretherton, 1992; Sonkin, 2005). The anxious-avoidant and
disorganized types sought attachment but were quite anxious during separation from
the mother and were difficult to soothe when reunited (Sonkin, 2005). Although
changes over time can influence the attachment status of a child, there remains a
strong correlation between infant attachment patterns, child and adolescent patterns
and adult attachment patterns (Bretherton, 1992; Sonkin, 2005). Shaver and
Mikulincer, (2002) believed that adults assessed as having an insecure sense of
attachment have greater difficulties with interpersonal relationships and adjusting to
life's variables, than those assessed as securely attached.

2.5

Anxiety and children of divorce
Wallerstein and Kelly (1980) found in their extensive study into children of

divorced parents that a significant number suffered serious damage to their
psychological health following the divorce. These findings echoed the results of a
range of research into children of divorce whereby many children are affected by both
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depression and anxiety as they adjusted to the various changes in their circumstances
(Berg, 2003; Diener, 1996; McNamara & Morrison, 1988; Mitchell, 1985; Parkinson,
1987; Stevenson & Black, 1995; Twaite, Silitsky and Luchow, 1998).
Relationships Australia (2003) have described a range of symptoms signalling
the distress felt by children following divorce, some of which may include: bouts of
weeping, worried behaviour, whingeing, becoming irritable or aggressive; their mood
may be flat and unemotional and socially withdrawn; they may show compulsive
thoughts about the family and have difficulty concentrating on one activity for very
long. Mitchell, (1985) and Diener, (1996) discussed a host of traumatic feelings
experienced by the children of divorce, including; despair, hopelessness, dinginess,
erosion of self esteem, oppressive feelings of sadness, unhappiness, recurring anger,
rejection, surprise, grief and loss, and self blame.

In addition to feeling engulfed by their own feelings, Mitchell ( 1985) found
some children felt protective of their parents' feelings and needs, hiding some of their
own grief in an attempt to not upset their parents. The Family Court of Australia
(1990) discussed the level of trauma experienced by children to be extremely high; as
they worried whether the remaining parent would leave them, and felt uncertain about
the actions of the absent parent, doubting whether they had the capacity to love them.
As a result of divorce, children less than 18 years of age could suffer 40%
more anxiety, with this doubled if the parent had divorced multiple times (Diener,
1996). However, whilst there can be a reduction in anxiety over time, continued
parental conflict tended to be a more salient predictor of anxiety (Stevenson & Black,
1985; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980). However, Stevenson and Black, (1995) noted that
parental depression could be a better predictor of childhood depression, and those
children who had both a depressed parent and experienced parental divorce may be
especially at risk. This could be a common ramification for children since Healy
(2003) stated that, "divorced and separated adults are most prone to mood and anxiety
disorders" (p. 10).

2.5.1

Effects of divorce on latency aged children.

Twaite, Silitsky and Luchow ( 1998), referring to multiple studies conducted
with children of divorce, reported that eight- twelve year old children are particularly
prone to feeling shame and embarrassment regarding their parents' divorce, and may
be unable to share their anguish with peers, increasing their feelings of sadness and
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loneliness by further isolating themselves. Divorce may also have a profoundly
negative effect on a child's self esteem, "since a major component of self-concept at
this time is the sense of belonging to a family ... and the need to be shown that they are
loved" (Twait, Silitsky and Luchow, 1998, p. 114). Boys also tended to display more
aggressive behaviour compared to peers in the same age range from intact families
(Twait, Silitsky and Luchow, 1998). Wallerstein and Kelly (1980) reported similar
aggressive feelings displayed by older latency aged children, as well as an unstable
sense of identity and large number of somatic symptoms.

2.6

Art therapy as a treatment intervention
There are many and varied art therapy approaches, and according to Robbins

and Sibley (1976) there are three major schools of thought: Psychodynamic,
encompassing Freudian and Jungian philosophies; Humanistic perspectives, including
phenomenology, Gestalt, and Rogerian or Person-Centred therapy; and Behaviourism
incorporating cognitive, behavioural and developmental viewpoints. Further to this
Rubin (2001), suggested there are another two main orientations: Systemic
approaches to family and group therapy; and Integrative approaches which explore a
variety of approaches including Eclectic and Intermodal expressive therapy.
Linesch ( 1999) concurred to there being various art therapy approaches, but
believed that central to all orientations is the commitment to the art process. Case and
Dalley (1992) have supported that it is the presence of the art form distinguishing art
therapy as unique, with an emphasis on the inherent healing qualities of the art
process, than purely on the finished art product as an aesthetic statement. Art making
can provide individuals with the opportunity to express themselves in creative and
non-linear ways, typically deepening the "client's experience of the self and often
accesses the previously unacknowledged resources" (Linesch, 1999, p. 225).
According to Rubin ( 1999), therapy must be the primary goal of the art
making process, which can usually involve assessment as well as treatment.
Therefore, in order to offer art and therapy the art therapist must be trained as a
clinician, and be skilled at managing the client's comfort with the unfamiliar art
making processes (Linesch, 1999). The process of art therapy has been described as a
triangular relationship, involving the therapist, the client and the artwork produced in
the sessions (Schaverian, 2000; Rubin, 2001; Wadeson, 1995). The feelings and
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thoughts of the client are expressed into tangible images and artworks, allowing both
the therapist and client to view the issues and conflicts from a fresh perspective
(Liebmann, 1990; Malchiodi, 2003).
Ward (1999) has described art therapy as an integrated experience
encouraging a balance between physical, mental, spiritual, conscious and unconscious
processes. Dalley ( 1984) wrote that:

... when art is used for communication, as a way of expressing personal
feelings and thoughts, and these are discussed afterwards with an art
therapist, a person can gain insight both intellectually and emotionally
by connecting the meaning of the picture to his or her own life situation
(p. xiv).

Art therapy might contribute to emotional release, awareness, insight,
behavioural changes, increased self-esteem and interpersonal skills, providing a level
of ease for clients to express themselves in a less threatening than strictly verbal
means (Case & Dalley, 1992; Liebmann, 1990; Malchiodi, 2003; Ward, 1999). Case
and Dalley, (1990) have professed that art therapists do not believe the artwork can be
used as literal statements about what their client was feeling. Arguile ( 1992) stated
that artworks could offer many meanings and over time links or parallels may be
observed in the work, or through the art making process. In art therapy the act of
making the work could also be considered therapeutic and trying to interpret it would
be counter-productive (Arguile, 1992).
Carol (1997) has added that the techniques used will vary accordingly, being
dependent on the therapeutic focus, although there are some key elements believed to
be integral to an overall art therapy approach. These include: being non-judgemental;
valuing all work; being respectful of privacy; maintaining confidentiality; ensuring a
non-interpretative attitude towards work; creating a safe environment; valuing the art
making process and product; and being flexible (Carol, 1997). Further to this, it
remained essential for the therapist to be sensitive and aware of the complexities
surrounding race and culture (Carol, 1997; Case & Dalley, 1990; Cattanach, 2002;
Reusch, 1998; Hocoy, 2002; McLeod, 1994; Robbins, 2000).

2.7

Approaches to art therapy with children
There has been extensive literature reflecting the benefits of working with

children using art materials since visual expression can often be their preferred
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channel of communication (Arguile, 1992; Case & Dalley, 1992; Kramer, 1979;
Malchiodi, 2003; Rosal, 1996). The art making process offered them a way to tell
their story using a non-verbal symbolic language, as "spontaneous as being involved
in play" (Rosal, 1996, p. 1). It can be considered useful in helping children with a
variety of problems such as personality and emotional disorders, speech and language
disorders, childhood abuse and deprivation, and grief and loss (Arguile, 1992).
Art therapy was believed to be an excellent way in which to engage with

children since the artwork visually represented their inner world, allowing them to
participate at their own level and be valued for their contribution (Carol, 1997). Since
the artwork made was tangible it could be retained and referred to later in the
therapeutic process if necessary.
There may sometimes be overlap between art therapy, art education and play
therapy (Rubin, 1999). Rubin (1999) asserted that art and play were very closely
connected since playfulness comprised any creative process. However, the differences
between art therapy and art education lay in the goals of the interventions, that of
therapy versus education, despite sharing the same art modality. Similarly within
child therapy the goal of providing a therapeutic intervention was the same, but the
treatment mode was different, being art versus play (Rubin, 1999).
Robbins (2000) suggested there are special considerations when working with
children, since they are "still tied to their families in a real way as well as in an
internal, symbolic way" (p. 56). Robbins (2000) cautioned that therapists be sensitive
to the material created in art therapy sessions as it may spill over into the child's
family life and generate familial conflict. The challenge for the therapist remained in
creating boundaries and determining what would be appropriate communication
within the session but potentially destructive in outside relationships (Robbins, 2000).

2.7.1

Family therapy and art therapy.

Since the treatment of any child will incorporate changes to the family system
the individual client is increasingly being viewed from a relational perspective,
"moving beyond the closed system of the self and his or her conflicts to an open,
larger system or systems of which the person is a part" (Sobol & Williams, 2001, p.
261).
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Despite the diversity of family therapy approaches there appear to be four core
principles that underlie all systemic thought which, according to Sobol and Williams
(2001), describe a key aspect of family life. These include life cycle, which refers to
events and dynamics of preceding generations, making use of a genogram or
reframing a behavioural problem within this cycle; communications and behaviour,
relates to all verbal and non-verbal communication and whether it unfolds over a
linear or circular fashion in order to adjust or perpetuate dysfunctional behaviour;
structure, relates to the underlying rules and norms within the emotional relationships
such as boundaries, and what interactions and behaviours are acceptable, and those
which are not; and unconscious life of the family, refers to how the internal emotional
network within the family structure is expressed, such as projections, expectations and
wishes, and how these can affect the present family dynamic (Sobol & Williams,
2001).
Riley and Malchiodi (1994) believed that within the context of family therapy
art

expression can offer a way to explore family related issues such as group

dynamics, roles, rules, communication and behavioural patterns through an
expression of individual and family metaphors in a more complete way than simply
via words, since all members of the family can participate actively. Further, it can also
enhance the clienHherapist relationship through the use of a range of strategic
techniques such as reframing, unbalancing and restraining to help the clients and
families achieve change, by learning to communicate in a new way (Riley &
Malchiodi, 2003). The most crucial element within family art therapy, as presented by
Riley and Malchiodi (2003), is that it can allow:

... the individual or family to 'see' the presenting problem and take
advantage of visual symbols for problem solving, personal change,
insight, and understanding the family dynamics which brought them to
treatment (p. 373 ).

2.8

Containment in art therapy
The notion of containment in art therapy was based on the psychotherapeutic

principles developed by Klein and Bion, who explained the process of emotional
containment in a therapeutic setting as the therapist representing a holding
environment for a child who cannot contain their own emotions or experiences (Bion,
1962). The therapist needed to provide a safe environment, or contained space for
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children to explore, experiment, test boundaries, make a mess, let go, process
conscious and unconscious material and reflect it back in an acceptable manner (Case
& Dalley, 1990).
Another layer of containment can be added through the art therapy process,
whereby the art materials themselves are self-limiting and therefore containing
(Malchiodi, 2003). There can be a sense of freedom when using the materials but
ultimately the work will be contained by the frame or edge of the art piece
(Schaverian, 1999). The duality of freedom and limitation in the one context can both
liberate and comfort the client, with these feelings all contained in the process and in
the final product (Schaverian, 1999).

2.9

Clay as a therapeutic medium with children
Clay has been regarded as a powerful medium to work through a range of core

emotional issues in therapy including anger, grief, and fear, assisting the client to
move "from crippling emotional experiences to flourishing opportunities for inner
growth and healing" (Sherwood, 2004, p. 12). Being one of the few media that can be
created, destroyed, reworked and reformed clay can offer a success-oriented
experience for children who may be easily frustrated by other materials (Bolon, 1989;
Malchiodi, 1997; Ward, 1999). For example, it can be manipulated with great force
allowing repressed emotional release for a depressed child, or gently touched and
moulded by an anxious child (Henley, 1991).
Oaklander (1988) has found clay's flexibility invaluable with her work with
children as they can undo any of the damaging representations that may be too
confronting for them. Kramer ( 1979) noted that " ... the ultimate outcome must be
confronted, but failures ... along the road are not so painful" (p. 252).
Clay's tactile qualities can be particularly engaging, and "invite sensory
interaction and playfulness" (Anderson, 1995, p. 413). Sherwood (2004), a therapist
who has used clay to work through fear, anxiety and anger with her clients, believed it
to have "its roots in the immediacy of the responsiveness of the substance to the
deepest feelings" (p. 6). Henley (1991) also affirmed that the fluidity of the clay
medium helped promote sensory stimulation, with a capacity to absorb and redirect
the discharge of aggression. Additionally, the versatility of clay has made it widely
accessible across many developmental stages (Henley, 1991).
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Clay's soothing and calming qualities has affirmed it as a material utilised
with children who are aggressive and angry (Oaklander, 1988). It has been linked to
the contribution of children's social development as it has allowed them to express
anger in a socially acceptable way (Oaklander, 1988; Proulx, 2003). The physical
experience and ability to pound the clay has helped children focus and become more
aware of their bodies and feelings. Oaklander has written:
I believe that any tactile and kinaesthetic experience promotes a new
and stronger awareness of one's own body and self With increased
awareness of self comes new awareness offeelings, thoughts, and ideas
(1988, p. 225 ).
In addition, clay could encourage manual dexterity since to manipulate the media it

requires robust physical movement; which for younger children could help in the
development of fine motor skills (Case & Dalley, 1990; Henley, 2002). Mastering a
clay piece may also provide a sense of accomplishment, reinforcing self-esteem
(Bolon, 1989).
Henley (1991; 2002) advised that art therapists needed to be knowledgeable
about the therapeutic effects of the different clay properties, as the highly tactile and
olfactory qualities could create varying responses. For example, wet and cold clay
may cause frustration and resistance, and some children who had a background in
excessive cleanliness sometimes rejected clay, as it appeared too dirty (Kramer,
1979). Simple demonstrations may invite tentative attempts at visual play from the
child whose inhibitions could potentially give way to curiosity (Henley, 1991, 2002).

2.10

Metaphoric qualities of clay

Proulx (2003) referred to clay as symbolising the earth, being one of the first
materials used by primitive man to create containers. Clay's plasticity and ability to
withstand endless transformation has made it an appropriate material to use for
evolving a process and experiencing change. Henley ( 1991) described the malleable
nature of clay suggested it possessed a metaphoric life of its own, and stated that it:
... taps into the depths of human consciousness. The impulse to squeeze,
roll, and form clay is deeply ingrained, as evidenced by the
spontaneous manipulations of people in art therapy (p. 70 ).
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Oaklander (1988) cited the case of a child who used clay to vent his angry
feelings about his brother by disfiguring the clay face he had constructed. It allowed
for more material to flow, and once relieved of these feelings the boy smoothed over
the clay face and made a new one to represent his brother.
For children who are beginning to use figuration, clay could be a useful
medium in which to explore body image (Case & Dalley, 1990). Concepts might be
experienced in concrete ways, aiding total awareness and development. Cattanach
(2002) referred to a fragile child in therapy whose clay figure's limbs fell off when
touched, making it appear sad and broken. Effectively the clay model reflected
visually the child's inner thoughts and feelings about his fragmented sense of self
(Cattanach, 2002).
Macks (1990) revealed that clay had the ability to contain powerful feelings
for clients with eating disorders seeking perfection. Desiring to be above bodily needs
and messy feelings such as anger and sadness, they strived to embody neat feelings
such as love and happiness. The messiness of clay could be easily controlled, and
offered a safe way to explore uncontained feelings, transforming them into a solid
object symbolically self-representational. Clay pieces could also be left to dry
overnight, and painted with acrylic paint or tempura, adding details and colour to
change the meaning of the work yet again (Malchiodi, 1997).

Recent research conducted by Thompson (2004) suggested that the properties
of clay facilitated the client to explore a range of personal issues, offering a "safe
expression of feelings in a therapeutic context" (p. 66). Additionally, clay's threedimensionality allowed the client to view the work from different angles, helping her
gain further insights into her situation (Thompson, 2004).
Kramer (1979) explicated that clay for children could sometimes represent
food, with constructed clay edibles being symbolically nourishing and comforting.
The creative interaction with the clay depicted the process of concretizing thoughts
into symbols, with the bad objects thrown on the floor and then returned as a more
acceptable representational form (Kramer, 1979; Winship and Haigh, 1998).
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2.11

Regression and insight through clay
Many writers asserted that wet clay might encourage regression, especially for

children with severe pathology, likening it to the contents of the bowel and the
process of defecation (Hammon & Hammon,

1980~

Kramer, 1979; Landgarten, 1981;

Ward, 1999). Clay, when cold and clammy, could be confronting for the client who
might resonate with an unconscious layer of functioning reminiscent of infantile
feelings (Winship and Haigh, 1998). Kramer (1979) stated that there is a certain
amount of sexual play involved with children and clay as they often perceived it as a
toy, playfully enacting their "oral, anal, phallic or genital fantasies with it" (p. 250).
However, Henley (2002) referring to Kramer, claimed that "the propensity to
induce regression is outweighed by its power to stimulate integration and self-control"
(p. 56). Clay's tangible earthiness could elicit free associations, emerging from the
immediacy of the moment, arousing powerful and evocative forms in the client's
consciousness (Henley, 2002). Memories triggered from the past may lead to insight
and new levels of understanding about the experience, potentially uncovering issues
connected to their personality (Kramer, 1979; Landgarten, 1981; Sherwood, 2004).
Ward (1999) suggested that controlling the media outside the body could help to
control the media inside; separating what might be messy reminders with the real
themes to create a realistic way forward. In order for integration to develop the child
required sufficient cognition, some level of skill to manipulate the material and a
trusting relationship with the therapist (Henley, 2002; Landgarten, 1981 ).

2.12

Use of metaphor in therapy
Siegelman (1990) described metaphors as bridging operations since bridges

connect rather than reduce, and have significant clinical usefulness through their
ability to foster client/therapist rapport by allowing clients to feel safe to express
externally what is withheld internally. Siegelman (1990) further stated that metaphors
have three salient characteristics: (1) they represent powerful connections to the
unconscious (2) they combine the abstract and the concrete enabling one to go from
the known and sensed to the unknown and symbolic; and (3) they facilitate a strong
feeling that mobilises and releases affect leading to the integration of insight.
The clinical use of metaphorical communication suggested by Barker ( 1985)
is based on the unconscious perception of its symbolic meaning rather than the client
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accepting it literally at a conscious level. The process of enrichment through therapy
itself highlighted the restorative powers of the metaphor, which could assist in
motivating clients to arrive at new insights, offering belief or change for the better to
be possible, through the realisation that their own story might have several possible
meanings (Barker, 1985; Mills & Crowley, 1986).

According to Barker, (1985) whilst therapeutic metaphors do not offer a
magical cure for emotional and psychiatric problems, such as anxiety, depression,
grief or sadness, metaphorical reframing could be useful. Reframing the client's
situation or perception of their own fears and worries metaphorically may be effective
in that it could offer a perspective of the experience from another point in time
(Barker, 1985).

2.13

Benefits of artistic metaphor with children in therapy
Although metaphor is usually associated with spoken language, images can

also operate on a metaphorical level, offering a clear relationship between the iconic
and linguistic modes of expression (Arguile, 1992). Robbins (2001) wrote that,
"although verbal material is strongly connected to reality, not all of reality is
encompassed by words" (p. 60). The representations from the past, which are
mirrored back to the client, are expressed through images and symbols. These are
often difficult to articulate through verbal means so lend themselves well to the visual
art form (Robbins, 2001).

Mills and Crowley (1986) discussed the artistic metaphor for children as
providing another dimension to their therapeutic experience as it employed

art

materials and activities that are commonly a positive experience for children. The
artistic metaphor being both multi-sensory and three-dimensional helped to further
expand the metaphorical message into concrete, physical terms providing external
expression to the internal sphere of feeling and sensation (Mills and Crowley, 1986).
Arguile (1992) referring to Vasarhelyi, suggested that when expressed in a
contained therapeutic space the symbolic content of the images was not just playful,
but allowed insight into the child's unconscious world, which would otherwise have
remained hidden to further exploration.
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Mills and Crowley ( 1986) indicated there are three areas of engagement:
imagistic aspects involving the conception and visualisation of the creation;
emotional aspects drawing upon both the painful feelings of the trauma and conjuring
past pleasant memories; and, kinaesthetic aspects comprising the physical tasks and
activities needed to construct the final work.

2.14

The therapeutic alliance
Within a therapeutic milieu the art process could be affected by a range of

variables that include the setting, art materials, broader treatment facility, the client
and the therapist (Case & Dalley, 1992). However, many have attested to everything
that happened in therapy would be influenced by the therapeutic relationship (Arguile,
1992; Case & Dalley, 1990; Combs & Freedman, 1990). As Wadeson (1980) added, it
is where "the therapy begins, develops, matures, and ends" (p. 32). Further, many art
therapists believed that a key focus in the art therapeutic relationship, or therapeutic
alliance, referred to how the therapist related to the client to encourage art expression,
and to communicate information about the artwork created (Arguile, 1992; Case &
Dalley, 1990; Wadeson, 1995; Ward, 1999).

2.14.1 Transference.
As stated by Schaverian ( 1999) transference can be regarded as "the
transferring of emotion, which was usually first experienced in infancy or childhood,
on to any new situation in which a close relationship with another human being is
involved" (p. 13). Schaverian (1999) further believed that within all human
relationships an element of transference could be apparent, stemming from an
unconscious level. Within a therapeutic dynamic this transference could be intense,
whether acknowledged or not (Schaverian, 1999). Rogers (1994), surmised through
the use of "projective identification" (p. 271 ), a term first introduced by Melanie
Klein in 1946 (Waska, 1999), the client could unconsciously try to influence the
therapist to react and respond to their unconscious expectations.
For many art therapists it was believed that some degree of transference was
apparent due to the "projective nature of art expression" (Malchiodi, 2003, p. 46).
Rubin (200 I) noted that in providing art materials the therapist could not be
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completely impartial, as the actual art supplies in themselves would create a response
from the client, who might perceive the therapist as either a sufficient or insufficient
provider. Malchiodi (2003) suggested that through the art making and the client's
interactions with the art materials a range of emotions connected to the client's life
experience would emerge, and how the therapist responded to this process remained
crucial to the development of the therapeutic relationship.
Schaverian (1999) held the view that the main transference occurred between
the client and the image or within the image itself, where intense projections could be
deflected onto the image rather than onto the therapist. However, in some cases the
client might include the transference of the therapist onto the image and create an

embodied image bringing to life both the transference and countertransference in the
relationship (Schaverian, 1999).

2.14.2 Countertransference.
Proulx (2003) explained the Freudian definition of countertransference as
relating to the therapist's unconscious feelings and neurotic conflicts, in response to
the client's influences. Rogers (1994) stated that the client would unconsciously
attempt to provoke the therapist in such a way that their history would become more
apparent, and as such the therapist's countertransference feelings and thoughts would
"become a vital source of information about what the client is communicating about
their inner world" (p. 270).
Proulx (2003) espoused that strong countertransference feelings could be
beneficial to the therapeutic relationship, whereby it could "facilitate understanding
the client's dynamics, and the dynamics of the art production" (p. 166). Thus the
countertransference should certainly be resolved, but in order to learn more about the
client, rather than to serve the needs of the therapist (Schaverian, 1999).
Robbins (2000) believed that "art forms are the containers and frames for the
therapeutic interplay of transference/countertransference interactions" (p. 174 ). As a
consequence they provided safety and containment for the transference of the client's
painful feelings to be explored and extemalised, providing an opportunity for both
client and therapist to share a mutual reality. Heusch ( 1998) also believed that in art
therapy it was the product itself, with its multitude of meanings that elicited
countertransference reactions.
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2.15

Phases in long term individual art therapy
Wadeson (1995) discussed a course of art therapy as comprising different

phases: the beginning, the middle and the ending. These phases might not be relevant
in all cases such as short term work or single session assessments, which would not
pass beyond the beginning stage (Wadeson, 1995).
The beginning phase could potentially reveal some of the significant issues to
be explored in treatment. It could also be a time for getting acquainted with the art
materials and art making process, evaluating and gathering information, setting goals,
and building a therapeutic alliance to establish a way for the therapist and client to
work together in a safe and empathic way to deal with the client's problems
(Menahemi, 1995; Wadeson, 1995).
Menahemi (1995) and Wadeson (1995) explained the mid-phase as providing
greater trust, acceptance and freedom between the client and therapist, as they worked
towards mutually agreed goals. As the client would begin to feel safer to share their
deepest fears and concerns their art making might be more spontaneous and creative,
with personal symbols and imagery evolving. The client might have also settled on
one preferred media that best facilitated their personal expression. During this period
the therapist would help the client to develop greater insight and self-awareness, and
facilitate ways to take action for change, which could potentially be confronting.
The final stage, represented by termination, and involving separation and
individuation, might arouse some anxiety in the client, with similar feelings
characterised in the beginning of therapy temporarily appearing (Allen, 1979;
Wadeson, 1995). The manner of handling termination could be crucial to the overall
success of the treatment, as failure to adequately explore the feelings during this stage
may reverse or weaken earlier therapeutic work. Feelings of loss for both the client
and therapist might be triggered, so the terminating process would need to address
these and others, such as grief, anger, disappointment, fear, hope, gratitude and
affection. Wadeson ( 1995) wrote that the art therapy phases "are paradigmatic of
much of life's experience. We touch another, we join, we create, we separate"
(p.197).
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CHAPTER THREE
Method

This chapter discusses the theoretical framework of the study, as well as the
participant selection criteria and recruitment method. In addition, the art therapy
environment and the processes of data collection and data analysis are discussed.

3.1

Formulation of the research design
This research was based on the principles of a clinical narrative case study,

stated by Barker, Pistrang and Elliott (2002, p. 171) as being "the traditional
description of a client or treatment, based on the clinician's case notes and memory".
Only one participant was used for the final research findings, but initially two
participants, in consultation with their parents, were selected in the advent that one
might withdraw from the research. The research was originally planned as a 10-week
intervention, with the participants required to undertake weekly one-hour art therapy
sessions. Participants were asked to explore various art media, including drawing and
painting materials as well as clay with the following intentions; to build therapeutic
rapport, to observe the participants' approach to creative experimentation, to notice
behavioural and communication capacity, and to observe content expressed in a nonconfrontational way allowing the participant to develop insight in response to the
symbolism portrayed.
Sam, the participant selected for this case study was a current client of the
CAMHS clinic and of the trainee art therapist researcher. He had undergone 20
individual art therapy sessions in which clay was the dominant media used. However
during the research phase of therapy he ceased to use clay within the initial sessions,
so the study was restructured to explore his work retrospectively. Thirty sessions of
art therapy treatment were examined, including the initial 20 sessions and the

attempted 10-week research phase. The content of these sessions, as well as
limitations of this approach, will be expanded upon within the Results and Discussion
chapters.
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3.2

Post-positivism: The theoretical underpinning of the research
This inquiry has been presented as a narrative case study, following the post-

positivist research theory. The data are examined using principles of grounded theory
(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Gillham, 2000; McLeod, 2003) incorporating an art-based
focus (McNiff, 2000).
Post-positivism has been regarded as one of the primary research paradigms
(Carolan, 2001). A paradigm is an interpretative framework, or "basic set of beliefs
that guides actions" (Guba, 1990, p. 17). Guba and Lincoln (1994) proposed that
whilst the post-positivist view believed in a single reality, it allowed for both
subjective and objective approaches, in which the truth might not be measurable. It
was the essence of the experience that was investigated and discovered, rather than
focusing on a definitive result (Carolan, 2001 ). This then differed to positivism, which
was based on measurable phenomenon that must be tested and quantified (Guba &
Lincoln, 1994). Within the post-positivist framework there are various research
models including the qualitative research approach, the method used for this research
project.

3.3

Qualitative research
Denzin and Lincoln (1994) described qualitative research as having a multi-

method focus, which used an interpretative and naturalistic approach to its subject
matter. That is, phenomena were studied in their natural settings and the researcher
attempted to make sense of, or interpret, the meanings "based as much as possible on
the perspective of those being studied" (Elliott, Fischer and Rennie, 1999, p. 216).
Further, McLeod (2003) described a key component to qualitative research as one
where the " ' ... researcher undertakes to understand the meanings which people
employ to make sense of their experience and guide their actions' " (p. 73. Quotation
marks in original text).
As discussed by Deaver (2002), qualitative research referred to the subjective
responses of the researcher, characterised by impressions of observed themes. Deaver
(2002) explained that an art therapist utilising a qualitative approach would analyse
their client's and their own responses to the sessions, uncover consistent themes and
draw conclusions. This approach differed to those employed by a quantitative method
where measurable outcomes, controlled variables, deductive reasoning and researcher
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objectivity were applied (Deaver, 2002). One of the main advantages linked to the
qualitative approach related to it being a more complex and rich description of the
experience and individual being studied, lending itself to exploratory, discoveryoriented research (Barker et al., 2002).
It was conceded to be impossible to completely set aside the researcher's own

position, but was felt possible that the researcher could adequately bracket their
existing beliefs in order to understand their client's experience (Elliott, Fischer and
Rennie, 1999).

3.4

Narrative case study
The term case study as defined by Stake, (2000) could be "both a process of

inquiry about the case and the product of that inquiry" (p. 436). Central to the case
study design would be the implementation of a logical sequence connecting the data
to the initial research questions and ultimately to the conclusions (Yin, 1994).
Case studies have been widely used in the fields of psychology, the social
sciences and art therapy research (Rosal, 1992). In art therapy research the case study
traditionally discussed the experience of art therapy on the client, describing the
individual's specific behaviour, and changes or themes observed as a consequence of
the art therapy process, with the therapist's subjective perspective also typically
included in the research (Rosal, 1992).
According to Aldridge, ( 1994) case studies offered flexibility for the clinical
needs of both the client and therapist, allowing for a "close analysis of the therapistpatient interaction" (p. 333). Other advantages, as discussed by McLeod (2003),
included the opportunity to develop and refine research hypotheses in daily clinical
practice, as the approach could be personally applied. This differed to large-scale
trials, which might not have always provided personal application for the therapist, as
individual change was hidden in the generalisations (Aldridge, 1994; McLeod, 2003).
Narrative case study research has been found to be a common way to
undertake qualitative methods of inquiry, via analysis of descriptive accounts of
certain aspects of a person's experience (McLeod, 1994). Barker, Pistrang and Elliott
(2002) purported narrative case studies "can tell us what is possible, but not what is
typical" (p. 171 ). Further, case studies served numerous purposes including
demonstrating a new intervention, generating causal hypotheses and "adding to
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existing experience and humanistic understanding" (Stake, 2000, p. 59). As McLeod
(2003) explained, one of the primary characteristics of this methodology referred to
the fact that alternative interpretations of a case were always possible. In addition, it
was reasonable suggesting that the perspective of the therapist might differ from that
of the client.
Stake (2000) referred to narrative inquiry as storytelling, since it was not
possible to know from the outset what the issues, perceptions or outcomes might be.
As a result, the case would tell its own story, and the researcher would be guided by
what was indicated as the case unfolded. However, the findings represented the
researcher's own perception of the story, having consolidated their own criteria for
selecting content in which to understand and present the case (Stake, 2000).
It was argued (Kaplan, 2000) and acknowledged (McLeod, 1994; Yin, 1994;

Stake, 2000) that a single or a few case studies represented poor grounds for
generalisation about the general population, and in finding criteria to judge the
validity of the case. However, as Stake (2000) stated, the purpose of the case study
was to represent the case and not to represent the world. McLeod ( 1994) added it was
not about accumulating data that would lead to an agreed truth, but in accepting that
each interpretation was open to re-interpretation, with alternative interpretations of a
life or case always possible. Stake (2000) proposed there were various benefits
relating to this mode of inquiry including assisting with refining theory, raising
critical issues to be further investigated, and helping to define boundaries for
generalisations.
McNiff (2000) believed that case studies should be accepted as a significant
method of inquiry due to its broad usage within art therapy research. Within an artbased research model the case study could enrich the research by utilising the "unique
dynamics of the creative process" (McNiff, 2000, p. 159).

3.5

Validity and reliability
Validity and reliability are terms used to describe the accuracy of the research

outcomes and are generally associated with more traditional scientific approaches,
relating to how well the research revealed the hypothesis claimed (Carolan, 2001).
Models that have a more subjective focus such as qualitative research
sometimes replaced the terms with authenticity or trustworthiness (Carolan, 2001). It
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has been accepted that perhaps more rigor was required with these approaches
because of the subjectivity, or potential for researcher bias, but it was a
misrepresentation to describe them as not being accountable to validity (Aldridge,
1994). It was still possible to collect data and organise the results in a systematic,
integrative and convincing manner (Carolan, 2001). Aldridge (1994) believed that if a
case study was replicated systematically, with a formal level of research design and
rigor, it could provide a collaborative tool to unite creative arts therapists from
different backgrounds.

3.6

Grounded theory
The grounded theory approach consists of a model or theory that has been

inductively developed, and stems from the phenomenon being explored (Gillam,
2000; McLeod, 2003). Grounded theory does not test a hypothesis; it grasps a case
and tends to assume that variables interact in complex ways, with the intention to
make implicit belief systems explicit (Dick, 2005). The results are often a series of
core categories drawn from the respondents themselves, to capture the essence of the
phenomena and their interrelationships (Barker et al., 2002; Dick, 2005). This consists
of a progression of analytical steps commencing with the collection of descriptive
data which is then subjected to coding, categorising, writing memos, theoretical
sampling, and explicating the story line resulting in increased levels of
conceptualisation (McLeod, 2003). Borgatti (2004) has said that "the data do not have
to be literally textual - they could be observations of behaviour... often they are in the
form of field notes" (Methods, para 2).
It was through the process of categorisation, whereby elements of meaning
relating to the same phenomena have been divided into categories, or themes, and
then re-evaluated as belonging to the same category, or differentiated into sub-themes,
that the trainee art therapist researcher has been most influenced by the principles of
grounded theory when analysing the data.

3.7

Participant criteria and selection
The trainee art therapist researcher, in consultation with her clinical supervisor

at CAMHS, a social worker and psychotherapist, developed the selection criteria for
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suitable participants for this research project. Participants with a diagnosis of an
anxiety disorder, as formulated by a CAMHS clinician and requiring individual art
therapy as their therapeutic intervention were considered. Anxiety indicators were
determined by the DSM-IV-TR (2000), as discussed in the Literature Review.

Participants were required to be current or previous CAMHS clients, familiar
with the procedures of the clinic. It was deemed important that participants were
familiar with art therapy, the trainee art therapist researcher, and comfortable with the
therapeutic approach. The client's therapy remained the primary focus and the
participants were able to withdraw at any time throughout the research, while still
continuing with art therapy as their central intervention.
It was necessary for participants to have adequate fine motor skills in order to
physically interact with the clay medium. In order to communicate and discuss their
art therapy process it was also essential that they had adequate language and verbal

skills.
The participants' case managers remained informed about their clients'
progress, and managed the case at a broader systemic level. CAMHS believed the
contribution of the child's parents played an integral role in helping them through the
treatment process. Subsequently, parents were required to undertake individual parent
and/or family therapy with the case manager. This involved answering questions
about themselves and other family members to help understand the overall situation
and presenting issues. Both the CAMHS clinic and the trainee art therapist researcher
kept the parents informed about their child's progress throughout the research.

3.8

Recruitment method
In the interests of privacy, clients initially met with a CAMHS clinician

unconnected to their case, to serve as a third party mediator informing them more
thoroughly about the research proposal. At this time it was explained that the child
could withdraw or be withdrawn by the parents at any time. Details were outlined in a
consent form (Appendix I) requiring signed approval from the parents for their child
to participate in the research.
Once they had read the information they were advised to approach the
trainee art therapist researcher's supervisor if they wished to participate in the project,
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or if they had any further questions. The trainee art therapist researcher was also
available to meet or individually speak with interested parents on issues and aspects
of the research project and answer any questions or concerns.
Confidentiality and security were maintained during and after the sessions.
Any personal identifying information included in the artwork have been concealed for
publication. Pseudonyms have been used, and the family composition has been
changed to retain anonymity.

3.9

Context of the art therapy sessions
A humanistic art therapy approach was used in the sessions, following three

main principles summarised as follows:
(1) Facilitating self-awareness through creative expression~
(2) Focusing on life problem solving;
(3) Emphasizing and relating trust in personal relationships (Garai, 2001).
In addition, the basic tenets of person-centred therapy (Rogers, 2001) were employed.
These hold that the client has the capacity for self-direction and growth and the
therapist must be open, honest, empathetic, congruent and caring. This differs to an
interpretative model (McNeilly, 1983), whereby assumptions are made without direct
input from the client.
The art therapy sessions were designed to offer therapeutic support and a way
for the client to express feelings in a safe and understanding environment. Paramount
to the relationship was trust, safety and the space in which a creative and therapeutic
process could evolve. Although the artworks were not necessarily literal statements of
the client's inner feelings, it was through the therapeutic relationship that information
about the artworks was communicated (McNiff, 2000).

The sessions were largely unstructured (Wadeson, 1995). The client could
choose his own art materials and art making process rather than respond to the
therapist's directives (McNeilly, 1983). The sessions focused on increasing selfesteem, and allowing ways for the client to relax and explore his issues through the art
making process. The aim initially was to build client-therapist rapport, and provide
some relief and the therapeutic space in which to address some of the underlying
issues of the anxiety, rather than simply centre on the presenting problems.
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The study also incorporated an art-based approach (McNiff, 2000), which
placed an emphasis on trusting in the creative process, allowing it to "do its work of
transformation" (p. 37), and developing a relationship with the artwork emergent from
this process. The fundamental focus of this approach included the relationship
between the art object/image and the therapeutic elements involved in the creative
process, rather than merely on the art making results.
Within the sessions, significant use of metaphor was also utilised by the
trainee art therapist researcher, facilitating a deeper communication and exploration of
the client's feelings about his artwork and emotional state.
The flow for a typical session is outlined below.
Meet client in waiting room,
walk back to art therapy room

D
Client/therapist 5-1 0 minute
chat, client check-in

D
Client art making, subsequent
client/therapist discussion

D
Clean up after art making,
chat, client debrief

D
Walk client back to waiting
room

Diagram 1: Individual Session Procedure.
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3.10 The setting and art materials
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Diagram 2: The Art Therapy Setting

Within the art therapy setting the physical space and art materials played a
significant part. Ample space to create artwork, privacy, adequate lighting, freedom to
make a mess and a sink to clean up were needed (Wadeson, 1980; 1995).
The therapy sessions were conducted in the group room at CAMHS, with the
trainee art therapist researcher's supervisor located directly across the corridor. The
room was always set up with a table and a series of low lying foam and plastic chairs
for the client to sit and work (Diagram 2). Throughout the course of the sessions the
client could move freely across the chairs, sitting closer to or further from the trainee
art therapist researcher's chair. A large chest positioned next to the client served as

additional flat space to work or place materials and artwork.
Materials available to work with included acrylic paint, chalk and oil pastels,
coloured pencils, a range of paper sizes and colours, paint brushes, magazine images
for collage, plasticine and natural clay. In addition, craft materials such as string,
paddle pop sticks, pieces of wood and perspex were available. A paper groundsheet
placed over the table served to keep it clean and provided the client with expressive
freedom in the art making to be messy, if desired.
The client was free to choose any art materials located in the storage cupboard
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or storeroom. There were shelves inside the locked cupboard for the client to store his
work. Additionally a sink, soap and paper towels were available for cleaning up at the
end of the sessions.

3.11

Data collection
There were a series of data collection procedures for this research study, as

presented below in Diagram 3: Process Overview.

Stage 1:
Within sessions

Stage 2:
Post sessions

Stage 3:
Post documentation

Stage 4:
Incubation

Stage 5:
Classification

>
>
>
>
>

Use of metaphor: within client/
therapist exchange

Documentation: detailed
clinical notes, artwork
photographed
Discussion with clinical
supervisor: understanding
client in broader context
Digest raw data: rewrite notes,
add memos, construct
emergent themes
Categorise: group data into
core and sub themes

Stage 1: Early data compilation was already occurring within the sessions
themselves, through the use of metaphor to communicate meaning and understanding
between the client and trainee art therapist researcher.

Stage 2: Written observations post session comprised the main form of data
collection. This involved a process immediately after the session whereby the trainee
art therapist researcher wrote down details of the session, from greeting the client,

recalling conversations and art making activities to farewelling the client in the
waiting room. The artwork was photographed using a digital camera.
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Stage 3: Within a week of the session the trainee art therapist researcher

engaged in consultation with her clinical supervisor, unlocking further meaning about
the client's story within the context of his broader external relationships.
Stage 4: Within either a few days or weeks the original observational notes

were typed, rewritten and arranged into three sections: client presentation; therapist's
observations about the client's behaviour, verbal exchanges and creative content; and
overall thoughts about the client's progress. Within this stage, memos were added and
initial themes were constructed and developed.
Stage 5: Written and photographic raw data were revisited to assist the trainee

art therapist researcher to form an overview of the emergent themes from stage four.
Core categories and sub-categories were then devised and grouped into thematic
structures.

3.12

Process of data analysis
The mode of analysis was initially descriptive, based on observations about

the client's behaviour and creative engagement with the art therapy process. The
trainee art therapist researcher assessed the content of the sessions in terms of the
client's art making approach and process; the client's perceived experience of his
external environment; and the client/therapist relationship.

Based on the principles of grounded theory, as described earlier in this
chapter, the data has been compiled into ten core stages. Individual Session Summary
Forms (Appendix II) were devised to further categorise the data within each session,
through which a series of key themes have been developed. Diagram 4: Data
Analysis Procedures below outlines the data process analysis:
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Emergence of core themes based on Individual Session Summary Forms

D
Discussion - illustrating content of the themes in broader analytical context
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CHAPTER FOUR

Results

The data collected from the 30 sessions are presented as 10 stages (see Table 1
below). The stages and themes have been named and classified by the trainee art
therapist researcher to better reflect key elements of the client's therapeutic story, and
to illustrate the phases in the long term art therapy treatment. Double quotation marks
in the text highlight conversational quotes made by Sam during the sessions, which
are written in the present tense.

Presentation of the stages

4.1

The stages are portrayed in terms of the following three aspects:
1. Art making process - describes Sam's overall behaviour and approach to

his artwork;
2. Observations - includes Sam's perception of his external environment as
expressed through his artwork and verbal discussions with the trainee art
therapist researcher;
3. Client/therapist relationship - portrays the therapeutic development
between the client and the trainee art therapist researcher.

Table 1: Stages Overview

No.

Stage

Sessions

1

Guarding/Withholding

1 -3

2

Yielding

4-5

3

Disintegrating

6-8

4

Uncertainty

9- 12

5

Regressing

13- 14

6

Confiding

15- 17

7

Letting Go/Relinquishing

18-20

8

Experimenting/Grieving

21 -24

9

Transforming

25-26

10

Terminating/Withholding/Confronting

27-30
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4.2

Stage 1: Safeguarding/Withholding (Sessions 1-3)
During the first stage Sam appeared preoccupied, agitated and restless, often

fidgeting and avoiding eye contact. He also had difficulty separating from his mother
in the waiting room prior to the commencement of the sessions.

4.2.1

Art Making Process.
In the first two sessions Sam experimented with a variety of dry drawing

materials including oil and chalk pastels on white and coloured paper of varying sizes.
He worked meticulously to cover up any pastel smudged on the background paper. As
illustrated in Neon, (Figure 1) he used black pastel to cover up smudged red and white
marks as they looked messy. He reworked the outline of the word Neon numerous
times to ensure it looked precise and defined. Sam also constructed a folder to store
his two dimensional works.

Figure 1: Neon, chalk pastel on paper

Figure 2: Devil Wearing Glasses, detail

In the second session Sam drew a series of lead pencil battle images including
a floating devil wearing glasses (Figure 2). He was requested to create a scribble

dra wing in which an image is "developed from a random scribble made with the eyes
closed" (Wadeson, 1995, p. 137). Sam saw the number six and consequently created a
picture from his initial scribble (Figure 3). Overall his approach to creating his folder
and artwork was laboured and methodical, with small , tentative mark making.
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Figure 3: Six Years Old, scribble drawing

Figure 4: Castle Fa<;ade with Drawbridge

In session three Sam was offered a broader range of art media and craft

materials, including paddle pop sticks, toothpicks, masking tape and string. Sam
constructed a wall, representing a fa9ade to his castle, with a drawbridge opening
across blue water onto a green bank, both drawn in pastel on paper (Figure 4). He
responded favourably to the three dimensional qualities of the building materials, as
evidenced in his more relaxed body language. He also appeared focused and absorbed
in the construction process, with a freer and less deliberate application of pastels on
paper.

4.2.2 Observations.
During this phase when conversations briefly touched on family relationships,
parental conflict, concern about entering high school the next year, school bullying
and teacher clashes he would change the subject to topics such as cars, spending
school holidays with his neighbourhood best friend, and computer games. When he
did volunteer information about his family he generally related a positive experience
with his father. After Sam finished the scribble drawing he recounted that when he
was six years old he felt "good and happy, dad left when I was 8-9 years old". During
the ages of seven to nine years he had wondered where his father was going as he
came home at lam and left again at 6am. He said he tried to stay awake and hear him
coming home. He revealed that he generally never admitted to getting angry and said,
"I usually keep it in and it goes away". In his pencil drawing (Figure 2) he said "eyes
are the windows to our soul" and "glasses cover up the eyes".
After the session, when mentioning he would be staying overnight at his
father's house, he had an immediate mood change, his eyes looked downward and his
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body became more tense. He often hurried back to his mother in the waiting room
post-session, and frequently became more physically agitated and nervous.

4.2.3

Client/therapist Relationship.

During art therapy directives Sam looked uncomfortable and would verbally
retreat. In the first two sessions the client-therapist rapport was strained, increasing
his anxious presentation. He sat three seats away from the trainee art therapist
researcher and did not say goodbye at the end of the sessions. During the first two
sessions the trainee art therapist researcher also demonstrated anxious feelings,
perhaps trying too hard to connect with her new client, but also conscious of not
losing control of the sessions. However it was this controlled and nervous behaviour
which appeared to increase the anxiety on both sides. During the third session Sam
appeared to respond more expressively and positively to an unstructured session, and
being able to choose his own art materials. He disclosed more voluntarily in a
conversational manner about people and situations in his life. He also moved to a seat
closer to the trainee art therapist researcher during the session and wished her in a
cheerful manner to "have a good weekend" upon leaving. Having given more control
to Sam the trainee art therapist researcher also felt more relaxed, with less need to
direct the art making activities. It was at this stage that a closer rapport began to be
established.

4.3

Stage 2: Yielding (Sessions 4-5)
During this phase Sam appeared anxious and restless. He was directed by his

mother to write a note outlining topic areas to discuss in the therapy sessions.

Figure 5: Clay House, front view

Figure 6: Clay House, side view
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4.3.1 Art Making Process.
In the fourth session Sam was offered clay for the first time. He tried

experimenting with water and pastels on paper, showing less caution than previously,
but quickly lost interest. Paint also did not appeal to him. It was suggested that he use
clay to absorb some of his anxious energy, similar to how a stress ball might facilitate
tension release through the tightly squeezing hand motion. He enjoyed throwing it
down on the table and said it was a good replacement for a punching bag, allowing
him to release pent up anger. He made a house constructed from individual clay
bricks (Figures 5 & 6), and in the following session applied PV A glue to make it more
solid. The glue dripped down the sides and he commented that it looked as though it
was disintegrating, "ugly and not very good".
He spent most of session five making a factory from clay, toothpicks and
paddle pop sticks, (Figures 7 & 8). After building the four walls he realised he had
forgotten an entrance. He said that the factory, "does not deserve a roof', but then
looked awkward, and added "I didn't mean to say that". After hesitating he proceeded
to make an impenetrable roof from a solid clay slab placed on top of paddle pop
sticks. He then added a large chimney to the structure. Without the factory having an
entry point he finally decided to add a doorway by removing some bricks, using
toothpicks to hold up the entrance. Sam found it difficult to talk about the factory or
engage in story-telling.

Figure 7: Clay Factory, front view

Figure 8: Clay Factory, side view

After using the clay he became more physically relaxed, mentally alert and
animated. His cheeks were flushed and he was chattier, sharing experiences about his
week. He also felt a sense of accompli shment for fini shing each clay structure within
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one session. Sam enquired where he could buy some clay for home use, and for his
mother who was "always stressed". He also requested to use clay in future sessions.

4.3.2

Observations.

When describing his art work in session four, Sam was encouraged to use a
personification projective technique (Gordon & Langmaid, 1988; McLeod, 2003),
whereby feelings are projected onto the object and spoken about in the third person
rather than directly in the first person. For example, when asked how the wall might
have been feeling Sam imagined it to be, "grey, miserable and lonely". He said he
constructed the house for the wall to overcome its loneliness, saying that "even if
there was a wild beast inside, the house would be okay because it would have
company".
Other topics of conversation revealed that he had been bullied at school by a
boy he had regarded as a friend, which left him feeling sad and angry. He felt scared
playing tag and being chased so he separated himself from the group. He had played a
computer game featuring a boy who said, "I'm cool and I've got no friends", and
admitted he had no real friends at school. His father had disappointed him twice, once
when he did not arrive on time to collect him for an access visit, and more
significantly he did not come to his confirmation. His father said he had confused the
date, but Sam felt angry, as his father had been given advance warning.
Throwing clay on the table triggered a memory of his father getting angry and
hitting a wall. Sam thought clay was a better way to release anger. He also disclosed
that his parents' divorce had brought about many changes in his life, and said, "Mum
says dad left because he met someone else, and dad said he left because he wanted to.
It's hard to deal with".
In session five, Sam read out a note his mother suggested he write to highlight

topics she wanted him to discuss in therapy. He appeared uncomfortable doing this,
and threw it in the bin after he had rapidly disclosed its contents. He become
physically unsettled towards the end of the session saying he would be staying at his
father's house later that night, but did not want to discuss this further.
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4.3.3

Client/therapist Relationship.

The presence of the note had seemed like an intrusion upon the therapeutic
relationship, and made both Sam and the trainee art therapist researcher
uncomfortable and somewhat frustrated. It was mutually decided that Sam would not
bring notes to the sessions at his mother's insistence, as the material he explored was
private and separate to his mother's expectations of the therapeutic relationship. He
seemed relieved to have these boundaries, and said that the therapy allowed him to
"discuss his feelings". The trainee art therapist researcher felt Sam was beginning to
trust her more, marked by his invitation to help him make a clay cube during the
factory construction. The trainee art therapist researcher also felt more comfortable
learning to let Sam guide her through the sessions, and adapting to the rich content
revealed through his art making to express his various emotional states.

4.4

Stage 3: Disintegrating (Sessions 6-8)
In this phase Sam appeared extremely sad and depressed with increased

anxiety manifested in his physically agitated state. His mother appeared overwhelmed
and anxious and Sam had difficulty separating from her in the waiting room. He
appeared eager to leave the sessions to return to his mother and sister in the waiting
room, where his agitation increased.

4.4.1

Art Making Process.

During these three sessions Sam worked on his house andfactory, which took
on various incarnations. He worked on the factory for most of session six, and
commented it was "heavy to lift". He did not like the way it looked, filling the gaps in
the walls with pieces of clay. He remarked "it did not look stable, only the roof is
stable". He said that he related more to the falling down wall than the stable roof
(Figure 9). He tried desperately to fix it up but conceded that, "it doesn't always work
out the way you want it to", and that it was "not a good factory" .
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Figure 9: Unstable Factory

Figure 10: Camou-hut

During this process Sam appeared emotionally charged, throwing down clay
pieces to flatten into bricks, feeling some relief in expressing his anger. He made a
blank sign across the doorway imagining it to say "abandoned place", but quickly
withdrew his remark. He tried to remove the cardboard base, in an urgent and
aggressive manner, but gave up in defeat. He said "the people inside the factory
would be bankrupt, the factory doesn't work, there is nothing inside".
He then started to paint the clay house in various shades of army camouflage
green that he had spent considerable time mixing to create the desired colours. He
applied the paint liberally and with urgency, hurriedly adding green feathers and
sparkles to the roof before the end of the session. He gave the house various names
including the bunker meaning safe and protected, jungle house and camou-hut (Figure
10), so "if animals find you they will pee on you like a tree because you are so well
hidden". He appeared more open and comfortable working on the house, and left the
session more animated than upon arrival. His mother was two minutes late and his
distress increased during this time.
In session seven Sam worked on the factory for the entire session and said it

looked like it was "falling apart". He referred to the chimney being blocked up, "it
doesn't work properly, smoke should come out but it's all kept inside". He spent a
long time mixing and pouring paints, which he liberally applied to the factory's
external surface. This was a messy and uncontained process, with paint all over Sam' s
hands, brushes and the table's paper groundsheet. He then covered the factory with
black paint, saying it could mean that "it's angry". He wanted to paint it all black but
said "it's dead, it's over, can't fix it", but continued to try and repair it. He poured
paint in the chimney, which flowed uncontrollably through the holes in the bricks. He
tried to contain it inside with masking tape and stick it together with PV A glue. He
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said "it's not meant to go everywhere. It looks like an accident. If it was a person it
would be hit by a bus, there's blood everywhere" (Figures 11, 12 & 13).

Figure 11: Paint and PVA Factory

Figure 12: Paint and PVA Factory, detail

Figure 13: Paint and PVA Factory

Figure 14: Factory Crime Scene

He declared it a crime scene and wrote the sign, "Police scene. Do not cross"
(Figure 14). To keep out "the general public and people wanting to get in" he placed
masking tape across the doorway. He wrapped masking tape around the chimney
saying that "it is sick, not dead" as he continued to add more paint, PV A glue and
additional clay bricks inside the chimney, until it started to fall away from the
factory 's main structure. He tore it off completely and said "it's really over now; it's a
terrorist attack, no hope, definitely dead". He placed the chimney onto a cardboard
piece, made four holes in each comer, attached string to hold it in position and
"airlifted it to safety", placing it onto the shelf with care (Figures 15 & 16).
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Figure 15: Tightly Wrapped Chimney

Figure 16: Chimney Airlifted to Safety

Two minutes before the end of the session he tied more string around the
entire factory to "hold it together" (Figures 11, 12 & 13). His overall approach this
session was more impulsive, uncontained and expressive. He physically moved
around the room, sat on the floor and stood up over the table to view his work from
different angles. He was disgusted with the mess but cleaning the brushes helped him
to calm down.
Sam spent most of session eight on the factory. The paint and PYA mixture
from the previous session was still wet; he remarked that it looked "like a muscle
inside the body, an unhealthy body. It feels gooey, not healthy". He proceeded to
mutilate and damage it. He pulled it apart and destroyed it. He said "it's dead, it's
bodgey". He took the demolished factory and paper off the table and threw it all in the
bin, stomping on it with his feet. As he cleaned the brushes and tools he became more
relaxed.

4.4.2 Observations.
At the beginning of this stage Sam revealed he had been publicly bullied and
beaten by a group of boys at school, twice in one day. He felt upset and angry about
the incident, the teacher's perceived indifference, and for being unable to defend
himself. His father was five hours late for a weekend visitation and so it was
cancelled, which made him annoyed and disappointed as he looked forward to seeing
him. He stated that his father had "always been unreliable, even when he was at
home". He said he would not be able to tell his father how he felt as "dad doesn' t talk
about emotions".
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Sam's mother was 40 minutes late at the end of session seven. She had rung
twice to say the train was late. His anxiety increased, and he frequently pulled his
jumper over his head. During this time in the waiting room he discussed in detail what
life was like at his father's house with his step siblings. For the first time he
mentioned the imminent birth of his father's and stepmother's baby. His father had
phoned during the week to update the arrival details. Sam also discussed how he
enjoyed escaping into the fantasy world of computer games.
During session eight Sam revealed how his escalating anger the day before
had resulted in him punching his best friend's younger brother in the eye brow. He
felt remorseful and guilty, and apologised to his best friend's family. He did not
believe his teacher would reprimand the boy who had been bullying him at school,
leaving him with low expectations of the situation changing. He also described an
incident at school about a drunk driver killing himself in a motorbike accident, "his
face and skin came off. There were lots of police and helicopters around". He said he
was not afraid of dying in general "but it would be scary dying like that".

4.4.3

Client/therapist Relationship.

Sam seemed receptive to the trainee art therapist researcher's presence and
responded to indirect conversations via the artwork rather than directly in the first
person. Sam began to share personal experiences and thoughts about his father and
new family, communicating some of his own emotionally vulnerable and fragile
states. He was still somewhat tentative at times, particularly if raw material was
explored too quickly.
There appeared to be a shift in Sam's ability to trust the trainee art therapist
researcher, asking her to be involved in the work, to view it from different angles with
him. The trainee art therapist researcher was more aware of her own reactions, using
Sam's responses to gauge how far she could venture emotionally with him. She spoke
less, learning to be more present with the client and respond in a more authentic
manner. Acknowledgement of his feelings appeared to increase the therapeutic bond,
providing a safe place for Sam to share more on an emotional level.
Overall, this was an exciting time for the trainee art therapist researcher as
Sam began to demonstrate the power of the art therapeutic process to reveal more
emotional depth. As Sam was unable to contain his emotions, letting them overflow in
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his artwork, the trainee art therapist researcher became very aware of the need to let
him experience this outpouring but also ensure he was not too overwhelmed before he
left the sessions. However at times she felt both empathy and sympathy for his
situation, and needed to consciously separate her desire to over-identify and protect
Sam during his pain, and offer the containment he needed.

4.5

Stage 4: Uncertainty (Sessions 9- 12)
During this stage Sam's separation from his mother and sister at the beginning

of each session ranged from easy, reasonable to more difficult. He either stood up
immediately to leave, gave his mother hugs and kisses before departing, remained
seated or continued playing with his sister, and needed to be called several times. He
varied in affect from calm and relaxed to sad and quiet. This stage coincided with the
end of the school term.

4.5.1

Art Making Process.

Sam found it difficult to concentrate on art making activities. He appeared
unsure of himself and pressured himself to make something.

Figure 17: Clay Igloo, aerial view

Figure 18: Clay Igloo, front view

In session nine Sam created an igloo from individual bricks he carefully held
together with water, as he was "preparing for the blizzard". He applied paint liberally
with a large brush, urgently wanting to finish it within the session, (Figures 17 & 18).
Sam wanted to continue creating an igloo city in session 10. He tried to make
clay bricks but did not like them, so destroyed them and stopped using clay. He had a
lot of nervous energy, and pressured himself to make something although he found it
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difficult to focus on any one task. He made a variety of pieces including an umbrella
made from wood and plastic (Figure 19). He also experimented with gold transferable
paper on wood and black paper (Figure 20). He wanted to make a house from
cardboard and decorate it with the gold transferable paper but made only a wall with a
window before getting distracted (Figure 21 ).

Figure 19: Umbrella

Figure 20: Gold and Black Experimenting

Sam continued with the snow theme in
session 11. He made a snowman from a
polystyrene foam ball, and used toothpicks
for limbs and skis to help it stay upright.
(Figure 22). He said the snowman was going
"down a hill, not sure where he's going". He
then placed him beside the igloo (Figure 23),
Figure 21: Wall for House

and said "he's too big to fit inside". He then

drew with glitter, on a flat piece of wood, a "snowperson", wearing glasses over his
eyes (Figure 24). He said the glasses were "cool" but also used to "hide". He said the
image stood out like a billboard but the boy was "feeling flat and can't walk".

Figure 22: Snowman

Figure 23: Igloo and Snowman
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Sam made another igloo from two large slabs of clay during session 12
(Figure 25). He created larger sized bricks than previously and packed them tightly
together. He coated both the igloo and cardboard base liberally with an ice blue paint
and PVA glue mixture to represent snow, which he said was "holding it together". He
wrapped it up neatly and precisely and placed it safely on the storage shelf. At the end
of the session he said he felt better expressing himself through the clay work.

Figure 24: Glitter Snow Person

Figure 25: Painted PVA Igloo

4.5.2 Observations.
The focus of conversation for this stage centred on how Sam' s father was
spending less time with him and more time with the new baby. "Jason was born at
2.58pm last Thursday" was Sam's first statement in session nine. When discussing his
father and the new baby his agitation increased, he became fidgety and his eyes and
face looked downward. He said he had felt much worse before and that he was getting
used to not being his father's favourite, "I dreaded it (the birth) but it's not as bad as I
thought. I saw him (Jason) last week; it was okay, nothing special". He revealed he
did not feel special even though his father called him, and his sister, his "special
kids ... dad is always saying things he doesn't mean". He also added that his mother
"was a bit different than usual".
Sam had felt rejected by his best friend but was spending time with other boys,
and enjoyed learning new strategic computer games. In sessions 10, 11 and 12 he
revealed his anticipation about the school disco which he had been "thinking about for
weeks". He was looking forward to hanging out with "all my friends" which included
the boy who had been bullying him. He said school was going well and he liked being
part of a friendship "gang". He also liked a girl from his class who he hoped would
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go, but had low expectations as historically not many girls had attended. He said he
had to leave the disco early to stay at his father's but was "looking less forward to
going to dad's these days".
He placed the igloo next to the camou-hut and realised they were both about
protection and camouflage. He mentioned he was spending less time on the toilet, 15
minutes instead of the previous 50 - 60 minutes. In session 12 he called his father a
"bodgey godfather" for not attending his cousin's communion. He said he would not
be seeing his father in the school holidays and did not want to continue to discuss
him. The trainee art therapist researcher reminded Sam that there would be a twoweek break in therapy due to the school holidays, in which he replied that his uncle
had gone to the USA for work. The trainee art therapist researcher assured him that
she was not going overseas, and would be returning to resume the therapy.

4.5.3

Client/therapist Relationship.

Sam began each session chatting for between 10-15 minutes about his father,
the week's events and any physical ailments such as a cold, stomach ache or sore
finger. He appeared to engage more with the trainee art therapist researcher, asking
questions and seeking guidance. The trainee art therapist researcher acknowledged
Sam's pain which was both a comfort and a challenge for him. However there was
some difficulty accessing his emotional state and he would show his discomfort by
changing the subject, or get up and walk away to do something else. Therapeutic
caution was required in allowing the process of paternal disappointment and rejection
to unfold at Sam's pace rather than overloading him with direct thematic links. Sitting
with his anxiety, anger and uncertainty allowed the trainee art therapist researcher to
address these behaviours as aspects of his character, something to accept rather than
ignore.
With the trainee art therapist researcher's absence there was some need for
reassurance surrounding a two-week break in therapy. Sam found it challenging to
pack up by the end of sessions and separate from the trainee art therapist researcher,
perhaps relating to some anxiety surrounding the absence, bringing up similar feelings
of his paternal loss and abandonment. Additionally the trainee art therapist researcher
felt a sense of frustration and unconscious power struggle with Sam not leaving the
sessions on time, and focused on an agreement to improve his time management,
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establishing some boundaries rather than allow his anxwus or angry patterns to
control the sessions. A wall clock was also implemented for the following therapy
sessions.

4.6

Stage 5: Regressing (Sessions 13- 14)
Sam separated easily from his mother and sister prior to the sessions during

this stage. He engaged quickly, and appeared relaxed and chatty.

4.6.1

Art Making Process.

After the two week break in therapy Sam reacquainted himself with the room.
He noticed the new clock on the wall, but did not vocalise this out loud. He worked
on the igloos in both sessions, claiming he wanted to make an igloo city.

Figure 26: Igloos & Snow Mound, front view

Figure 27: Igloos & Snow Mound, rear view

In session 13 he made cement by filling clay and water in a plastic bag. He

removed the darker igloo from its original cardboard base and placed the two igloos
and a snow mound onto one piece of cardboard (Figures 26 & 27). As he placed his
hand into the cup of cement mixture he said "this is going to be disgusting, revolting",
but continued to do so with a smile on his face. He said, "it reminds me of when I was
a young kid". He seemed to enjoy himself, as he smiled and appeared freer when he
played with the clay all over his hands. He applied PV A glue over both igloos
wanting them to be "glued down".
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Figure 28: Coil Pot I

Figure 29: Coil Pot I, aerial view

Sam ripped the cardboard base away from the igloos in session 14, not content
with the appearance. He tried, unsuccessfully, to find the perfect shade of ice by
colouring it in with pastels and paint. He painted his name in large letters on the
groundsheet. He then wanted to make a clay pot, similar to one he had seen in his
grandmother's craft book, and began by punching the clay in an angry and energetic
motion (Figures 28 & 29). He put the clay with water in a plastic bag to make it soft
and mushy. When the clay was all over his hands he became more calm and
expressive, with less concern over the finished product looking perfect. Afterwards he
said he felt more relieved.

4.6.2 Observations.
Sam related in detail his feelings of anxiety before, during and after his prehigh school exam to determine his class grading. He believed he had done well in the
exam but had felt nervous throughout the assessment, and during the 15 minute break
between tests. Prior to the exam he said he was scared about entering high school as
he "can't get away with being silly anymore". Further discussion ensued about the
dual sides of change being both challenging and necessary. He said he had seen his
father after the exam, but had felt uncertainty over whether his stepmother's children
would be there or not. He remarked that, "Dad is different when they are there and not
there", but did not elaborate on this. He described feeling left out with the
establishment of the two homes and writing his name makes him feel he is not
forgotten. Whilst placing the two igloos on one cardboard piece he said he was
"getting used to things now". He said the mound between the two igloos was "j ust
stuck there" and added some other pieces of clay "so he has some friends".
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He had seen his father twice in the school holidays but "didn't really do
anything". He appeared dismissive and less enthusiastic about his visits. Whilst
playing with the "squishy clay" he said life was more fun when he was a "young kid".
He also revealed his toilet behaviour had improved, spending 15-30 minutes in the
bathroom at his father's house and 5-l 0 minutes at home. He did not want to discuss
the comparative time differences spent at each parent's house.

4.6.3 Client/therapist Relationship.
There was a natural flow between Sam and trainee art therapist researcher,
who had both connected well after the two week break. The clock helped Sam to
manage his time better in the sessions, which was acknowledged as a great
achievement. He was able to discuss more directly a range of feelings connected to
his father, with disappointment being the rawest emotion. This was an area they
agreed to work on together in future sessions. The trainee art therapist researcher felt
that due to the sensitivity of Sam's emotions it was essential to retain metaphoric
communication, and to be tentative when delving into aspects of change, such as
improvements in his toileting behaviour. Sam's ability for personal insight increased
as he began to be more creatively expressive and his trust in the trainee art therapist
researcher developed.
He had some difficulty expressing his fears but responded well to the trainee
art therapist researcher's suggestion to use clay to help release his anger and anxiety.
During his clay making Sam sat on the closest seat to the trainee art therapist
researcher, rather than his usual two or three seats away. He was also more inclusive
as he asked her to make clay pieces with him.

4.7

Stage 6: Confiding (Sessions 15- 17)
Sam appeared flat, depressed and anxious during this stage. Sam's separation

from his mother was somewhat strained, giving her a hug, kiss or definite wave and
farewell comment before leaving the waiting room. His mother also appeared tired.
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4.7.1

Art Making Process.

In session 15 Sam said he had not gone to school that day. He said, "I didn't

feel like it, don't know why". He made another clay pot, filling it with water as he
shaped it (Figures 30 & 31). The water was seeping out slowly from the bottom, and
was compared to being a similar process to people who need to let things out, or they
would explode. Sam said he would like to learn how to let out his emotions slowly
but did not know how.

Figure 30: Coil Pot II, side view

Figure 31: Coil Pot II, aerial view

In Session 16, Sam wanted to make an igloo but instead made individual

bricks in preparation to make a house the following session, (Figures 32 & 33). He
lined them up separately in rows, being methodical in his approach so they did not
touch each other. He then got a piece of clay and placed it around a plastic cup as a
mould, but the clay would not come unstuck. When asked how the cup might be
feeling trapped inside the clay, Sam replied, "sad and annoyed", but felt the cup did
want to come out. He mashed the clay back into one piece and reshaped it into a
cricket ball (Figure 34), leaving it, and the bricks, to dry on the shelf.

Figure 32: Bricks Lined Up in Rows

Figure 33: Bricks Stored for Next Session
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In the following session Sam was unsure of what to do and chiselled away at

the cricket ball, sweeping the dry clay into a pile on the table. He reassembled the dry
bricks but did not make anything with them. He tore black cardboard into small pieces
and then placed them, the clay dust and water into a clay cylindrical shape he had
constructed. It overflowed but he created a lid to contain it all inside. He then made a
larger "capsule" to put all the pieces inside a "safe place" (Figure 35).

Figure 34: Cricket Ball

4. 7.2

Figure 35: Larger Clay Capsule

Observations.

In session 15, Sam related how he felt depressed and surrounded by

uncertainty. He was disappointed with his father not seeing him that week,
establishing a two weeks on and two weeks off arrangement. Ten minutes before the
session ended Sam confided that he previously had suicidal thoughts, "only for a few
seconds last year". Sam said he did not feel like this currently, often or for extended
periods of time. He had no immediate plan and appeared at low suicidal risk once his
weekend plans had been discussed. He said he had wanted to tell his mother last year
but "she had too many things going on", and he could "deal with it on his own". He
said he felt safe at CAMHS and had wanted to come into the session that day.
Sam had been cast in the school musical as a character he felt was negative.
The teacher asked him to act like a "retard and dopey", and would not recast him even
after his protestations. He felt disappointed and overlooked, wanting a better, more
popular role. He said his teacher had singled him out and humiliated him in front of
his class, at which he had cried and shouted back at her. He felt frightened and sick in
the stomach, but also some relief as he had vented some of hi s anger.
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Sam did not feel his father would come to the school concert, as he remarked,
"it's typical for dad to say something he does not mean or plan to follow through". He
said he would not be celebrating his father's birthday the following week. He put his
head to the ground and retreated as he acknowledged his disappointment in his father
whom he had not seen for two weeks.

4.7.3

Client/therapist Relationship.

Following the CAMHS duty of care protocol upon suicide disclosure Sam was
told his case manager would be informed. He felt betrayed and angry about his trust
being broken. It was reiterated several times that it was a precaution for his safety
over the weekend, coming from a caring and nurturing position and not about
disrespecting his trust. He was encouraged to share his feelings and utilise the
supports around him so he did not have to carry the emotional weight, as he had been
hitherto. He hung his head low as he reluctantly said goodbye. The suicide disclosure
had taken the trainee art therapist researcher a bit by surprise and there was regret that
she did explore his feelings more deeply, and support his trust in their relationship
before she mentioned his case manager would be informed.
Sam showed his annoyance at the trainee art therapist researcher for being a
few minutes late one session, and the trainee art therapist researcher was able to use
this reaction as a way to discuss his feelings of disappointment and anger towards his
father. Sam revealed that he did not know how to express his emotions without
exploding or keeping them inside and was supported in his desire to destroy and
remake his artwork to vent his anger. It was presented to Sam that being aware of his
different

emotions,

such

as

anger,

sadness,

happiness,

depression,

and

disappointment, might help him to manage these feelings when they arose again in the
future. By the end of this stage there was a more comfortable, honest, natural and
direct therapeutic rapport.

4.8

Stage 7: Letting Go/Relinquishing (Sessions 18- 20)
During this phase Sam separated immediately from his mother and sister upon

seeing the trainee art therapist researcher. He appeared bright, cheery, sometimes a bit
sad, but generally more open to chat about his feelings and thoughts.
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4.8.1 Art Making Process.
In session 18 Sam began to break open his clay pieces, throwing them from a

height onto the floor, stomping on the pieces to make smaller bits and then reforming
these into different works. Figure 36 shows the large "rocks" from the previous
session's capsule he had broken open to make a riverbed, with a river in the middle.
He sorted the remaining "rocks" into five different piles of rubble, from large to
smaller pieces. He made "cement" by adding water to the clay dust that had also
formed, but he did not like the squishy and soft feel.

Figure 36: Clay Rocks and Riverbed, on board

Figure 37: Clay Containers, detail

At the end of the session he placed the remaining clay piles into four cups (Figure 37),
adding the cement and more water. He taped them up to keep them moist for the next
session.
In the following session Sam looked at his "riverbed" work, saying that it

"easily comes apart and is not solid" and did not want to work on it. He preferred the
wet clay inside the cups. He said it was disgusting but continued delightedly to play
with it. He made two cubes which he threw, together with the dried bricks from
session 16, and some sloppy clay "cement" onto a piece of board. The sloppy clay
triggered a conversation about the progress of his toileting behaviour. He said "it's
better now .. .it's to do with dad leaving but I'm more accepting of the reality now".
He then liberally added a variety of coloured paints; blue, green, yellow and orange
(Figures 38 & 39).
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Figure 38: Clay and Paint Expression

Figure 39: Clay and Paint Expression, detail

Sam's experimentation with clay and paint continued into session 20. He
appeared angry and threw clay onto the table to vent his anger. At the sink he poured
a number of paints into a cup to make brown which he poured into a hollow
cardboard tube, and sealed with clay at either end. He was disgusted with the thick
and gluggy consistency of the blue paint, saying it "looked like poo". A conversation
ensued about it being a natural bodily function and how it is better to let it go than to
keep it in. Sam replied he found it difficult to express his feelings.

Figure 40: Letting Go

Figure 41: Letting Go, detail

While standing up he poured various paints from the bottle onto black paper
on the floor, (Figures 40 & 41). He thought the different colours everywhere looked
good from an aerial view, prompting a discussion about their similarity to the chaos
and spontaneity of life, which cannot be controlled, but depending on how it is
viewed could be "okay".
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4.8.2 Observations.
Sam related various aspects about his life over these three sessions. He
reported the school musical went well but he was relieved it was over. He wrote three
pages of feedback in class primarily criticising his character, calling him "pathetic,
dumb, stupid, amnesic". He had felt better writing about his feelings. He did not want
to discuss the conflict with his teacher, but said the school meeting had gone well,
with an improved relationship with his teacher. His friendship group appeared to have
also improved, as he had been spending time with three boys, "who are nice to me".
Sam discussed various activities soon to stop in his life; soccer, art classes,
primary school. He had mixed feelings about high school the next year; excitement
and uncertainty. He also blushed with embarrassment as he mentioned his interest in a
girl at school. He said he had felt too vulnerable to ask her out, fearful of rejection. At
home he now had his own room for the first time, and enjoyed the privacy.
In relation to breaking the clay pieces and seeing them separate he said, "I
want them to be together but have to accept it's not how it is". Sam also felt distressed
and worried excessively over an abusive text message his mother had received from
his father. He said when his mother was upset he felt upset too. He discussed a dream
he had about being taken away from his mother and sister, in a combined version of
his stepmother and father's car. He started to cry and asked for a box of tissues. He
disclosed he had been crying all morning about the dream with his mother. He
mentioned his mother had increased anxiety levels, as she feared her ex-husband and
his family would take Sam and his sister away.
He had experienced continued disappointment from his father who did not
come to the school concert nor pick him up for visitation. Instead they went out for
dinner the following night with his stepmother and her family. He did not want to go
and did not enjoy it. He blamed his stepmother for the offensive text message, but his
father denied she could have sent it.

4.8.3

Client/therapist Relationship.

Sam was encouraged to use the clay to either vent his anger, or to be more
expressive and experimental. He spent considerable time chatting in the sessions and
was more trusting and open about his feelings. He spontaneously said "thank you" at
the end of the sessions. There was some anxiety about the trainee art therapist
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researcher's two-week absence at the end of this period, and Sam was told he could
call the case manager if he needed to see her over this time. After the session on the
walk back to the waiting room Sam wanted to know where the trainee art therapist
researcher was going for her vacation, questioning if she was going overseas or
staying in Australia. She disclosed that she would not be going away but the reason
for taking time off was to get married. Sam was silent after receiving this news. The
trainee art therapist researcher was aware of Sam's fear and anxiety relating to
separation, loss and rejection and at the time this self-disclosure seemed to be a
natural response to his question. She felt a responsibility to Sam to be genuine and
honest, assuring him that she would be returning to therapy.

4.9

Stage 8: Experimenting/Grieving (Sessions 21- 24)
Sam had mixed affect during this stage, ranging from bright and in good

spirits to feeling flat, depressed, quiet and anxious. He seemed to find it difficult to
separate from his mother and sister before the sessions. At the end of the sessions, if
his mother was late, he became more physically agitated, with a worried look on his
face. Sam was accompanied by his grandmother for session 21. She appeared anxious,
constantly telling Sam and his sister to behave properly.

4.9.1

Art Making Process.

Sam liberally applied black paint over some orange pastel he had drawn onto
white paper, and then etched a flame symbol into the wet surface with a toothpick
(Figure 42). He commented that it "did not look very good". He continued with the
same technique and demonstrated a more fluid approach in his next two paintings. He
then placed a piece of paper and black board on the floor and delighted in
spontaneously throwing orange paint onto the surface (Figure 43).
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Figure 42: Flame, paint on paper

Figure 43: Thrown, paint & water on paper

In session 22 Sam built a "hut" (Figure 44 ), made from paddle pop sticks,
toothpicks, masking tape, a clay roof and mound with steps leading to an open
entrance for "easier access". It was all covered in PV A glue to set it in place. At the
beginning of the next session Sam destroyed the hut's edges in a burst of anger. Near
the end of the session he picked it up with one toothpick and it fell apart (Figure 45).
He remarked, "it's okay, it wanted to die". He then soaked a piece of paper (Figure
46) and wood (Figure 47) in blue ink mixed with water, curious to see if it would soak
through to the other side. The dye spilled onto the floor which he sponged up,
together with the trainee art therapist researcher.

Figure 44: Hut

Figure 45: Hut Destroyed
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Figure 46: Blue Dye-soaked Paper

Figure 47: Blue Dye-soaked Wood

There was red dye all over the sink area, which looked like "an operation, a
bloody mess" (Figure 48). Mixing water and paint Sam made a lilac colour which he
poured into the cups he had used, and the latex gloves he had been wearing. He stored
them in a larger container for the next session (Figure 49).

Figure 48: Red Dye Operation

4.9.2

Figure 49: Lilac Paint in Gloves and Cups

Observations.

While Sam's mother was away on a work placement his maternal grandmother
looked after both he and his sister at home. Sam found her to be stressful as she
nagged them to clean up around the house, and constantly talked and worried about
arrangements for her deceased husband's one year commemoration. He also found the
family's collective grieving to be overwhelming, adding to his own sad and heavy
mood. He felt it was strange and inappropriate to celebrate someone's death. For Sam,
it had felt longer than a year since his grandfather passed away. He acknowledged he
had experienced a lot of change, with two significant losses in his life; his father and
his grandfather, both impacting on the family's routine and structure.
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Sam had become increasingly upset about spending less time with his father,
who was now more difficult to access. One weekend Sam's father surprised him by
organising a family portrait. He felt uncomfortable when the photographer referred to
his stepmother as his mother, but did not mention his feelings about it to anyone. His
father had also disappointed him by getting his access weeks confused. Sam found his
father's reliability unsettling. He wanted to express his feelings but did not know how
to do this, and commented that his father "wouldn't like that, he wouldn't be able to".
He expressed that, "Dad is not the dad I thought he was. He can be difficult. It's
different to before and it's hard". Rather than his father changing it was discussed that
perhaps Sam might need to become more adaptable and view the situation from
another perspective as an option moving forward, albeit a painful approach for him.
Sam celebrated his twelfth birthday during this phase. His father called him
early and sang "happy birthday solo" over the telephone. He was pleased no-one else
was involved in this interaction. He had organised three friends to sleepover that
evening and had been worried about every possible scenario, including his mother
being anxious and the preparations not being ready. He was also anxious about seeing
his father, his paternal grandparents and their extended family over the weekend.

4.9.3

Client/therapist Relationship.

Sam and the trainee art therapist researcher both appeared to reconnect well
after the two-week absence, and for the first time Sam spontaneously sat on the chair
closest to her, and said "thankyou" and "goodbye" at the end of the sessions. More
personal and intense topics were shared, which were painful for Sam. However he
appeared accepting of possible solutions to address some of his paternal relationship
issues, and was able to link discussions to previous sessions. The trainee art therapist
researcher remained accepting of Sam making a mess as he worked freely and
expressively, realising that a less direct approach would be a more suitable way to
link his behaviour with his emotional state, which he found difficult. The trainee art
therapist researcher was able to be more empathetic towards Sam during this stage,
and helped overt his feelings of sadness related to a period highlighted by grief and
loss. She checked whether he had felt any further suicidal thoughts and reiterated that
she would not betray his trust or privacy, but that she was asking from a caring
position. Cleaning up together was a shared task performed with mutual respect.
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Sometimes Sam had difficulty ending the sessions and separating from the trainee art
therapist researcher, perhaps signalling anxiety about termination of the therapy.

4.10

Stage 9: Transforming (Sessions 25- 26)
During this phase Sam had difficulty separating from his mother, and

remained seated when it was time to leave for his session. He appeared quiet, flat,
preoccupied and a bit apprehensive. Video recording for this research thesis was
trialled during this stage. Sam was shown the recording room prior to the
commencement of his sessions to confirm that no-one would be viewing. He did not
work with clay during this phase.

4.10.1 Art Making Process.
Sam was less chatty at the beginning of the sessions and preferred to look at
his work from the previous week before starting his art making. In session 25 he tore
his blue dyed piece of wood into small bits, gluing them down onto blue paper in a
"mosaic" design (Figure 50). His approach was ordered and methodical. He also
poured the paint and water stored in cups, into four large rectangular containers. He
swirled the paint around to make different patterns and then placed pieces of black
cardboard on top to make three marble designs (Figure 51).

Figure 50: Mosaic

Figure 51: Marble Paintings
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Figure 52: Collage

Figure 53: Freeing Lilac Paint on Paper

In the following session he cut up these paintings into an assortment of shapes

to make a collage (Figure 52). He then pierced a whole in the latex gloves filled with
lilac paint and water, and squirted it onto a sheet of paper laid on top of the chest
(Figure 53). He said he had been "keeping stuff inside the gloves" for two weeks and
it felt good to let it out. He squeezed every last drop of liquid onto the paper which
dripped onto the chest and floor. He said the sheet of paper could go in the bin, "it can
die". This comment led into a conversation about a school friend whose grandmother
had recently died. He said he had been thinking about his grandfather and
remembered, "when I putting the leaves on him, it felt like he was watching over".

4.10.2 Observations.
Sam did not engage immediately in conversation in session 25, but did reveal
that he had received good birthday presents. Sam spoke about an argument his parents
had over he and his sister staying an extra night at his father's house. Sam did not
want to stay and phoned his mother to say he wanted to come home. Hi s father threw
the phone on the floor, packed Sam's presents into the car and drove Sam and his
sister home. On the way home his father had cried. The last time he had seen him cry
was when his parents separated. Seeing his father upset made Sam feel deeply
unhappy, but he did not feel comfortable to discuss these feelings with his father. The
following week his father ignored the fact that he had cried. Sam said he was not
afraid of things changing, "because I know they are changing".
In session 26 Sam talked about high school and how happy he was to have "all

my friends in my class". He reflected that the next steps into high school were like
finishing one part of life and entering into a new stage. This was likened to
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relationships, ending one and developing another. The trainee art therapist researcher
told Sam that she would not be his therapist at CAMHS the following year, and their
art therapy would be finishing at the end of the year. He appeared surprised and
remained silent. It was suggested that he may need time to adjust to the situation, and
that any feelings he had, such as sadness, abandonment, anger could be explored in
future sessions. He continued with his art task and after a while chatted about a school
assignment his uncle and mother had helped him with, of which he was very proud.

4.10.3 Client/therapist Relationship.
Sam was difficult to engage, sitting three seats away from the trainee art
therapist researcher at the beginning of the sessions. He moved closer as he started his
art making and the conversations developed. Sometimes he stood next to her. Sam
seemed to avoid further discussion about termination, by moving about the room
looking for art supplies. He did not seem hurried to get to the waiting room.
The trainee art therapist researcher was conscious that both she and Sam
would need time to adjust to the idea of termination and that potential feelings of loss,
abandonment and fear of rejection could be brought to the surface during the sessions.
She explained that over the next few weeks they would try to address the sadness and
feelings of loss, but also differentiate his feelings towards his father as separate to
those established during therapy. He appeared to better receive direct questions and
respond about emotional challenges in his life.

4.11

Stage 10: Terminating/Withholding/Confronting (Sessions 27- 30)
Sam presented with mixed affect during this stage. He appeared depressed,

tired, quiet as well as anxious and talkative. He generally separated easily from his
mother. At the beginning of the final session he gave his mother a kiss and hug
goodbye before leaving the waiting room.

4.11.1 Art Making Process.
In session 27 Sam seemed more expressive in his art making than previously,

mixing paints in the sink to make marble paintings (Figure 54). He also fou nd it
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difficult to focus and worked on many things at once. He did not want to use clay and
drew a Slime creature called Insomnia (Figure 55), about a boy "who never sleeps,
has been having trouble sleeping for many months and has lots of stuff going on".
The character's thin arms represented the fact that "he didn't have much power in his
arms".

Figure 54: Marble Painting

Figure 55: Insomnia Slime Drawing

Sam looked through his folder and seemed excited to reconnect with some of
his earlier artwork in session 28. He started to draw with pastels on paper which he
painted over with blue paint, interested to watch how the pastels dissolved in the
water. He then painted over the whole page with a blue paint wash. He cut up a small
piece of canvas and started to design a "puzzle" with pencil in a methodical and
contained fashion.

Figure 56: Christmas Tree

Figure 57: Christmas Tree, detail

Sam decided to use clay again in session 29. He made a Christmas tree which
he painted green and put in a "bucket" with a present underneath (Figures 56 & 57).
The trainee art therapist researcher also made a gift for Sam (Figure 58). He then
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poured black paint all over the tree and present he had made, saying it needed to be
"airlifted, it's damaged but I want to save it". Overall he appeared more engaged and
focused on the task when using the clay.

Figure 58: Christmas Presents

Figure 59: Clay Wall

In the final session Sam displayed all the work he had created during the

course of the therapy, around the room. He decided which pieces he would show his
mother in the feedback session the following week and which he would leave behind
to be stored at CAMHS. Upon seeing all his work he commented that it looked
"spooky". He decided to make one last piece of work from clay, of a wall he had
made with his sister and father on a weekend trip two weeks before the custody and
legal problems had developed (Figure 59).

4.11.2 Observations.
The trainee art therapist researcher was a few minutes late for session 27. At
the beginning of the session Sam said he was "fine, pretty happy", although he
seemed uncomfortable. His difficulty in not being able to focus was likened to his life
which could be quite chaotic, making it difficult to know how to centre himself. His
Slime drawing triggered a discussion about how the last three years had been very
stressful and how he had lacked power to change the situation. He responded, " ... but
he (Dad) couldn't have stayed with us, it wouldn't have worked out". He said he had
not had any recent suicidal thoughts.

In session 29 Sam appeared fragile and said that he had been feeling negative
about everything. His father had not picked him up the previous weekend and hi s
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mother had now involved a lawyer until "he gets his act together". His mother had
also been locking all the windows fearing he and his sister might be taken away. He
said there was a lot of uncertainty surrounding Christmas, not knowing how it would
be with the family dispersed and wanting different things. He spoke with his head
down and his body bending over when he talked about his father. He said "at first dad
was really great, but not really now", which he had found difficult to accept.
Sam discussed his father for the majority of the final therapy session. He
mentioned that things were more difficult since access had been denied. He said he
missed his father but "he is not what he seems ... he needs to get his act together". Sam
said of the art therapy process, "I just saw one perspective but now I am seeing other
perspectives. It's been hard". He continued to say that he had "learnt to see things
from different angles, not just one angle".
The subject of termination was brought up in each session as a link to possible
feelings of abandonment that Sam might have been experiencing, similar to when his
father had left the family after his parents separated. He said that he was "pretty well
over that now. When people leave I don't get the same feeling they're not coming
back. I don't get that anymore". It was reiterated in every session that the reason for
the art therapy treatment finishing was due to the trainee art therapist researcher's
placement ending, and the decision to terminate was in no way Sam's fault. It was
also explained to Sam in more detail that since he was under the age of consent it was
a requirement that his mother received the information about the research thesis first,
before he had been consulted.

4.11.3 Client/therapist Relationship.

Sam's feelings about both the research thesis and the termination of the
therapeutic relationship were addressed by the trainee art therapist researcher in every
session during this stage. When the sessions for the research thesis were being video
taped Sam did not appear comfortable and ceased using clay. His anxious and worried
presentation seemed to increase, and so video taping of all future sessions was halted.
Towards the end of each session Sam moved one seat closer to the trainee art
therapist researcher, and said "bye" and "thanks". The trainee art therapist researcher
discussed that despite feelings of sadness being an inevitable part to the end of any
relationship, termination could also represent good feelings such as the ability to be
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honest, to share and trust another person which were all healthy attributes. She told
Sam that she had really enjoyed getting to know him and thanked him for their time
together. Of the client-therapist relationship Sam had said that the trainee art therapist
researcher "had helped me a lot, to see things as they really are and to understand
things better. Everything really, the whole picture can be pretty spooky".
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CHAPTER FIVE

Discussion

This chapter explores how the art making process and visual and verbal
metaphors provided an understanding of how the client's presenting problems
connected to the significant inter-personal relationships in his life: parental and
sibling, teacher and peer groups, and trainee art therapist researcher. The principles of
Grounded Theory (McLeod, 2003) (see page 28) have provided the basis for the data
analysis, and core themes and salient factors emergent from the use of clay within the
art therapeutic process have been identified.

The client's presenting issues, the long term therapeutic relationship, and the
use of clay are all interrelated entities, with the impact on the client's life illustrated in
the diagram below.

Diagram 5: Interconnected Layers within Sam's Art Therapy Treatment
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5. 1

Core Themes
There were a range of consistent themes emergent from the sessions, with the

main discussion topics divided into the following four headings, or core categories:
The use of clay as a visual metaphor, to provide a context in which to explore the
client's external world; Clay as a reflection for the client's emotional states, to
describe his internal moods and associated behaviours; The diversity of the clay
process, to uncover the multitude of approaches of the clay medium and the
subsequent therapeutic benefits of this creative process; and, The mirroring qualities
of clay within the long-term art therapeutic relationship, to examine the impact of clay
across the ten stages comprising the therapeutic alliance.
These core categories have been further divided into sub-categories to
illustrate how Sam utilised the clay process to explore a number of personal issues
including the affect of clay on his anxiety presentation and various emotional states
such as anger, regression, grief and loss; uncertainty surrounding his sense of place
within the two parental homes and school setting; and his ability to acknowledge and
contain the distress encountered from prolonged parental conflict to gain insight into
his situation.

5.2

Context: The use of clay as a visual metaphor
The various clay pieces created by Sam represented visual metaphors that

described what was happening in his life outside the therapeutic setting. These art
objects offered a tangible and sensory mode for him to externally express his deeper
emotional feelings about the parental divorce, his paternal relationship and sense of
self within this complex and conflicting situation. As discussed by Arguile ( 1992) the
symbolic content of the images was not just playful, but allowed insight into the
client's unconscious world, which would otherwise remain hidden to further
exploration.
It was through the clay medium that gave Sam a permissible outlet to both
enact and contain various fantasies about his family life, school experiences, and self,
which in turn provided the emotional release needed to process his mental anguish.
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5.2.1

Containment.

The theme of containment refers to the ways in which Sam used clay and the
art materials to create tangible holding containers to express issues related to selfprotection and emotional vulnerability. Sam made two solid clay coil pots in sessions
14 and 15, as a way to metaphorically contain the uncertainty, paternal
disappointment and rejection he was feeling since his father was spending more time
with his new family. Perhaps the coil pot provided some comfort for him as he had
seen an image of one in his maternal grandmother's craft book, with whom he was
close.
Often Sam would glue his clay works onto pieces of cardboard, with the thick
edges of the panel serving as a boundary to contain his work. This approach was
observed in sessions five, six, seven, nine, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 22 and 30. He also used
solid plastic containers in session 18 to store his mushy clay works in progress, as if
to protect his soft and sensitive internal self as he began to acknowledge and accept
the reality of his parents' divorce and his father's absence.
Sam did not always wish to share his emotional state and sometimes kept his
feelings private as a form of self-protection when he felt particularly exposed. In
session 17 he created a large clay capsule that he filled with pieces of cardboard, clay
dust and water until it overflowed. He then created a lid to keep all the content inside,
calling it a "safe place". During this time he had been suffering with feelings of
depression and uncertainty. Two sessions prior he had confided that he had suicidal
thoughts the previous year, and felt upset by the trainee art therapist researcher when
he was told the case manager would need to be informed about this disclosure.

5.2.2 Sense of place.
Sam was caught in the crossfire of his parents' conflicts, privy to a lot of
information from both parties, which tended to exacerbate his nervousness and
anxiety. Since his father had physically moved out of the house he had a deep-seated
fear of losing his mother and sister, one of the symptoms that contributed to his SAD
diagnosis (Silverman & Dick-Niederhauser, 2004). This instability enhanced his
feelings of uncertainty and insecurity about his sense of place. In session 20 he shared
a dream he had the previous night about his father and stepmother kidnapping him in
their car. The memory of this caused him to physically cry in the session. During this
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time there was significant parental conflict as a legal custody battle had ensued. His
mother had increased anxiety levels, as she feared her ex-husband and his family
would take her children away.
Sam constructed a range of clay pieces to symbolise his distress with having to
accept two homes. In sessions four to six he built a "camou-hut", symbolising his
desire to feel wanted, protected and safe. While he was making this piece he
commented that he had been bullied at school and had no real friends there. During
this stage he was grappling with his parents' conflicting views of their marriage
break-up, both blaming each other for the family's disintegration. In sessions five to
seven he was engrossed with building a "factory", which over the course of the
sessions also began to disintegrate, until he destroyed it completely and threw it in the
bin.
As the pain of his father's increasing absence became more apparent Sam
projected onto the "camou-hut" his feelings of loneliness. He commented in session
four that he had constructed the house for the wall to overcome its loneliness. It
seemed possible that the "camou-hut" and "factory" represented his feelings towards
his two parental abodes; with the former symbolising his mother's home where he felt
safe and nurtured, and the latter his father's house occupied by his heavily pregnant
partner and family, perhaps its disintegration signifying the demise of his hopes about
his father ever returning to the family unit.
The reality about Sam's uncertain sense of place was evident during session
13 when he placed the two clay igloos he had made in sessions nine and 12 onto the
one piece of cardboard, and positioned a "snow mound" between the two dwellings,
saying "it's just stuck there". He described how since the baby had been born he felt
rejected, but "was getting used to things now". It appeared that the igloos represented
his two parents' homes, and the snow-mound his lonely and rejected self.

5.2.3

Sense of self.

The trauma felt by Sam from his parents' divorce had a markedly negative
effect on his psychological health and self-concept. The symptoms he displayed were
closely aligned with the literature reviewed in Chapter One. His mood at times was
flat, depressed and socially withdrawn. He would compulsively think about the family
and have difficulty concentrating on one activity for very long. He would feel despair,
hopelessness, powerlessness and oppressive feelings of sadness, unhappiness and
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rejection (Relationships Australia, 2003). He blamed himself for the familial
problems and often felt protective of his parents' feelings and needs, even hiding his
own grief in an attempt to not further upset his parents, especially when they
displayed increased anxious and depressive symptoms.
Sam had come to therapy unable to connect with his internal self and express
his feelings. In session seven he created a factory with a chimney, which he blocked
up with clay. He commented, "it doesn't work properly, smoke should come out but
it's all kept inside". He poured paint down the blocked chimney, which flowed
uncontrollably through the holes in the factory bricks, whilst he furiously tried to
contain it all inside with masking tape and PVA glue. As a consequence of trying to
contain his disintegrating factory he was able to discuss for the first time his feelings
of anger, rejection and the imminent birth of his father's new baby, as he was unable
to hold his feelings inside any longer.
Sam had been thinking about death and suicide on two occasions during the
therapy. In session 15 he seemed flat and depressed and had not gone to school that
day. He revealed that he had suicidal thoughts the previous year, but was too afraid to
mention this to his mother for fear of upsetting her further. In session eight, he said
there had been an accident outside the school involving a drunken motorcyclist who
had killed himself. It was later discovered that no such incident had occurred but it
had opened up a discussion about death and dying, whereby he said he was not afraid
to die in general. Sam would sometimes comment when he constructed or destroyed a
piece of artwork whether it should live or die.
The fragility surrounding his parental turmoil and father's rejection was well
represented in session seven when he wanted to destroy the factory, but could not
demolish it completely. It was possible the chimney represented his emotional self, as
it was blocked and could not release feelings, or "work properly", and needed special
attention because it was in a fragile and near death state. Even after the factory had
been completely destroyed he could not let go of the chimney, and constructed a
special case of cardboard and string to "hold it together" as he "airlifted it to safety".
On three occasions he drew figures and placed sunglasses over their eyes.
Perhaps this symbolically represented both avoidance, choosing not to see or accept
the family situation, or as a way to hide from all the chaos. He would draw these
figures when he felt particularly fragile, lonely and rejected by his father, and needed
more control with familiar drawing materials. In session 11 he drew a "Glitter Snow
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Person", wearing glasses to cover his eyes. The colourful and glittery image stood out
like a billboard, but the boy "felt flat and he could not walk". The thin arms in the
"Slime" drawings from session 27 also reflected his feelings of powerlessness and
lack of control.
Whilst drawings revealed information about Sam's emotional state, it was
through the clay experience that provided him with the greatest capacity to confront
the deep-seated feelings of paternal rejection. He also felt a sense of achievement
when he managed to complete a clay piece within one session, such as the "camouhut" and "factory", which helped to increase his sense of self.

5.2.4

Link to verbal metaphor as a communication tool.

At the beginning of treatment Sam appeared to have difficulty engaging on an
emotional level. He seemed to retreat internally when the conversation centred on
personal aspects such as his feelings or family life. Focusing on these areas seemed to
increase his anxiety. When asked directly about his emotions he tended to change the
subject to more familiar and safe topics such as computers or cars. The use of
metaphors helped to build rapport and achieve greater therapeutic flow, opening up
the opportunity for verbal narrative and exchange.
Metaphoric language was the main form of communication used to explore the
Sam's painful emotions. Using metaphoric language in the sessions, based on the
artwork he had created served to deflect direct or confronting emotional content,
working as a bridge to connect him with the trainee art therapist researcher.
For example, in session four, when asked how he was feeling he did not
respond, but when asked how he imagined the clay wall he had constructed might be
feeling he was able to reply "grey, miserable and lonely". Loneliness, fragility and
invisibility were recurring themes throughout the therapy, and he was able to vocalise
his emotional state through commenting on his clay works. In session 20 he looked at
his clay piece and observed that, "it easily comes apart and is not solid". This theme
was then further explored with the trainee art therapist researcher.
The triangular nature of projection is widely acknowledged as a powerful
process central to the art therapeutic approach and relationship (Schaverian, 2000;
Rubin, 2001; Wadeson, 1995). The projective process refers to the client's projections
of psychological content, such as underlying painful emotions and unresolved
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conflicts, into the concrete art materials (Case & Dalley, 1992). Together the client
and therapist attempt to understand the artwork and how it relates to the emergent
emotional themes, in order to facilitate awareness within the self, (as presented in
Diagram Six below). The two examples above illustrate how the artwork provided the
third partner, or object for projection in the therapeutic relationship, enabling Sam and
the trainee art therapist researcher to verbally exchange thoughts and feelings about
his loneliness, anger and disappointment in relation to both his family and school
circumstances.

Diagram 6 :The Triangulation Process Within the Art Therapeutic Context.
Art

Artist/client

5.3

Therapist/observer

Behaviour: Clay as a reflection for the client's emotional states
The main emotional themes identified in this chapter fit with the extensive

research about children from divorced families, whereby many children are affected
by both depression and anxiety as they adjust to the various changes in their
circumstances. In many of the sessions Sam presented as a highly sensitive and
anxious boy. He was often physically agitated and restless, which increased during
times of parental conflict, such as when his father was late to pick him up for access
visitations.
There were many places where Sam did not feel safe, and many emotions that
he could not control, which made him feel overwhelmed, anxious and depressed. He
was not happy visiting his father's new family, he was bullied at school and his
mother was trying to overcome her own grief, and adapt to her role as a single parent.
After Sam used clay he generally showed some improvement in both his
mental and physical states, with a brighter, more animated disposition and flushed
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cheeks. As he appeared more relaxed he was able to vent a range of emotions through
the use of clay such as anger, frustration, sadness, uncertainty and loneliness. He
would become chattier and share his experiences about the week, which in turn
allowed him to slowly confront some of the deeper issues less accessible through
purely verbal means.

5.3.1

Effect on anxiety presentation.

The clay medium had a particularly positive effect on Sam's anxiety traits
when compared with other media used. When using clay he appeared more focused
on his task, and more absorbed in the experience than when using other materials such
as pencils or pastels.
By observing Sam's approach to his art making it was possible to gauge his
level of anxiety or mood. When he was highly anxious his eyes and head would face
the ground, with his arms and legs tightly closed together. He would talk quickly and
fidget. He would take a long time to start his work and take a long time to pack up at
the end of the session. He also seemed irritated if the work appeared messy, with
marks made outside his control, such as when the pastel would smudge outside the
desired border. He would often mention his somatic complaints such as having
vomited, displayed a sore thumb or he would cough. In the first few sessions he
would wash his hands to ensure they were clean. Although OCD was discussed in his
case history, it was less evident in the sessions, with his hand washing limited to a
reasonable amount of time.
Overall Sam used clay in 20 of the 30 sessions. At the end of the sessions
when clay was the primary media he would often appear more relaxed and relieved,
with his legs outstretched and his body seeming less tense. He would comment he had
fun, or felt more relaxed and relieved than when he had first arrived. The use of clay
served to alleviate some of his anxious presentation allowing him to work on the
underlying issues more deeply, which ultimately led to increased insight into his
situation.
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5.3.2

Outlet for feelings of anger.

As the research reviewed in the Chapter One suggests, it is particularly
common for males of latency age to display aggressive behaviour as a result of
parental divorce. The father's role, and the role of anger and fear have been strongly
linked with separation and anxiety in children (Bowlby, 1973). Sam would often fight
at home with sister and mother, and at school he was both the recipient of bullying
behaviour, as well as the antagonist, as he had at times displayed oppositional conduct
in the class room towards his teacher. He had also physically assaulted his friend's
brother when he could not contain his rage. His fear of being bullied would often
impede his ability to focus on his academic functioning and social interactions.
Sam would throw the clay down on the table to release his pent up anger. This
action in session four triggered a memory of his father getting angry and hitting a
wall. He found that the clay could help him express his anger in a more socially
acceptable way. In sessions 18 to 20 he threw down dry clay pieces whilst he stood
up, and then stomped on them to reform the pieces into different works, which helped
him to physically let go of some of his anger. Once he began to acknowledge and
express his anger he was able to confront the deeper issues surrounding the
disintegration of his paternal relationship.

5.3.3

Sense of grief and loss.

Sam was deeply affected by his father's leaving the family unit. Every session
he referenced feelings about incidents relating to or about his father, even if
pertaining to paternal disappointment and rejection. In the final session he constructed
a clay wall to represent the one he and his sister had built with their father on a recent
weekend trip. It was possible that this wall signified cherished memories of his father,
indicating his longing for happier times amidst all the conflict and change.
In addition, Sam and his family were dealing with the death of his maternal
grandfather, whose one-year commemoration triggered a lot of stress for his mother
and her family. In session 22 he built a hut made from craft materials and clay, with
steps leading to the entrance for "easier access". The hut could have potentially
symbolised Sam's feelings of loss, as he desired greater contact with his father, who
was becoming increasingly difficult to access. Also, the hut could possibly have been
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similar to his grandfather's cremated container and represented a special place for his
memory.
In session 29 Sam created a Christmas tree and a gift. The tree appeared
fragile, as did Sam, who was feeling uncertain about how he would spend Christmas
now the family was more dispersed. For the first time he contemplated the idea of not
seeing his father over the Christmas period, which caused him much distress. In
addition to the familial grief he suffered, he may have been feeling therapeutic loss as
the therapy drew to an end, and the Christmas present may have been a symbolic gift
to the trainee art therapist researcher.

5.3.4 Severe emotional regression.
Sam was extremely intelligent and high functioning but seemed to regress
emotionally to a very dependent level. Since the break up of the family unit his fear
about his mother abandoning him had increased, and he had experienced increased
worry when away from her, or if she was not present when he expected her to be.
Many times he found it difficult to separate from his mother in the waiting room to
enter his therapy session. If she had arrived late to collect him at the end of the
session, even by two minutes, he would become physically agitated and mentally
distracted. Sam's anxiety about his mother abandoning him seemed to increase when
the parental conflict intensified. His history also indicated prolonged periods on the
toilet of up to an hour.
During sessions 13, 14, 18, 19 and 20 he made a "cement" type mixture from
water and clay. He would play with it all over his hands, his interaction similar to that
of a three-year-old child. He would comment that it was "disgusting and revolting",
but continued the contact over a succession of sessions, with a smile on his face. The
consistency of the soft clay was reminiscent of faeces, which provided a relevant
context to discuss the progress of his toileting behaviour in a less confrontational way.
The soft clay also helped him tap into the sense of freedom he had felt as a happy
child. This allowed him to realise that letting go could also be fun and result in a
range of mood states such joy and pleasure, rather than only chaos and lack of control.
The regressive qualities of clay allowed Sam to make a mess within a safe and
controlled environment, which gave him the opportunity to let go emotionally to some
of his fears and anxiety within his external world. This transposed into his ability to
let go physically, and thus provide a healthier outlet for controlling his anger and
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regressive behaviour, separating what are messy reminders with the real themes to
create a realistic way forward. (Kramer, 1979; Landgarten, 1981; Sherwood, 2004;
Ward, 1999). (See page 20). Over the course of the therapy Sam's time spent on the
toilet decreased from an hour to 10- 15 minutes, or less. His mother also revealed to
his case manager that his excessive hand washing had ceased during the treatment.

5.4

Creative Approach: The diversity of the clay process
Sam voluntarily chose to use clay in the majority of the sessions, eventhough

there was a range of other materials available in the room. Clay's tactile qualities were
particularly engaging, and invited sensory interaction and playfulness, as well as the
capacity to absorb and redirect the discharge of aggression (Anderson, 1995; Henley,
1991). It was through the media's versatility and immediate responsiveness that
helped Sam to work through some of his fears, anxiety, regression and anger.

5.4.1

The world of threeMdimensional experimentation.

Sam enjoyed computer games to both escape into the fantasy provided by the
cyber world, as well as to challenge his strategic skills. The three dimensional
construction of clay pieces offered him an outlet to demonstrate and experiment with
his advanced problem solving abilities. This was demonstrated in many sessions. For
example in session nine he created an igloo from individual clay bricks, which he
carefully assembled and held together with water and a cement mix he had concocted,
for robustness. He made the bricks larger than those constructed for the camou-hut
and factory, which allowed him to complete the piece within the session, an objective
he had set for himself.
The three dimensional aspects of clay made it a very powerful medium to
work with since the output was so immediate and tangible, with various angles and
perspectives at play (Thompson, 2004). The endless three dimensional aspects of clay
kept Sam's keen imagination alive, and in doing so the clay media was able to open
up multiple possibilities and alternate angles in which to understand the various layers
in his life. Upon viewing all his works in the final session Sam observed that he
"learnt to see things from different angles, not just one angle". There may be potential
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in the future for this learning to be used should he be confronted with other
challenging situations.

5.4.2 Kinaesthetic benefits of physical interaction.
Sam enjoyed the malleable qualities of clay, and when he felt anxious would
often play with the clay, moulding and kneading it like a stress ball. He appeared to
derive much enjoyment from his interaction with clay, often delighting in the process.
The physical movement required to work with clay had a positive impact on
his overall countenance. When he felt sad or depressed the action of rolling,
pounding, hitting, shaping and reshaping the clay would often enhance his mood, by
increased blood flow through his body, and evidenced in his rosier cheeks. During
some of the sessions he would stand up or move around the room as he added water to
the clay or threw it from a height, to release or connect with his deeper repressed and
aggressive emotions. This expulsion of energy would tend to have a calming effect on
his behaviour.
As anxiety has a physical component exercise and stress reduction techniques
for relaxing the body are considered an important part of the treatment plan
(HealthyPlace.com, 2000-2006). Exercise has a direct impact on several physiological
conditions that underlie anxiety since "it reduces muscle tension, metabolizes excess
adrenaline and thyroxin in the bloodstream (chemicals which keep one in a state of
arousal) and discharges pent-up frustration and anger" (HealthyPlace.com, 20002006).

5.4.3 Freedom versus therapeutic directive.
Overall Sam responded better to unstructured sessions, and continued to
appear awkward and resistant to therapeutic directives such as the scribble drawing
technique in session two. The infinite transformations of clay allowed for an
expression of freedom not found in his external world, where he felt powerless to
change or influence the situation with his parents. When he had more creative
freedom he tended to be more verbally expressive, disclosing information voluntarily
about the people and situations in his life.
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5.5

Therapeutic Alliance: The mirroring qualities of clay within the long-

term art therapeutic relationship
The ten stages that comprise the therapeutic alliance refer to those outlined in
the Results chapter. The descriptions were based on the unfolding of the therapeutic
relationship, the client's art process, resultant art piece, and his associated behaviour.
The use of clay and his approach to his art pieces marked significant steps in the
client/trainee art therapist researcher relationship, which will be discussed further
below. The beginning, mid and termination phases refer to those discussed by
Menahemi (1995), and Wadeson (1995) in the Literature Review.

5.5.1

Therapeutic containment: transference and countertransference issues
There is much literature to suggest that a safe therapeutic space represents the

cornerstone of effective therapy (Carol, 1997; Case & Dalley, 1992; Wadeson, 1995).
However when this was strained Sam's anxious presentation would increase.
Regretfully throughout the course of therapy the trainee art therapist researcher had
twice arrived a few minutes late to the sessions. Sam would either show anger,
frustration or increased levels of anxiety towards the trainee art therapist researcher;
reasonable reactions of someone kept waiting. However, given his history and
knowing that he had experienced increased anxiety when his mother was even two
minutes late at the end of his sessions, this was a particularly sensitive issue for him,
and did cause him some distress. The feelings of anger and frustration may have also
triggered those felt when his father was late picking him up for access visits. In order
to contain these mixed feelings within the space of the session it was necessary for the
trainee art therapist researcher to address his feelings and take responsibility for her
tardiness, separating the circumstances rather than let him potentially confuse the
situation. These uncomfortable feelings were however able to be discussed within the
therapeutic setting, linking to other times when he might have felt frustrated and
angry.
As discussed in Chapter One within a therapeutic dynamic the transference
and countertransference between the client and therapist can be intense, whether it is
acknowledged or not (Schaverian, 1999). A range of emotions connected to Sam's life
experience emerged through the art making and his interactions with the art materials,
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and it was how the trainee art therapist researcher responded to this process that
remained crucial to the development of the therapeutic relationship.

One of the biggest challenges for a trainee art therapist researcher to overcome
was the issue of counter-transference, and learning to not let it affect the relationship.
Over the course of the therapy, and as a result of Sam's emotional state, the trainee art
therapist researcher was able to gain insight into the kinds of emotions and reactions
the client often provoked, to help her become more aware of her own feelings. She
was then able to use them as a tool to guide and contain Sam within the therapeutic
process. At times she found it difficult to contain her reactions or emotional state,
which in turn had an effect on Sam. Examples of the countertransference reactions
have been highlighted and will be further reflected upon in the following sections.
Sam's attachment to the trainee art therapist researcher could also be identified
by his physical proximity during the sessions; he either sat one or three seats away
from her, or stood closer or further away from her depending on his sense of trust and
safety.

5.5.2

The beginning stages; (Sessions 1-5).

Stages one, "Guarding/Withholding", and two, "Yielding" represented the key
elements pertaining to building rapport between Sam and trainee art therapist
researcher. These included setting goals, evaluating and gathering information,
becoming acquainted with the art materials and art making process, and establishing a
safe and empathic way to deal with the client's problems (Menahemi,1995; Wadeson,
1995). In the trainee art therapist researcher's haste to know Sam's story during Stage
One, he was sometimes directed to create various art tasks, rather than taking more
time to build rapport. This caused a pressured environment and Sam would retreat
when pushed too hard. His anxiety presentation would increase which the trainee art
therapist researcher also felt. As a consequence of the trainee art therapist researcher's
inability to withstand the client's anxiety and transference issues an uncomfortable
setting was created, which was overall less conducive to positively building the
therapeutic relationship. It was then that the trainee art therapist researcher realised
the sessions would need to be guided by Sam's creative output instead of pushing for
results to satisfy her need to feel in control. She also recognised that it was important
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to learn to connect with Sam, without becoming too personally effected by his
emotional states if a deeper therapeutic alliance was to prosper.
It was a challenge for the trainee art therapist researcher to let go of her own
need for control and allow the client to experience less restrictions within this new
environment and relationship. Without allowing this shift in freedom for Sam the
therapy was beginning to mirror his sense of powerlessness felt within his broader
external environment. Session three marked a change in the therapeutic relationship
when he was able to choose his own materials and begin to construct threedimensional pieces from craft materials.
The "yielding" in Stage Two represented Sam's willingness to let down some
of his guard. This stage also marked the first time he used clay. Through using the
clay medium he was able to communicate his trust in the trainee art therapist
researcher, by inviting her into his metaphoric world. At times he would ask her to
help construct clay bricks and help him to clean up. He also began to sit closer to the
trainee art therapist researcher and voluntarily revealed more about situations and
people in his life. As well, the trainee art therapist researcher was able to reciprocate
the yielding process by learning to become more flexible in her communication with
Sam.

5.5.3

The mid phases; (Sessions 6-24).

As discussed in Chapter One it is during the mid stages that the therapeutic
trust, acceptance and freedom between the client and therapist increases, as they work
towards the development of insight, self-awareness and ways to action change
(Menahemi,l995; Wadeson, 1995).
Although Sam was somewhat tentative at times his growing acceptance and
trust in the trainee art therapist researcher was apparent during this period as he
revealed more about his feelings, family and external situation. His level of comfort
culminated during his "disintegration" in Stage Three, where he felt comfortable to
emotionally unfold within the containment of the therapeutic space. Stage Four
presented challenging and confronting content as he began to "realise" the instability
of his "uncertain" sense of place amid his two paternal homes.
The trainee art therapist researcher was able to bring a range of positive
aspects to the therapeutic relationship, such as regularity, consistency, certainty,
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empathy and non-judgemental acceptance, which he felt were missing from his
current life circumstance. When these stabilising factors were lacking or challenged
the therapeutic relationship tended to suffer. The feeling of uncertainty transferred
onto the therapeutic relationship when there was a two-week break for school
holidays. The client seemed worried that the trainee art therapist researcher might not
return after the break so as a natural response, and to reassure him, she mentioned that
she would be getting married during this time. The trainee art therapist researcher was
not able to adequately bracket her reaction to Sam's apparent vulnerability, since she
also felt exposed during this emotional period in her life. This need to reassure Sam,
and 'save' him through her self-disclosure appeared to be in response to his fears
about her potential abandonment of him, and in retrospect was not appropriate or well
thought out clinically in light of his severe psychological issues pertaining to the
demise of his parent's marriage.
However, his trust in the therapeutic relationship ultimately led Sam to
disclose his deepest thoughts about suicide during the "Confiding Stage Six", which
he had not been able to share with anyone previously. The trainee art therapist
researcher felt the material expressed was difficult for her to contain given her
inexperience of such a sensitive disclosure, and brought up her own feelings of
anxiety in relation to coping with the situation effectively. However it appeared her
need to inform her supervisor was too hasty, and resulted in Sam feeling betrayed and
angry. In hindsight, taking the necessary time to process such sensitive material, even
if it meant extending the session time by ten minutes, would have proven better
clinical judgement.
As Sam "regressed" in Stage Five he more freely expressed his repressed
anger, and discussed the personal subject of his toileting progress, which led to insight
and a change in his behaviour. By this stage the trainee art therapist researcher had
been able to learn from her previous acting out incidents and was better able to
bracket her emotional reaction and withstand Sam's transference. This allowed Sam
to move beyond the use of metaphorical communication and begin to link his
behaviour with his own emotional states in order to make some fundamental change.
In Stage Seven he was able to continue his "letting go" and "relinquishing" of

withheld emotions. As he did so he sat or stood closer to the trainee art therapist
researcher, and candidly thanked her at the end of each session. Despite some sense of
embarrassment he also began to discuss his feelings of uncertainty as he approached
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the cusp of his sexual identity; a mixture of excitement, anxiety, vulnerability and
rejection. In Stage Eight he began to "grieve" the loss of his idealised paternal
relationship and "transform" some of his previously held perceptions. The trainee art
therapist researcher remained non-judgemental and accepting of his messy art
making, and together they cleaned up the room, a task performed with mutual respect.
Separation anxiety was an on-going fear for Sam. During the mid stages he
became very attached to the trainee art therapist researcher and on several occasions
found it difficult to leave the room and end the sessions. This was similar to his
behaviour at home when he found it difficult to leave his mother in the morning for
school. Taking time to leave the room did frustrate the trainee art therapist researcher
at times, and she addressed this issue with a practical and positive measure by
implementing a clock on the wall. For some sessions it did help him to manage his
time more efficiently, which was acknowledged as a big achievement within the
context of his anxiety diagnosis.

5.5.4

Termination; (Sessions 25-30).

Menahemi (1995) and Wadeson (1990) have referred to the termination stage
as one that involves separation and individuation, and may arouse similar feelings of
anxiety and need to "withhold" as expressed during the formative stages (see page
16). It was crucial that this stage be managed appropriately and that feelings of grief,
loss, anger, disappointment, fear, hope and gratitude were adequately explored.
The impact of termination on Sam was powerful. When he was told that the
trainee art therapist researcher would be leaving at the end of the year, along with the
conclusion of his art therapy, he was surprised and silent. It was suggested that he
might need time to adjust to the situation, and feelings such as sadness, abandonment,
and anger would need to be explored within each session throughout the final
therapeutic stages. However, Sam was difficult to engage and would avoid
discussions about termination.
Luzzatto (2000) stressed how the client's image or artwork may also be used
as a defense, or way of not communicating to the therapist. This form of client
defense was experienced during Stages Nine and Ten, whereby Sam refused to use
clay during the majority of these remaining sessions. This resistance to using clay
directly coincided with the commencement of the sessions being videotaped as a
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means of data collection for this research study, and upon being told the trainee art
therapist researcher would be leaving.
As clay had been Sam's foremost expressive medium during the treatment,
and he had begun to freely vent a range of deep-seated emotions, it was felt that the
research had interfered with the natural flow of the therapeutic relationship and thus
video taping of all future sessions was halted. Sam then felt more comfortable and
returned to using clay during the final two sessions. This change in the therapeutic
dynamic, that is, when the trainee art therapist researcher wanted something from the
client, brought to the fore the need to be guided by his needs, despite the potential
significant implications of the research topic. As Gilroy and McNeilly (2000) have
suggested, there are two aspects to the therapeutic relationship where conflict and
tension are experienced; the therapeutic containment of the client by the therapist, as
well as the containment of the therapist. Gilroy and McNeilly (2000) have stated that
as art therapy continues its professional development both areas will need to be
explored.
The trainee art therapist researcher has learnt a great deal about therapist
containment from this experience, as well as the need to be adaptable and flexible
whilst being guided by the client's needs.

Table 2: Impact of Clay throughout the Therapeutic Stages (*TATR acronym denotes trainee art therapist researcher).
Therapeutic Stages

1: Guarding/

Clay Connection to Therapeutic Relationship
No clay used. Methodical approach to art making. Reserved, emotionally guarded. Clienti*TATR conflict & anxiety.

Withholding
2: Yielding
3: Disintegrating

First clay used, Camou-hut as self-protection. Started to be more expressive & open. Invited TATR to help with clay construction.
Factory symbolic of anger, paternal rejection & fear of baby's imminent birth; Chimney representing fragility & disintegration of self. Camou-hut &
factory signifying the two parental relationships. Complete trust in TATR to hold the client as he emotionally unfolded.

4: Uncertainty

Two clay igloos & snow mound, representing his two parental homes, & uncertain sense of place. Soft clay mixture, triggered childhood
memories. Father's new baby born, paternal anger. Increased anxiety, somatic complaints, more time spent on toilet at father's house, increased
attachment to TATR, difficulty leaving the room.

5: Regressing

"Cement" from water & clay mix. Tapped into childhood joy. Soft clay, reminiscent of faeces, freedom from mess, let go to some fears & anxiety.
Decreased toilet time from 1 hour to 10 -15 minutes, or less. Natural therapeutic flow, sat close to TATR, invited her to make clay pieces.

6: Confiding

Range of containers for self-protection: clay pot, clay bricks, cup mould, capsule, cricket ball. Depressed & uncertain about paternal visitations,
cast as negative character in school play. Disclosed suicidal thoughts, felt betrayed by T ATR for informing case manager. Improved rapport &
comfort by end of the stage. TATR supported reworking of pieces to vent anger.

7: Letting

Threw dry & soft, sloppy clay pieces with paint from a height. Expressive & experimental, letting go of anger, fears. Improved toileting behaviour,

Go/Relinquishing

more accepting of father's absence.More open & trusting with TATR, increased time chatting.

8:

Created & destroyed clay & craft hut. Represented loneliness, anger & rejection. Mourning loss of father & deceased grandfather. Conflict with

Experimenting/Grieving

teacher, kidnap fears, increased discomfort during paternal visits. Attachment to TATR, encouraged clay experimentation to vent anger, anxiety.

9: Transforming/

Stopped using clay. Video of sessions trailed (for thesis). Methodical approach to artwork at first, series of transformative works using paper,

Withholding

paint, water. Realisation about changes to paternal relationship. Increased parental conflict over custody battle. Silence & surprise about TATR

'
I

'

'

leaving. Avoidance about termination, increased maternal & TATR attachment.

I

1O:Terminating/

Returned to clay in final 2 sessions. Christmas tree & clay wall to represent fragility, grief & loss. Reviewed work from all sessions, reconnected

Withholding/

with camou-hut. Less maternal separation anxiety. Acknowledged changes to paternal relationship, & associated difficulties accepting change.

Confronting

Paternal access denied. More relaxed when video halted. Expressed TATR had helped him understand the situation better. Able to differentiate

I
'

I

TATR termination from parental abandonment.
----

---

- -

--

-

-

-

-·

------~

I
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5.6

Conclusions
The use of clay offered an experiential and creative way in which to explore

the client's feelings. This created positive and stimulating sessions for Sam, allowing
him ways in which to relax and enjoy his time and providing some relief from his
anxious traits, than purely focusing on the problems. In turn, this allowed his selfesteem to increase, providing greater scope to address some of his underlying issues,
and so begin the process for change.
Clay lent itself to working with the power of the visual metaphor, which
offered an ideal channel and container for Sam to both project and hold his emotional
issues and perceptions, whilst it facilitated the trainee art therapist researcher to
connect and build the therapeutic relationship. Through offering the opportunity for
self-expression through the clay medium, some level of change affected his broader
psychosocial and environmental setting, and this shift allowed Sam and his family to
ultimately begin to move forward.
The well being of the client was always the primary concern for the trainee art
therapist researcher within the art therapeutic setting. Within this environment Sam
was able to express his emotions in a safe, non-judgemental and acceptable way,
allowing him the opportunity to acknowledge his internal emotional struggle and
explore ways in which to manage these feelings and behaviours. However, when this
process was initially thwarted by the trainee art therapist researcher's inexperience
and haste to get results, at times her own anxiety had interfered with a potentially
smoother clinical approach. Through regular supervision this was adequately explored
in order for the therapy to continue effectively.

5. 7

Limitations of the research
Within the limitations of a minor thesis there have naturally been restrictions

in the way the material has been presented. The content from such a complex case
study could have been analysed from multiple perspectives using various approaches.
However it was not possible to go in-depth across a range of associated issues such as
step-family composition and the position of the step-mother, family conflict,
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father/son roles and identity formation/sexuality, the transition of the mother's role as
sole parent, and many more emergent topics.
Due to the research being a qualitative study the trainee art therapist
researcher would have influenced the perception of the client's expressions and
behaviours. There were also subjective expectations imparted to Sam through the use
of video taping the sessions, which in light of his anxiety disorder might have strongly
influenced his choice of art materials and discussion topics during those sessions.
Consequently this impacted on the data collection process, whereby written notes
after the sessions proved to be the least intrusive form of documentation.
This case study was afforded the luxury of long term psychotherapy in which
to explore the complex issues connected with building client/therapist rapport, and to
uncover the deeper emotional issues needed to generate insight, reduce symptoms and
improve a child's functioning in life. This outcome would be less achievable during
short term or single session treatment approaches. In addition, the client was familiar
with both the trainee art therapist researcher and the clay medium, and could express
his feelings through this creative channel.
To broadly test the hypotheses of the clay medium being an effective
intervention for children with anxiety disorders, it would need to be researched further
using a larger sample, across both genders, rather than be dependent on the results of
a single case study. In addition the sample participants would need to have adequate
motor skills in which to manipulate the three dimensional aspects of the clay medium.

5.8

Recommendations for future research
Whilst this research project was not trying to be conclusive in its results this

case study has highlighted the positive effects of clay with a child who had an anxiety
disorder. It was hoped that this study would contribute to the current research
conducted in both the emerging clay arena, and the existing field of children suffering
from an anxiety disorder, and offer alternative or adjunctive approaches in a nonthreatening and playful way, suitable for this population. It would be advised in future
sessions with children who have an anxiety disorder that if video taping as a form of
documentation was considered, for it to be utilised with caution.
Although clay is available in some child and adolescent mental health settings,
it is not currently used as a primary modality in allied health fields such as child
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psychiatry, social work, occupational therapy and psychology. This research may
broaden awareness of its appropriateness with this client population, ignite interest for
clinicians to utilise clay as an effective strategy for addressing anxiety in children
(and adolescents), and to trust in the creative process when aiming to facilitate a
therapeutic shift with their clients.
To increase the kinaesthetic and three-dimensional experience a range of clays
could be introduced, including natural, terra cotta, fine and course types. It would be
interesting to note whether the different clay varieties played varied roles within the
client's creative interaction and subsequent therapeutic outcome.

The efficacy of clay as an art therapy application, used to enrich and improve
treatment approaches, can be best summed in the words of Sherwood (2004, p. 2):
The attraction of clay lies in its capacity to capture experience as it
emerges in the immediacy of the moment from the client's body, and in
the surprising and often powerfully evocative forms it arouses in the
client's consciousness. Long-forgotten memories, unacknowledged
imprints of experience, arise from the hands of the client in a moment
ofnew consciousness, or insight, about the impact of the experience.
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Appendix 1: Example of Consent Form for Parents/Guardians of Participants

I I we (parent/guardian of the participant) have read (or where appropriate have had
read to me) and understood the information above, and any questions I /we have asked
have been answered to my I our satisfaction. II we agree to allow my /our child to
participate in the project, realizing II we may withdraw at any time. I I we agree that the
research data provided with my permission during the project may be included in a
thesis presented at conferences and published journals on the condition that neither the
child's name and any other identifying information is used.

NAME OF PARTICIPANT

NAME OF AUTHORISED REPRESENTATIVE (PARENT/GUARDIAN IN BLOCK
LETTERS)

.......... ········· ··········· ........................... .
Signed ............................. Date .............. ..

NAME OF INVESTIGATOR:

ANNA KELLERMAN

Signed ............................. Date .............. ..

NAME OF STUDENT SUPERVISOR
Signed ............................. Date ............... .
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Appendix II: Individual Session Summary Forms
(Sessions 1- 30)
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 1

Client presentation, beginning
of session:
Art making:

Anxious, bit apprehensive.

Art process/approach:

Small, tentative mark making. Ordered, methodical
approach. Cautious not to make a 'mess'; not get
pastel on hands or make extra marks on the paper.
Started to make and decorate a folder. Produced 2
pastel drawings on black and yellow paper .
respectively. Both showed signs of containment with
a border around the content. Some element of
experimentation using chalk pastel on coloured paper
for first time.

Art result:

Behaviour observed
throughout session:

Client presentation, end of
session:
Communication/verbal
content:

Experiment with chalk/oil pastels on selection of
white, coloured paper. Make folder.

eyes, head facing the ground. Arms, legs tightly
closed together. Long time to start, long time taken
to pack up. Long time washing hands at end of
session. Irritated if marks outside his control. Face
tensing up at realisation of mother/brother seeing
same therapjst.
more relaxed, relieved, body less tense, legs
outstretched. Said he felt more relaxed and had
more fun than expected.
Focus on his external world - best friend
(neighbourhood, not school), sleepover, school
holidays, computer games, trampoline, cars.

Client/therapist rapport:

Anxious transference/counter-transference.

Emotional themes:

Lack of (school) friends; controlling conversation,
keeping emotions and feelings inward/at bay.
Border around work.

Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Good problem solving skills in construction of the
folder.
Challenged by materials outside his familiar
repertoire. Laboured, desiring perfection when
decorating folder.
Showing signs of anxiety in art approach and
expectation of the therapy. Conversation limited to
safe and familiar topics. Avoidance, changing topic if
feelings alluded/mentioned.
Mention of physical complaint, vomited - anxious
psychosomatic.
Some distress upon realisation that mother and
brother seeing same therapist - maternal
attachment/separation anxiety.
Difficulty leaving room, therapist attachment, or
avoidance triggered by brother/mother in same room
-family enmeshment and he is feeling isolated.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 2

Client presentation, beginning
of session:
Art making:

Preoccupied, agitated, maternal enmeshment,
wanted mum to come with him, waited for her.
Anxious talking quickly, eyes to ground, fidgeting.
Finished decorating art folder using pastels. Free
choice of art making/media. Series of lead pencil
drawings on sheet of white paper. Directive: scribble
drawing, using oil pastels.

Art process/approach:

Art folder approach less methodical than session 1.

Art result:

Lead pencil drawings of a tank, a car floating, man
with a gun, devil with glasses, floating on page.
Number 6 from scribble drawing.

Behaviour observed throughout
session:

More chatty and engaged during the process.
Washed hands after using pastels, not inappropriate
amount. Started packing up early.

Client presentation, end of
session:

Unsettled, speaking a lot, eyes to ground when
family/emotional topics arose. Raced back to mum in
waiting room.

Communication/verbal
content:

Talked about dad immediately, showed piece of
limestone collected with him. 'Eyes windows to the
soul' - glasses cover up eyes. 'Difficult to draw eyes'
but drawn them previously on others.
Life at 6 yrs (scribble drawing) - 'happy and good,
dad left at 8-9 yrs'. Wonders where dad was going,
came home at lam, left at 6am. Tried to stay awake
and hear him come home. Bullying, name calling at
school. When get angry at home, 'usually keep it in
and it_goes awa"f'. Never admits to getting angry.
Difficulty engaging emotionally. Controlling
conversation about friend and computer games.
Uncomfortable with therapist directive (scribble
drawing). Retreats when pushed too hard, mirroring
home relationship. Need to encourage and guide
ways to be expressive. Did not say goodbye in
waiting room. Therapist: 'see you next Friday'. Sam:
'dad might be coming early'. Mum said he wasn't.
Invisibility. Abandonment (paternal) struggles.
Maternal separation anxiety.
Devil figure with glasses covering eyes.

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Restless, needing to expel energy, separation
anxiety. Computer games, escapism from home
pressures. Started to make and decorate a folder.
Produced 2 pastel drawings on black and yellow
paper respectively. Both showed signs of
containment with a border around the content. Some
element of experimentation using chalk pastel on
coloured paper for first time.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 3

Client presentation, beginning
of session:
Art making:

Art process/approach:

Art result:

Behaviour observed
throughout session:

Client presentation, end of
session:

Communication/verbal
content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:

Visual symbols:

Other comments:

Anxious, but brighter, more upbeat and stable than
previous session. Excited upon seeing modelling
materials in art therapy room.
Experimented with range of building materials:
paddle pop sticks, string, toothpicks, masking tape,
and added pastels on paper
Involved and excited using 3D materials. Freer,
faster, less deliberate application of pastels on paper
than previous sessions.
Constructed a wall/fa~ade to his 'castle' with
drawbridge opening and closing across blue water,
with green grass on the other side drawn on paper
with pastels.
Relaxed and relieved by shift in emphasis from
therapist to client to choose art materials, smiled,
body relaxed, rosy cheeks, lively mood, half sitting
on, half off chair, rather than stiff body posture in
previous sessions. Focussed when involved in 3D
construction. Particular to use perfect sticks,
discarded broken, discoloured ones. Increased self
esteem, pleased with himself he finished artwork
within one session, although some self criticism, 'it
could be better'. Some anxiety over changes next
year going to high school.
Mentioned staying at dad's that night, immediate
mood change, eyes to ground, more tense. Anxious
around anxious mum in waiting room, with shoulders
hunched up.
Good week at school, teacher absent, less stressful
everyday tensions. Variety of topics including cousin
getting drunk and discussing sex, but he is not
interested in girls yet, high school next year, dad
saying they were related to TV celebrity but mum
getting angry that dad had lied. Argued with brother
but stopped himself discussing further.
More freedom for Sam to choose own art materials,
more open communication, less therapist directive.
Disclosed more voluntarily in conversational manner
about people and situations. Sat closer to therapist
during the session. Said 'have a good weekend'
before left
Idealisation of father. Displacement at home, with
parents. Caught in middle of parental conflict and
accusations. Protection/safe environment with
'castle'. Boundaries but not completely isolating,
drawbridge left open.
Wall, fa~ade to castle (protecting or hiding emotions;
transference/ countertransference). Drawbridge left
open, desiring access or personal safety in own
castle.
More open and inviting room, reflective of shift in
more relaxed client/therapist rapport.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 4
Appeared sad and down, separated more easily from
mother.
Range of art and building materials on table and
available in cupboards and drawers, including string,
coloured feathers, paint brushes, dry drawing media.
The table was covered with a 'groundsheet'.
Experimented with using water on pastels, was
_Qjeased with 'smoothing_ out the bum~=>_s'.
First time using water on pastels and more accepting
Art process/approach:
to try something new, less cautious than previously.
Liked the more realistic water representation, some
desire to make it a perfectly even texture. Quickly
lost interest in water and pastels, not interested in
painting. Enjoyed using clay, and throwing on table
in expressive manner. Appeared more comfortable
and chatty about his week's activity. Could be
replacement for broken punching bag to release
ang_ry feelings
Made/destroyed 'ocean mine' with clay. Constructed
Art result:
house made from separate brick_Qjeces.
Behaviour observed throughout Anxious at beginning of session, unsure what to do,
difficult to make a decision and retain interest
session:
through a variety of art activities. Positively
responded to suggestion of using clay, became more
relaxed and voluntarily engaged in process and
responsive to therapist.
More physically/mentally alert, rosy cheeks, more
Client presentation, end of
animated. Increased self-esteem, sense of
session:
accomplishment completing house in one session.
Wanted to use claynext session.
Imagining what the wall may be feeling, he said
Communication/verbal
'grey, miserable and lonely'. To overcome loneliness
content:
the wall would need to be made into a house to have
company, 'even if there was a wild beast inside the
house would be okay because it would have
company'. Winning tag game at school by separating
from the group, also feels scared when he is chased.
Admitted has few or no friends at school. Dad
disappointed him twice during the week, did not
arrive on time for visitation and did not come to his
confirmation. Very let down, an important day for
him. His maternal grandmother was his 'supporter',
mother also supportive and bought pizza as
consolation. Parents' divorce has brought about a lot
of changes in his life, 'hard for a kid to deal with'.
Confusing parental versions, 'mum says dad left
because he met someone else, dad said he left
because he wanted to'.
Less directive, more encouraging clay
Client/therapist rapport:
recommendation, in tune with Sam's mood. Resisted
therapist directive to tell story about clay 'ocean
mine'. Appears to be feeling safer, able to relay
feelings, responds when given more space to reflect
on situation.
Loneliness/isolation, parental conflict, repressed
Emotional themes:
anger, paternal disappointment/loss,
protection/safety.
Clay bricks/house.
Visual symbols:
Needs to feel safe and nurtured. Clay relaxed his
Other comments:
anxiety to allow more space for reflection.
Supportive maternal grandmother.

Client presentation, beginning
of session:
Art making:
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 5

Client presentation, beginning
of session:

Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:

Behaviour observed
throughout session:

Client presentation, end of
session:

Communication/verbal
content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:

Visual symbols:

Anxious, distracted, and able to separate from
mother and sister. Produced a list that his mother
had asked him to discuss in the session, seemed
uncomfortable, sad and unhappy, with his shoulders
drooped and head down turned. Spoke rapidly about
contents of the note.
Pastel drawing, good/bad emotions for the week.
Cla_y_making.
A bit tense when drawing. Delighted at banging clay
on the table. Wanted to make house more solid,
added PVA glue to hold bricks together. Began
attentively constructing bricks to create a 'factory'
from clay, adding toothpicks and paddle pop sticks.
Realised he forgot a doorway, unsure what type of
factory it would be, hesitated in adding a roof, but
proceeded to make an impenetrable roof from paddle
pop sticks and solid clay slab. Factory had no
doorway or entry point but added a chimney on top
of roof slab. Decided to add a doorway cutting away
some bricks, using toothpicks to hold it up. Spent
most of the session working on factory.
Drawing shows large amount of anger - brown,
black, red. Sadness - blue. Happiness - red, green,
yellow, orange. Clay+ PVA house_L clay_ 'factory'.
Intense reaction about the note, threw it away in bin.
Felt confronted with good/bad emotions drawing,
appeared apathetic, lost concentration. Preferred
clay work. Felt a sense of freeing up and releasing
pent up energy. Delighted in 30 _process.
Said he did feel differently before and after the
sessions but unable to explain the difference.
Appeared agitated, unsettled saying he would be
staying with his father later that night, but unable to
discuss this further.
Read out note, bullied at school the previous day by
a boy he thought was his friend, felt sad and angry.
Played a computer game featuring a boy who said,
'I'm cool and I've got no friends'. Dad did not miss
confirmation but got date wrong, felt angry and
disappointed as he had advance notice. Throwing
clay on table triggered memory of his dad getting
angry and hitting a wall. Thought clay was a better
way to release anger. Wants to get clay for mother
who is always stressed, asked where he could buy it.
Said house looks like it is disintegrating, 'ugly and
not very good' with glue dripping down sides. Said
factory 'doesn't deserve a roof', but appeared guilty
saying 'I didn't mean to say that'. Unable to talk
about the facto_ry_ or how it may relate to the house.
Decided he did not need to write notes from mum,
sessions were private. He said he 'felt better
discussing things' and therapy allowed him 'to
discuss his feelings'. Therapist directive confronting.
Asked therapist to help make a clay cube during
factory construction. Feeling safer and more trustinq.
Maternal enmeshment/lack of privacy, loneliness,
paternal defence/disappointment, underlying anger,
vulnerability parental conflict m-otection/safety_.
Walls house factory.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 6
Client presentation, beginning of
session:

Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:

Client presentation, end of session:

Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:
Emotional themes:

Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Sam looked extremely sad, sense of heaviness in his
demeanour. He appeared agitated, quiet, and less talkative
than previously. Took his time separating from mum, when
asked to come, he only slowly left his chair. His mother
looked overwhelmed and exhausted.
Attempt to remodel and repair factory; painted, decorated
clay house
Worked on clay house and factory almost immediately.
Commented the factory was 'heavy to lift'. Worked on it for
most of the session, did not like the way it looked, looked
different from how he remembered it. He tried filling in the
wall's gaps with pieces of clay, wanting desperately to fix it
up, but conceded "it doesn't always work out the way you
want it to". Also, 'it is not a good factory'. He was highly
agitated at this stage. He took away the toothpicks in the
entrance to make a door, saying, 'a doorway is an entrance
and an exit', however he made a sign imagining it to say
'abandoned place', but quickly withdrew his remark. Tried
to remove cardboard piece from factory urgently and
aggressively, but gave up in defeat. Looked mutilated.
Started painting clay house, in various shades of green he
spent some time creating. Applied paint urgently and
liberally. Hurriedly added green feathers and green sparkles
to roof of hut before end of session.
House painted in various shades of green, feathers
attached. Mutilated factory.
Emotionally charged working on factory, more open and
comfortable working on house. Talking to clay pieces as
though relaying his own feelings. Threw down pieces of clay
on table to flatten into blocks ready to make bricks, felt
some relief expressing underlying anger. Thought he heard
sister burp, concerned someone listening in next room.
Spent appro_Qriate time washing hands.
More animated before end of session, extra energy running
across chairs in room. Mum 2 minutes late to meet them,
some distress at her absence.
Revealed he had been publicly bullied and beaten by a
group of boys at school, twice in one day. He felt upset and
angry about it. Teachers not helping, feels helpless and
unable to defend himself. Missed out on a sleepover at
dad's again as he did not arrive on time to pick them up.
Dad was 5 hours late. He felt annoyed and disappointed as
he was looking forward to seeing him and got ready and
packed to go hours before, but part of him expects it, "dad
has always been unreliable even when he was at home".
Said the factory "did not look stable", only the clay slab on
roof seemed stable. He related more to the falling down
wall than the stable roof. "The people in the factory would
be bankrupt, the factory doesn't work, there is nothing
inside". House was given various names during session, 'the
bunker', relating to wanting to be safe and protected, and
wanting to be camouflaged, 'jungle house', 'camou-hut'.
Said "you can be hidden but also hide for a reason ... if
animals find you they will pee on you like a tree because
you are so well hidden". Said not washing hands as often.
Conversed in metaphoric language via the artwork rather
than directly in first person. Receptive to therilj:list presence
Vulnerable/victimised, invisibility, safety/protection,
paternal disappointment/denial, unloved/abandoned,
anger/frustration loneliness
(Green) camou-hut factory
Chimney not able to work, clay slab blocking it from
operating, wanted to make smoke with art materials but
unable to conceptualise way to make smoke, refused offer
of tissue paper.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 7
Client presentation, beginning of
session:
Art making:

Sitting next to mother in waiting room, gave her hug before
departing. Appeared anxious, agitated, heaviness, quiet and closed,
walked to room in silence.
Paint mixing and pouring, factory

Art process/approach:

Worked on factory, was heavy, unstable to hold, like it was "falling
apart". Chimney was blocked up, "doesn't work properly, smoke
should come out but it's all kept inside". If smoke stays in chimney,
"it will explode". Spent a long time pouring and mixing paints.
Messy, uncontained process, pouring paint straight from bottle, ali
over hands, table and brushes. liberally applied to factory surface.
Started to paint black all over factory and sign, saying it could mean
'that it's angry'. Said 'it's dead, it's over, can't fix it', although kept
trying to fix it. Poured paint into the chimney, which seeped through
the bricks uncontrollably. Sam tried to contain It inside with masking
tape and PVA glue to stick it together, saying "It's not meant to go
everywhere. It looks like an accident. If it was a person it would be
hit by a bus, there's blood everywhere". The factory then became a
crime scene; he placed masking tape across the doorway, writing,
'Pollee scene. Do not cross', keeping out "the general public, people
wanting to get in". He continued to wrap masking tape around the
chimney, like bandages, "it is sick, not dead". He threw clay bricks
into the chimney, paint and PVA. He added more paint and PVA
mixture, saying "It's dead" as it overflowed. Tried again to fix it with
masking tape. The chimney started to come away from the factory,
he tore it off, saying "it's really over now, it's a terrorist attack, no
hope, definitely dead". He then placed the chimney onto a cardboard
piece, made four holes and attached string to tie it in place,
"airlifting It to safety". He handled it with care and asked it to be
carefully placed on the shelf. Two minutes before the end of session
he got some more string and tied it around the entire factory,
"holding it together". Approach to work more impulsive and
expressive, unable to contain.

Art result:

Painted, demolished, fragile 'factory'

Behaviour observed throughout session:

VIsual symbols:

Stood on chairs to view his clay sculptures on the shelf. Picked up
camou-hut, felt solid and secure, said it was finished. Some concern
at making a mess mixing paints. During the factory process,
appeared urgent and involved, physically moving about the room,
sitting on the floor, standing up over the table viewing the work
from different angles. Had paint all over his hands and table, was
disgusted with the mess, cleaning the brushes helped him calm
down. His mother was 40 minutes late. Sat in the waiting room, she
rang twice, the train was late. He was annoyed and wondered where
she could be, was physically agitated frequently pulling his jumper
over his head.
Mental check before leaving since very emotional and physical
session. Said he felt "relieved", appeared calmer, and "okay to see
dad tonight".
Going to dad's for sieepover, first time in weeks. Dad requested
night off work, but expects disappointment. Been feeling angry and
disappointed from last few weeks of being let down. Said dad
doesn't talk about emotions and Sam wouldn't feel comfortable
starting a conversation about his feelings. Things better at school.
Discussion in waiting room; first time spoke about life at dad's house
in detail, and the baby. His father had phoned during the week to
update about the imminent birth. Discussed computer games and
how he en_Nys escaping Into the fantasy world.
More comfortable opening up and sharing perceptions, asked
therapist to be involved, view work from different angles.
Acknowledgement of Sam's feelings provided safe space for him to
express through artwork. Did not close up or retreat from
conversation more willin_gto share on emotional level.
Paternal disappointment, abandonment, maternal anxiety
separation, grief/loss, hope/despair, uncertainty, loneliness,
emotional release/disintegration therapeutic transition/trust
Red/brown, black factory, fragile chimney, green camou-hut

Other comments:

Difficulty accepting dad's new family and reality of the situation

Client presentation, end of session:

Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 8
Client presentation, beginning of
session:
Art making_:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of session:

Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:

Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Appeared sad, less intense than previous session. Difficulty
separating from sister in waiting room. Mum wanted to chat
but sR_oke to case manager instead.
Destroyed factory
Worked on factory for most of the session. Said "it's dead,
almost dead, it's unconscious". Noticed PVA glue inside still
wet, played with the wet paint, "looks like a muscle inside
the body, an unhealthy body. It feels gooey, not healthy".
Began to pull it apart, wishing to damage it. He pulled off
the cardboard, took off the bricks, cut away the string,
hammered away the roof from the inside to destroy the dry
clay, "inside it looks smaller than it appears from the
outside". He was destroying the factory because "it is dead,
it is bodgy". He considered keeping it as a house before
destroying it completely. He took the factory and paper off
the table and threw it in the bin, stomped on it with his
feet. Wanted to build another house 10 minutes before
session over but felt not enough time to start.
Factory in bin
Sam focused and intent on destroying the factory. Cleaned
brushes and tools, helped him to relax. Anxious after
factory destruction, sat with chair over head, as if he was
hiding_.
Said felt more relaxed getting stuff out this week and last
week, but still appeared anxious. Heard his sister's voice in
corridor outside room and wanted to leave. Surprised to see
her sitting on mum's lap in waiting room. Immediately got
her to play with toys on the floor. Absorbed in play. mum
prompted him to say goodbye, she looked exhausted but
kept her boundaries. Increased agitation around mum.
A fight day before, punched best friend's younger brother in
eye brow. Discussed in detail the circumstances of his anger
escalating. He felt remorseful and guilty, apologised to
family, not welcome if happens again. other boy bullying
him had not been reprimanded, difficulty believing teacher
it will happen, has no expectation of him being caught, but
also disappointment of the situation. Punching bag at home
not attached for anger release, 'dad did a bodgy job
hanging it up'. Had a good time at dad's the previous
weekend. Did not wish to discuss dad, new family or baby.
Whilst destroying the factory spoke about an incident at
school where a drunk driver killed himself on a motorbike,
his skin and face came off. Lots of police and helicopters
around. "It would be scary dying like that, but not afraid of
dying in general just not like that".
Reiterated client/therapist privacy as reason not able to
chat to mum, well received. Keeping therapist waiting,
eager to leave but sharing deeply felt thoughts. More
emotional content and expression in session.
Isolation, disappointment, bullying, anger, lack of
control/acceptance, blame/guilt, fragility, family instability,
destruction, suicidal thoughts, separation anxiety, sibling
envy grief/loss
Destruction of the factory
Baby born later this afternoon
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 9
Client presentation, beginning
of session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of
session:
Communication/verbal
content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Sam seemed more calm and relaxed, separating
easily from his mother and sister.
Cla_Yt_Q_aint craft materials
Began making an igloo from bricks and carefully
created igloo adding water to help keep it together,
"preparing for the blizzard, but not a blizzard yet".
Used larger brush and liberal use of paint. Painted
urgently to finish igloo in one session. He wanted to
paint flames on side of igloo but quickly said didn't
mean to say it. He painted his name on a piece of
Pers_pex in larg_e easi!y_ recognisable letters.
Clay igloo, tight and cohesive
Looked to the ground, avoided eye contact when
discussing new brother. Lowering his head when sad
and upset. Spending less time wondering what to do.
Difficulty with time management and packing up on
time. Wantin_g_ to make new thii'!Q_s.
Never before mentioned the baby, but first thing
Sam said was "Jason was born at 2.58 last
Thursday". Refers to him as his brother as it is easier
to say than half-brother, but acknowledges him as
being a half brother. Said he was worried about
being rejected by his dad, and mum was a bit
different than usual. He said he's "okay with the
birth for now and okay for Jason to be the focus
now". He has always been the favourite and feels
bad for his sister who missed out, says he's getting
used to not being dad's favourite anymore and it was
much worse before. "I dreaded it (the birth), but it's
not as bad as I thought. I saw him last week, it was
okay, nothing special". Placing igloo next to camouhut Sam realised they were both about protection/
camouflage. Identifies more with camouflage, igloo
can be camouflaged in the snow and ice.
Conversation about Eskimos being from a different
culture, like blended families generated different
cultures. Said he doesn't feel special when dad calls
him his "special kids. Dad is always saying things he
doesn't mean". Said not spending as much time on
the toilet, 15 minutes instead of 40 minutes. Not
using the space for solitude, sometimes falls asleep
on toilet if late (9pm). Feeling rejected by best
friend, went to another friend's house on the
weekend, reached a high level on the strategic
computer game.
Chatting at beginning of session about his father and
events of the past week before starting art work.
Seems comforting and comfortable to do so, able to
chat about toilet behaviour. Looking for guidance,
asking questions. Acknowledgement of Sam's pain
increasing therapeutic connection developing at
deeper emotional level. Agreed to work on time
management to_g_ether
Invisibility, neglected, protection/safety, uncertainty,
vacillating fear/hope
Igloo, pers_Q_ex name
Close household, lack of privacy at home, everyone
knowing each other's routine
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 10
Client presentation, beginning of
session:

Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:

Client presentation, end of session:
Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:

VIsual symbols:
Other comments:

Difficulty separating from sister and mother. Said goodbye
to mother. Said "I've got a cold" on way down corridor, but
chatty. Played soccer that morning but his team lost,
blushed when said got tackled by 2 taller girls. Warmed up
and excited after mornil}g's exercise some agitation.
Variety of tasks: clay, paint, craft materials
Got down igloo from previous session. Started to make
another clay igloo, wanted to make "an igloo city, the other
type of city would be too hard because it would be difficult
to make the roofs". He didn't want to make all the small
bricks, asking "do I have to make all the bricks?'' tried to
make larger brick slabs but didn't like it and destroyed
them. Stopped using clay, got a piece of wood, cut it in
half, painted it black and left to dry on black paper. Made a
small umbrella from plastic and wood, running it under the
tap excitedly, "it works!" Wanted to make a house from
wood and other materials, gold stencil for decoration, made
a wall but got distracted.
Umbrella, black paper experimented, wall with window
Difficulty knowing what to do, played with a pink ball
bouncing it on the floor. A lot of nervous energy. Went from
task to task pressuring himself to make something.
Increased agitation when discussing dad and baby, less
time for him.
Difficulty finishing and packing up, wondered where sister
was when we returned to waitiM room
Said sleep over and dad's went well, "I got more sleep than
anyone, slept through the crying. Dad treated me like I
expected he would and as I wanted him to anyway". Dad is
spending more time with the baby and less with him, but
said he was okay "because I usually take all his time and
not fair on the others". School disco next week, wanted to
take smoke and stink bombs and 'terrorise everyone', but
not hurt anyone. Going with "me and all my friends",
including the bully in the group. "Saved Dave from being on
his own, he had no-one to play with, part of our gang". All
the boys going to wear baggy jeans and hide the cans and
stink bombs inside their jeans leg. School is going well,
likes to be part of gang, got friends "they are being nice to
me". Girl he likes in his class might be going, but low
expectations, "not many girls go". Things improved with
best friend and his family.
Wanted therapist to know he's sick. Very anxious, difficult
to focus or release anxiety even when explained not
necessary to make artwork every session, said he
understood this, but he wanted to. Some difficulty
accessing Sam's emotional state. Sitting with his anxiety
allowed him to open up on some levels, accepting and
verbalisinq to him that this is as part of his character.
Isolated/disconnected, trauma/rejection, invisibility,
loneliness, peer conformity, anger, sexual awakening,
family enmeshment uncertainty, parental conflict
Umbrella, wall of house, black paper and paint
Uncertainty about what to do paralleling his uncertainty
about his father and his own place in the family.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 11
Client presentation, beginning of
session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of session:

Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:

Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Quiet, kissed mother goodbye and gave her a hug. Very
talkative
Craft materials _glitter drawing on wood pipe cleaners
Made a snowman from polystyrene ball and toothpicks for
limbs, trouble standing up, "it fell over, it will always fall
over". Made some skis to help him stand up. Snowman was
going "down a hill, not sure where he's going". Placed him
beside the igloo, "he's going to the igloo, but too big to fit
inside, he's sidetracked". Used glitter to draw a 'snow
person' wearing glasses over his eyes, on flat piece of
wood. Wrote the word "platinum" and coloured in boy's
body. Said the glasses were "cool", also used to "hide".
Said image looks like a billboard, to stand out, but said the
boy was "feeling flat and can't walk". Worked with pipe
cleaners, pulling it apart in his hand, saying "if you push
and pull it enough it will snap". He said he had never really
snapped, nodding to the comment that he keeps it all
inside and if he did snaQ repjied "don't know".
Snowman, glitter 'snow person' picture on wood
Fidgety, head to the ground when mention of dad.
Difficulty packing up, wanted to do one more thing when
time to pack up, "only thinks of things at the end". Wanted
to keep igloo and snowman safe on the shelf. Some concern
mum may not be waiting but more relaxed when he saw
her in waiting room at end of session.
discussed in detail plot and characters of new release
movie. Mentioned disco that night, had been thinking about
it for weeks. Going to take homemade bombs from sugar
and vinegar. Said being in group of friends more important
than the terror. leaving early, staying at dad's, but rather
stay at disco. looking "less forward to going to dad's these
days". Discussion about snowman not fitting into igloo
similar to Sam not knowing where he fits in his family now.
Sam agreed dad is spending all his time with Jason but that
is the way he wants it, he got all the attention before but
was too much. Painful subject for Sam as increased
agitation when brought up.
Therapist going on 2 week break, Sam said okay with it.
Perhaps some anxiety about leaving the session with 2
week break in therapy, had difficulty packing up. Discussed
sophisticated level of humour in the movie, had some
laughs. Responsive communication via metaphoric language
taking cues from artwork, some opportunity for direct
conversation. Tried to link behaviour with emotional state,
eg maybe wanting attention at school as not getting it from
dad. Therapist able to vocalise when conversation too
difficult, based on cues of Sam resorting to
intellectualisation, getting up and walking away to do
something else when content too challenging. Therapeutic
challenge is to sit with Sam's pace of initial paternal
discovery, and not overload him with too many thematic
directions. Said goodbye to each other, and wished him fun
at school disco.
Maternal attachment, humour, peer conformity, loneliness,
anger, paternal unease, displacement, loss, invisibility,
struggling with realisation of paternal absence,
rationalisation therapist absence
Snowman 2D glitter 'snow person' boy with crown
Convincing himself all is okay at intellectual level, but
emotionally feeling hurt and rejected. Image of boy looked
flat, like Sam's presentation. Glitter trying to gain attention,
metaphor for Sam's desire to be noticed by his father.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 12

Client presentation, beginning
of session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of
session:
Communication/verbal
content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual ~mbols:
Other comments:

Reasonable separation, less talkative than usual,
a_Qpeared sad. Last day of school term.
Clay, paint
Two large pieces of clay to make an igloo using
larger brick formations than house and other igloo.
Bricks tightly packed. Liberal use of PVA and paint
mixture on cardboard base to represent snow, said it
was "holding it together". Wrapped it up neatly and
precisely to be safely stored on the shelf for next
session.
Ice blue igloo on cardboard base
Chattier inside the therapy room. Took some time
getting started on artwork, looking through bag of
art and craft materials. Urgent and free in his
application of _paint and PVA.
Said felt better expressing himself, had a lot going
on.
All got sick at birthday party at dad's last weekend,
sister vomited but dad paid more attention to baby,
took him to hospital. Sam indifferent to his health,
and said dad pays him more attention. Did not take
smoke bombs to disco, would have gotten into
trouble, everyone was searched before entering. Got
there late, left early but felt okay. Sam said, "Talked
with all my friends", only one friend danced with the
girls, "they like him". Dad did not come to cousin's
communion, called him a "bodgie godfather", cousin
sends him birthday cards etc. Did not want to
discuss father anymore, used clay. In response to
igloo being held together, said he was "coping very
well", but seemed distressed and had difficulty
expressing himself verbally. Said not seeing dad in
school holidays seeing his friends.
Reminded Sam about therapist absence for 2 weeks.
Said his uncle going to USA for work, reassured him
of return, not going overseas. Encouraged him to
learn to express himself, can take some time.
Caution about being too direct, allow process to
unfold at Sam's pace. Get clock for next session to
help with time management.
Anger, sadness, rejection, loneliness, paternal
idealisation questioned, paternal absence, sexual
identity cusp, therapist absence
Igloo ice blue
Beginning to consciously use the art making to
process and express his feelings. Clay containing for
Sam, paint for liberating, both facilitating release of
internal emotions and pain. Shift in approach to art
materials coinciding with shift in beginning to
confront paternal image. Yet to fully accept reality of
situation.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 13
Client presentation, beginning of
session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of session:

Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:

Visual svmbols:
Other comments:

Sam arrived 10 minutes late; he appeared quiet, well
behaved, relaxed. Easily separated from family. First
session after 2 week break.
CICIY, water PVA_glue j)aint
Looked at previous sculptures, wanted to make "an igloo
city" and needed 'cement', made with clay and water filled
in a plastic bag, "to make the clay squishy". Bag had hole in
it and water squirted out, "looked like pee". He placed the 2
igloos and snow mound onto one piece of cardboard. Did
not like the darker colour of the igloo and removed it from
its original cardboard base. Said it "didn't look right, it looks
like water and could melt", wanted it to be lighter in colour
which looks like snow/ice. He placed the cement mixture
only at the base of lighter blue igloo, not the darker one. He
said he would prefer to be in the darker one, "it's got more
room" and the lighter one "is cool, just less space". As he
placed his hand in the cup of cement mixture he said "this is
going to be disgusting, revolting", but continued and had a
smile on his face. He said "it reminds me of when I was a
young kid". He covered both igloos in a PVA mixture as he
wanted them both to be "_g_lued down."
2 igloos and clay mound on one cardboard piece
Reacquainted himself with the room, noticed the clock but
did not say anything out loud. He seemed to be enjoying
himself, smiling to himself and appearing freer playing with
the clay all over his hands.
Sam looked at the clock and took the initiative to clean up
10 minutes before the end of the session. Did not attempt
to start a last minute task. He said he was feeling nervous
about the exam tomorrow.
Discussed new game on X-box, got to high level, happy with
his strategy, fun game. Nervous about a high school exam
the next day to determine grading for next year. Said he
was scared about going to high school, "can't get away with
being silly anymore". Discussed the dual sides to change,
being both difficulty and necessary. Saw his father twice in
the school holidays "but didn't really do anything".
Appeared dismissive and less enthusiastic about his visits.
Whilst playing with "squishy clay" said his toilet behaviour
had improved, spending 15-30 minutes at dad's and 5-10
minutes at mum's. Did not want to discuss longer time
frame spent at dad's. Discussed that life was more fun when
he was a "young kid". Placed the two igloos on one
cardboard base, neve done that before, said he was "getting
used to things now". The snow mound between the two
igloos was "just stuck there ... here are some other pieces of
eli!'{ so he has some friends".
Acknowledged maturity of his insight about his need to
modify behaviour in high school, the encouragement
appeared to improve his self esteem. Therapist
inclusiveness, asked to hold sculpture to check its
heaviness, turn it upside down and turn on the tap.
Metaphoric language essential to retain Sam's interest in
discussing raw emotions. Need to be tentative as delve into
aspects of change, acknowledgement of toilet
improvements. Suggested deep breathing before the exam
in the morning. Acknowledged his improvement in time
management as a great achievement. More natural flow and
rapport connected well after two week break.
Paternal disappointment/detachment, abandonment,
personal insight, performance anxiety, permanence/change,
playfulness/joy, regression, powerlessness, loneliness,
invisibili!Wsolation time management resp_onsibility
Igloos snow mound
Longer time spent on toilet at dad's, more anxiety
_Qrovokir:!fl_.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 14
Client presentation, beginning
of session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed
throughout session:

Client presentation, end of
session:
Communication/verbal
content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:

Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Easily separated, easily engaged, chatty
Clay, some paint
Worked on igloos, ripped off cardboard base and
coloured in white board with pastels, was not happy
with the result. Trying to find perfect colour for the
igloos, but couldn't. He said it was possible to find
"just not right now". He painted his name on the
paper groundsheet covering the table. Releasing his
anger punching the clay. Wanted to make a clay pot
he saw in his grandmother's craft book. Began by
putting the clay in a plastic bag of water and getting
it very wet and mushy. The clay was all over his
hands which enabled him to be expressive.
Coil pot, disengaged igloos
Anxiety, slow to start art work but able to be
expressive once using the soft clay. Conscious of the
clock and to pack up on time. He said he was feeling
okay_ for tonight when seeing his father.
More relieved after clay making, less concerned and
controlled about finished JHOduct beinQ_Q_erfect
Discussed morning soccer game and school exam in
great detail. Felt nervous all the time but believes he
did well. Had 20 minutes to write a creative story,
wrote about 3 boys who blew up a building using
nuclear weapons, he was not one of them. Had 15
minute break and played tag for 10 minutes to relax
as felt anxious during this time. Saw his father after
the test, did not remember anything about the visit
"nothing happened". He was visiting his father after
the session, uncertainty over whether his
stepmother's children would be there, but thought
they would be as they were not there last time. "Dad
is different to when they are there and not there" but
did not elaborate on this. Talked about feeling left
out with 2 homes, need to write name to not feel
forgotten.
Discussed in more direct communication his range of
feelings connected to his father, disappointment the
rawest emotion. Some difficulty discussing his fears.
Suggested clay, well received, understanding his
moods and the art mode best suited to him. Agreed
to start working on feelings of disappointment in the
next session. Deeper trust in therapeutic
relationship. Sat and stood closer to therapist during
clay making, rather than usual two seats away. Sam
asked therapist to hold thing for him and help make
clay pieces with him.
Instability, performance anxiety, uncertainty,
abandonment, paternal disappointment/detachment,
anger, sadness, expressive release less control
Coil pot as container
Ripping off cardboard base to clay pieces. Less
contained, painting on paper covering, outside of
artwork's boundaries. Clay helping to release feelings
of anger and disappointment.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 15
Client presentation, beginning of
session:
Art makin_g:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of session:
Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Seemed flat and depressed, didn't go to school today,
"didn't feel like it don't know why". Said goodbye to mum.
Clay and water
Made a clay pot, adding water. Water seeping out slowly
similar process to people, need to get things out or explode.
Sam said he wants to learn how to let out emotions slowly
but does not know how. Joined clay pot with clay pot from
_Qrevious session to make complete circular shape vase.
Clay pot
Flat, anxious, angry. Felt both relieved at suicide disclosure
but also betrayed after explained need to tell case
manager.
Felt let down, head held low playing in waiting room waiting
for mum.
Went to Pathways Day, learning about stunts and make up,
met other boys, made new friend who partnered him in
activities. Talked about feeling depressed, said he doesn't
feel like this often, not for extended periods of time. Dad
can't make an overnight, so will have 2 weeks on and 2
weeks off, "that's what I wanted anyway". Discussion about
vases nurturing flowers, even when things are difficult there
is possibility for life to grow, to be nurtured, loved, possible
to survive and get through it. Boys in trouble at school for
looking at porn, teachers angry, boys on detention. Lots of
scary places: school, dad's, so many emotions he can't
control and feels overwhelmed and depressed. He said he
feels safe at home and at CAMHS, wanted to come into
session today. Disappointment at dad a constant emotion
being explored at deeper emotional level. Ten minutes
before end of session Sam confided "that only for a few
seconds last year" he had suicidal thoughts. Did current
suicide check, said he had no plan and does not feel suicidal
now. Checked weekend activities, but seemed low suicidal
risk. Said he wanted to tell his mother but she had too
many things going on. Said he could deal with it on his
own.
Encouraged Sam to not keep all sadness and
disappointment inside. Acknowledged it can be difficult to
keep these feelings to himself. Good to have a day off
sometimes, 'mental health day'. Supported him in his
confiding in me about his suicidal thoughts, not on his own
and does not have to deal with it alone. Honest and brave
disclosure, trust in art therapy process and art therapist to
hold this level of sensitive information. Encouraged him to
tell therapist again when feeling like this. Explained case
manager would be told, duty of care, safety reasons. Did
not like this, felt privacy betrayed, but reiterated for his
safety, not about disrespecting his trust, coming from
caring and nurturing position. Therapist could have
explored feelings around suicide before saying the need to
disclose to case manager. Said goodbye reluctantly to
therapist in waitino room.
Suicidal thoughts, trust/betrayal, paternal abandonment/
disappointment sadness anger
Coil pot vase
Rang case manager as a precaution since it was the
weekend, and relayed Sam's suicide disclosure, was given
the okay for them to leave the clinic. Sam using therapy
sessions well to express and understand his emotional
stress. Suicide comment and depressive affect in session
and in previous sessions building a clearer picture of Sam's
mood states underlying his behaviour.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 16
Client presentation, beginning of
session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:

Client presentation, end of session:
Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual qmbols:
Other comments:

Therapist few minutes late. Sam a bit anxious having to
wait. Mum looked tired.
Clay
Played with the clay and wanted to make an igloo but made
bricks to build a house in next session. Lined them up
separately in rows, arranged to not touch the neighbouring
brick. Used a methodical approach. Got a bigger piece of
clay and placed it around a plastic cup to create a mould
but the cup would not come unstuck. "I wonder how the
cup is feeling trapped inside the clay?" he said "sad and
annoyed". "Do you think the cup wants to come out?" Sam
replied "yes". He then put the cup in a plastic bag and
reattached the clay, the mould not tight enough and he
mushed it up into a ball. He then made a cricket ball,
leaving both the ball and bricks on the shelf to dry. Bricks
are ordered and methodical compared to chaos in his life
that cannot be controlled.
Clay bricks, clay cricket ball
Nodded and put head to the ground when acknowledging
expectation of paternal disappointment. Appeared to be
carrying feelings of heaviness, he was worried about his
father who had an accident a few years ago on the same
date, and needed to go to hospital. Still worried something
might happen to him. Some retreating, current themes in
sessions quite raw and challenging.
Art making process helped, appeared preoccupied and
worried but more relaxed during and after use.
Said he felt good but annoyed, had no inter-sport that
morning because of bad weather. Wondering he felt
annoyed at therapist for being late, he said "no", articulated
it can be annoying and frustrating being kept waiting. Said
had an appointment, he accepted this and seemed more
relaxed. Cast as 'dopey' in school play, his teacher wants
him to act as a 'retard' which he is not happy with. Teacher
did not listen to his protests of being in a negative role. Felt
overlooked and disappointed, similar to his emotions about
his father. Does not think dad will go to the show, said
"we'll see" when invited. He said it's typical for his father to
say something he does not mean or plan to follow through.
Okay with not seeing dad for 2 weeks, but behaviour did
not fit with statement, head and eyes to ground and did not
want to discuss further. He said to help him let things come
out that are brewing up inside, "talk to mum, come in here,
do fun things like glay x-box".
Transference of feeling annoyed onto therapist at being
late. Able to discuss deeper awareness of dad's comments
and how they affect Sam's feelings, eg expecting
disappointment, but seeming pained and heavy when the
subject surfaced. Encouraged him to share his feelings and
utilise the supports around him, not carry the weight on his
own. Being aware of his feelings eg sadness, depression,
happiness, disappointment, can help him find a strategy
that would best suit the feelings he needed to release. He
nodded and seemed to understand the conceQt.
Awareness of paternal disappointment, teacher conflict, low
self esteem, sadness, anger, control/chaos, creative
release/exQression invisibility, shift in perception
Bricks cricket ball
Carrying a lot of pain about his father disappointing him,
showing awareness about options to release pain through
game playing, art therapy, talking with supports. Teacher
conflict coming to a head. Some indication Sam does not
identify or respect his father's occupation, becoming more
realistic about aspects of his role in his life, as previously he
thought he had a "cool job", idealising many facets of his
father.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 17

Client presentation, beginning
of session:

Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed
throughout session:
Client presentation, end of
session:
Communication/verbal
content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:

Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Okay separation, some anxiety. Gave mum a big hug
goodbye and said "bye mum". Was worried he might
get sick for the school musical, as his sister was sick
with a fever.
Clay, cardboard
Unsure what to make, chiselled away at cricket ball
from previous session, swept dry clay into pile on the
table. Assembled dry clay bricks but did not make
anything with them. Tore up black piece of cardboard
into small pieces. Created a cylindrical shape from
clay and inserted small cardboard pieces inside,
adding the clay dust and water. It overflowed and he
created a lid to contain it all inside. He opened it up
and water leaked out, he said it was okay, not scary.
He then made a bigger 'capsule' and put all the
pieces inside this "safe place". He wanted to let it dry
and then break it open to get the pieces out. He
wrote "hi" on a piece of cardboard, "to no-one in
_Q_articular".
Clay 'capsule' filled with pieces of black cardboard
Appeared angry, sad and upset about not seeing his
father on his birthday.
Said he was "feeling better inside". Looked more
relaxed when meetinq mum in waiting room.
Sam gave a detailed account of how his teacher
singled him out and humiliated him in front of his
class. He cried and shouted through tears at her,
standing up for himself. His class cheered him on but
he felt sick in his stomach. He wrote an apology
letter. When his mother came to collect him after
school the teacher said she had an appointment,
they arranged a meeting through the deputy
principal. He said it was frightening asserting himself
but also felt better to let them out his anger than
keeping it inside. He mentioned his father's birthday
the following week but he is not doing anything for
him. Unsure what gift to get him, unsure if his father
has bought tickets to his school concert. Discussed
knowing different aspects of ourselves, having self
awareness ie anger, sadness, depression, happiness,
might help to manage these feelings when they
arise.
More comfortable, honest, natural, direct therapeutic
rapport, with artwork continuing to operate as
creative metaphor for feelings. Therapist supported
Sam in wanting to destroy and remake artwork to
vent his anger. He said he did not know how to get
his emotions out without either exploding or keeping
them inside in relation to his 'capsule'. The argument
at school first step to getting in touch with another
part of himself, to stand up for himself and what he
feels.
Anger, containment/release, bullying, paternal
disappointment/rejection, abandonment, maternal
support, sadness, loneliness, fear/desire to show
emotion
Broken_pieces capsule
Storing feelings inside, keeping them safe and
controlled inside like the capsule and inserted
cardboard pieces
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 18
Client presentation, beginning of
session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:

Client presentation, end of session:

Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Separated easily, getting up straight away upon seeing the
therapist. Said goodbye to mum but did not give her a kiss
or hug. Looked tired, red eyes, had caught a cold from his
sister.
Destroyed reformed clay adding wate11_ cardboard cups
Opened up clay capsule, throwing it from a height onto the
ground to break it open. Wanting the pieces to be smaller
he got some paper and stomped on the clay bits inside. He
then threw the clay cricket ball on the ground and stomped
on it too. He collected all the pieces of clay, organising
them into 5 groups of rubble onto the table, from larger
pieces to smaller piles of dust. He added water to one pile
of clay and then made a cement paste from water and clay
dust, but did not like the squishy and soft feel. He placed
the large pieces of clay onto a piece of cardboard saying "it
is a riverbed, with a river in the middle". At the end of the
session he put the remaining clay piles into 4 cups and
taped them up to keep them moist for the next session.
Clay piles, clay riverbed on cardboard, clay cement
He seemed nervous but delighted throwing open capsule,
saying it "felt good". Kinaesthetic and physical aspects of
clay throwing had positive effect on overall countenance,
inducing more relaxed and calmer mood He seemed to
enjoy the experience.
Checked in with how he was feeling about visiting his father
that night, he said he felt better. Had more colour in
cheeks, seemed brighter, happier than start of session.
Wondered where mother and sister were at end of session,
but less concerned than usual.
Immediately reported the school musical went well, but was
relieved it was over. He wrote 3 pages of feedback about it
in class that day, primarily criticism about his character,
calling him "pathetic, dumb, stupid, amnesic". He felt better
writing about his feelings and getting them out of his
system. When probed whether being the character had
made him feel angry he closed up, saying he did not want
to discuss it further, and looked at his art work from the
previous week. His father did not come to the school play,
he did not see him on his birthday but he would be seeing
him later that evening. Improved relationship with teacher,
school meeting went well. Felt supported by mother, aunt
and school principal. He felt better realising it was not his
fault, the teacher could not move on but they all wanted to.
After throwing clay on the ground and stomping on it, we
talked about letting go and it was not so bad having broken
pieces. They could be contained, reused, not completely
destroyed or lost. In relation to all the pieces of broken clay
being separate, or prefer to be whole, he said he said "I
want them to be together but have to accept it's not how it
is". He said he doesn't like his family being separated, lots
of people, separate houses but he has to accept it, albeit
bril}g_ difficult.
Opened up about a lot of material concerning his family's
separation, can be difficult to learn to overcome these
situations, but if can learn to cope now as a child could help
for other difficult situations encounter later in life.
Spontaneously said thank you when leavino.
Letting go, acknowledgement of paternal disappointment,
rejection, containment, maternal support, anger, negative
self concept realisation about family split
Clay pieces clay_rubble clay cement clay containers
Made something new from his clay pieces, metaphorically
representing acceptance and potentially a new way of
seeing his situation. Wet clay consistency reminiscent of
faeces which Sam greatly disliked, perhaps triggering
aspects in himself which he rejects.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 19
Client presentation, beginning of
session:
Art making_:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:

Client presentation, end of session:
Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Separated immediately upon seeing therapist. Seemed
bright and happy to see therapist, merrily chatting about
his sister's birthday that day.
ClaY. paint free expression
Played with clay, rolled it out with a cardboard tube and got
it all over his hands. Said it was disgusting, but seemed
delighted playing with it. He made 2 cubes, of differing
sizes. He threw them with the dried bricks from a previous
session and sloppy clay onto a board. Looked like faeces,
asked how his toileting behaviour was progressing, said "it's
better now". Asked how he managed to improve it, he
replied, "it's to do with dad leaving but I'm more accepting
of the reality now". Added a variety of coloured paint to the
sloppy clay: blue CJreen orang_e and_yellow.
Spontaneous paint and clay on cardboard piece
Seemed to connect with playing with sloppy clay,
connecting with letting go emotions. Observed a change in
his approach from the early sessions, where everything was
organised and methodical. He said he wanted to make a
mess now smiled and laug_hed.
More relaxed
First thing mentioned was that his father is a racist and sent
his mother a horrible text message about child payments.
Discussed whether he should be involved in his parent's
issues, knowing too much information increases his anxiety,
and excessive worry causes problems with his mother. He
said he doesn't want to know the details but wants to know
why his mother is upset as it makes him feel upset too.
Discussed his sister was having a sleepover with 3 friends
for her birthday, and Sam could choose which videos they
were allowed to watch. Things are getting better at home
with privacy of own room, even though it's the smallest
room in the house. Wants to get a buzzer for his room,
more private, so the younger kids don't bother him. School
friendship group also improved, hanging out with 3 boys
who are nice to him. Previous neighbourhood best friend no
longer so. Spoke about a girl he likes in his class, went red
with embarrassment. Feeling afraid and vulnerable to ask
her out as another friend got rejected. Mixed feelings about
high school next year; excitement and anxiety provoking.
Did not want to talk about teacher conflict, said things were
okay. Said after CAMHS the family visits a chiropractor
"who does similar stuff to here, but connects it back to the
body", trying to help him connect to his feelings eg anger,
resentment, sadness about his father. Discussed various
activities that will soon be stopping in his life: soccer, art
classes primary school.
Had been absent previous session due to sickness but
reassured Sam had nothing to do with him, and was feeling
better now. Spent considerable time chatting and catching
up on his thoughts, trusting and open in his feelings. Warm
client therapist engagement.
Adolescent sexual awakening, personal space/privacy,
maternal enmeshment, friendship group,
vulnerability/rejection teacher conflict avoidance
Brightly coloured painted clay free exr:>ression piece
Freer and chaotic art expression coinciding with his
increased self awareness and acceptance of family situation.
Not trying to control his environment. Destructive element
to the expression, question destructive fantasies he might
have. Wonder whether he is unconsciously wondering when
therapy will end as other activities will soon be terminated.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 20
Client presentation, beginning of
session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of session:

Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:

Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Separated immediately from his mother, wearing casual
clothes for last day of school term. Glad that the holidays
would be starting. In the room appeared sad and quiet, but
willinq to be open.
Experimenting and letting go using paint water and clay
Throwing clay on the table and enjoying making a mess. At
the sink he poured a number of paints into a cup until it
became brown, and then poured this into a hollow
cardboard tube stopped at the ends with clay. Felt
disgusted by the thick and gluggy consistency of the blue
paint, said it looked like poo. Offered that it is a natural
bodily function and better to get it out than keep it on. He
replied he found it difficult to express his feelings. Poured
paint standing up from bottle onto black piece of paper on
floor, thought it looked good from aerial view. Colours
everywhere, can't be controlled, similar to life, with
different bits finding their own spots, accepting and existing
there.
Paint in cardboard tube, sealed with clay stoppers
Appeared angry and upset, wanted to throw clay against
the wall, but would make a hole, but okay with hitting it
against the desk. Enjoyed making a mess and letting go
throug_h paint and clay exploration.
Concerned about visit to his father's, seemed sad and
down. Had difficulty packing up, commented on ability to
manage time in previous sessions, but slipped back to
prolonging finishing the session. Mum gave thanks for
helping with her son.
Said he had hay fever, took a pill, "it's strange; I only
started getting it last year". Agreed a lot had happened in
his life since last year. Appeared anxious, unsure what to
do. Reviewing work from last week said "it easily comes
apart and is not solid", choosing not to work on it. Had a
dream the previous night which his mother had also wanted
to discuss with me. It started with him playing with his
sister and a car arrived which was a combination of his
father's and stepmother's car, and took him away from his
mother and sister. Sam then started to cry and asked for
box of tissues. Disclosed he had cried a lot that morning
when discussing with his mother. Appeared upset and angry
but did not want to discuss further, preferred to do artwork.
Had waited all day for his father on Saturday to arrive, but
did not turn up. Went out for dinner on Sunday with him
and stepmother's family, to celebrate sister's birthday. He
did not want to go and did not enjoy it. Blames his
stepmother for nasty text message to his mother which his
father denies. During the holidays he would be visiting his
mum's friends, his grandmother and a new friend he
recently met at a school away day.
Encouraged to use clay to vent anger, offered to throw onto
paper on the floor. Open to discuss letting go in different
ways including through defecation which Sam appears to
reject through artistic metaphor, representing faeces on
several occasions. Mentioned he could call case manager
over the holidays. Disclosed absent next session as getting
married was quiet after receiving_ this news.
Fear of abandonment, maternal attachment, increased
anxiety/worries, underlying anger, role of "family saviour",
powerlessness, withholding, internal struggle, desire for
control thera_Qist absence/disclosure
Cardboard cylinder as container for brown paint, "letting
qo" expression
Natural comment to be honest about therapist absence to
get married but unsure personal disclosure a_ppro_priate.
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Individual Session Summarv Form: Session 21
Client presentation, beginning of
session:

Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of session:

Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual svmbols:
Other comments:

Sam arrived with his sister and maternal grandmother, who
was anxious about them not behaving properly, telling them
repeatedly to stop. Sam seemed bright and in good spirits
plavinq with his electronic pet.
Experimental paint, water and pastel and etchinq
Opened up his tube from previous session but was surprised
the paint inside had dried up. Expected it to remain wet and
runny. Threw it in the bin and wondered what to do. Drew
on white paper with orange paste, covered with black paint
and then with a toothpick etched a flame into the wet paint
revealing the original orange pastel. Commented it didn't
look very good, responded that maybe too hard on himself,
said "yeah maybe". Suggested that maybe the end product
not as important as the enjoyment in the art process, which
he appeared to enjoy. Continued with the same technique
pouring black paint mixed with water onto large pieces of
paper and etching similar flame like !!Ymbol. Seemed more
fluid in his approach. Folded the paper in half making a
mess with water and paint leaking through the edges onto
the table. Placing a smaller piece of paper on the floor he
threw orange paint onto it, enjoying the spontaneity.
Commented black and orange paint mixed together "looked
like poo" and washed it away in the sink not wanting to use
it. There was paint all over his hands cloth and sink area.
Series of flames etched into black painted paper
Said okay with mum being at work but eyes lowered to
ground and seemed sad.
Wanted to see artwork from previous session, said it looked
"cool". Not enough time to pack up properly, left mess
behind in the sink. Door to mother's therapist's room was
open, checked in room for her or sister. Excited to connect
with sister in waiting room at end of session.
Sam chatted about a number of topics; playing video
games and reaching a high level, spending time with new
his friend and grandmother while his mother was away on
work placement. Disruption in family routine with
grandmother looking after them. Said she was stressful,
always nagging them to do things around the house, and
constantly worrying and talking about the arrangements for
his grandfather's commemoration party, which is
overwhelming as he is trying to cope with his own
problems. Feels it's wrong to celebrate someone's death.
Very aware of who in the family is doing what for the
preparations, upset mother less involved. Did not mention
dad until probed. Said his father surprised them with a
family portrait, and felt uncomfortable when the
photographer referred to his stepmother as his mother. Did
not mention this to anyone at the time.
For the first time Sam spontaneously sat on the chair
closest to the therapist. Perhaps reconnecting after
therapist absence? Responding well to encouragement to
being more free and expressive in the art making. Said
'goodbye' and 'thanks' at end of session.
Maternal separation/loneliness, grief and loss, paternal
detachment, creative freedom/ expression,
anqer/resentment low confidence/pressure
Orange flame, orange expressions on black_Q_<m._er
First time discussed grandfather's death, but loss of dad
more raw and distressing. Mess in sink symbolically leaving
his stuff behind in safety of therapy room. Wanting to view
art work reassurance it is safe.
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Individual Session Summarv Form: Session 22

Client presentation, beginning
of session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of
session:
Communication/verbal
content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Appeared sad, flat, depressed, lacklustre, and quiet.
Less needy to make contact with sister who was
pestering him.
Art and craft materials clay, PVA glue
Unsure what to do at first. Cut out the shape of two
walls and a doorway from the side of a cardboard
box. Stuck paddle pop sticks and toothpicks on one
side of the cardboard and left it to dry. Placed paddle
pop sticks in a row, joined together with masking
tape. Repeated the process. Using the masking tape
as a mould he created a circle from the two rows of
paddle pop sticks, cutting off excess paddle pop
sticks leaving an opening in the structure referred to
as a "hut". He placed this onto the cardboard piece
to make a "mound", adding a roof made from clay,
and toothpicks, all covered in liberal use of PVA glue
to set it all in place. Steps leading to the doorway
were created making "easier access" to the hut.
Hut on a mound with stairs and open doorway
Worried he would hurt himself on cardboard as he
had a cut on his thumb.
Reflective and quiet, more colour in cheeks
Not going to dad's that night as he would be
interstate for work, therefore not taking him to art
class the next morning. Would only see him for a few
hours the next afternoon. Discussed how difficult it
was to access his father, and he would like more
direct access to him, similar to the hut's "easier
access". Wanted to learn how to express these
feelings to his father outside the therapy room.
Reported his grandfather's remembrance day lunch
had been a bit strange. Surrounded by collective
mourning added to his sad, depressing and heavy
mood. Friend at school who lost his grandfather also
felt that celebrating was inappropriate. Felt like a lot
more than one year since he died. A lot had
happened for him over the past year, 2 significant
losses; his dad and his grandfather. A lot of change
can make time feel longer.
Opened up about feelings towards death, paternal
fears, said we would work on ways to express his
feeling outside the therapy room. Empathised that it
was understandable to feel sad and upset after a
week highlighting the losses in his life.
Grief and loss, invisibility/loneliness,
safety/protection
Hut safe place
Hut potentially a transitional object representing the
loss he was feeling. Also symbolising his desire to be
accessible or have access to others, with the stairs
leading to an open entrance. Possibly similar to a
cremated container, representing his grandfather or
placing his father in a special place.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 23
Client presentation, beginning of
session:
Art making_:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of session:

Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Some difficulty separating from his sister. Felt good, kicked
3 Qoals at soccer that morninQ.
Food dye paper wood water free experimentation
In a burst of anger Sam destroyed the edges of his hut
made in the previous session. Got out blue and red food
dye, mixed them together and poured onto paper. He called
it a "splatter" drawing. More spontaneous than controlled,
felt comfortable to work in this manner. A second "splodge"
drawing was created from three colours: red, blue, yellow.
Folded paper in half to make a "butterfly", curious to see
the effects of the blue and green colours, rather than the
black results. The dye splattered onto the table and floor,
he was aware of the mess and cleaned it up with tissues.
Got out a piece of flat wood and dyed it blue, interested to
see whether it would soak up the dye and go through to the
other side. Then soaked pieces of paper with a cup full of
dye mixed with water. The dye spilled onto the floor, but
sponged it up together before it stained. Near end of
session, picked up hut with one toothpick and it fell apart,
said "it's okay, it wanted to die". Quick risk assessment he
was feelinQ okay_, said he was.
Dyed flat wood piece, "butterfly", "splodge" and "splatter"
drawings
Heavy content in the conversation about his dad brought on
anxious affect, looked through drawers for something to
trigger his interest.
Blue dye stained his hands, said would use soap in
bathroom later and clean off properly. Lots of nervous
energy, looked anxious. Played with plastic ball bouncing
and kicking it around. End of session noticed door to mum's
therapist's room still shut and commented she would still be
inside. Walked down corridor slowly waiting for her,
listening intently for every female voice. He said he wanted
to see her. He seemed fragile, waited with him until mum
arrived. Enquired whether the hut wanted to die, "yeah but
I'll remake it next week".
Immediately mentioned dad was away this week, not last
week as originally told, felt frustrated and annoyed with him
making this oversight. Ventured he might be feeling angry
with dad, discussed the uncertainty from week to week
could be unsettling for him. He said he wouldn't be able to
talk to his father about wanting more access, or relating his
feelings "he wouldn't like that, he wouldn't be able to". He
said "dad is not the dad I thought he was. He can be
difficult. It's different to before and it's hard". Discussed the
connection between feelings and behaviour, eg when he
gets anxious his behaviour changes. Suggested rather than
dad changing maybe Sam could view the situation from
another perspective, learning to be more adaptable and
able to change as the colours in his art work transform.
Might be a difficult and painful approach but could also be
an option moving_ forward.
Discussed more personal and heavy topics, painful for Sam
to process, but acknowledged brave and mature of him to
express them. Open and accepting of Sam making a mess
in the room. Bonding task, cleaning up together. Accepting
of possible solutions to presenting issues re his relationship
with his father. Trouble connecting behaviour with
emotions, less direct approach about this subject more
suitable.
Anger/frustration, experimentation, creative expression,
anxious increased maternal and sibling attachment
Blue dye butterfly
Hut wanting to die may reflect underlying
depression/suicidal thoughts. Wanting to remake the hut
may reflect his denial in the situation, or desire to move on
and change. Less avoidance about discussing feelings about
his father, but difficulty expressing anger directly about or
towards him.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 24

Client presentation, beginning
of session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed
throughout session:
Client presentation, end of
session:

Communication/verbal
content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:

Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Sitting close to mother, gave kiss and hug before
separating. Looked tired, less energetic and flat, dark
circles under his eyes. His birthday.
Clay, dye, water, paint container, tools used at sink
and table
Put clay into a pint dish, got stuck in the cube
sections. Tried to get it out, asked for help and was
thankful for it later. Majority of session spent at the
sink pouring water, food dye and clay into cups,
mixing colours and pouring down the sink. Mixed
together red, blue dye to make purple, then added
thick clumps of white paint. Added to the clay
clumps. Wore latex gloves to keep hands clean. Red
dye everywhere, looked like an operation, bloody
mess. Mess all over sink, in the sink, clay pieces all
over the tableL Sam continued pouring and mixing.
Coloured dye, paint, water messy experimentation
Difficult to focus on verbal discussions surrounding
suicide wanted to do artwork.
15 minutes to clean up before end of session, but
still unable to clean up on time. Tried to negotiate
cleaning up on time for future sessions. Chatting all
way to waiting room, difficulty separating from
therapist.
Dad called early that morning and sang him happy
birthday solo over the phone. Happy no-one else
involved. Having 3 friends sleepover, seeing dad the
following day. Brought up comment about hut from
last session, he remembered. Said he had not felt
like that "since last year for a split moment". During
art making process at sink, revealed he was worried
about his sleepover party that night, thinking about
every possibility, and worried mum would be
worried. Had been worrying about this for a few
days. Stressed everyone in the house would not be
ready on time, working last night to get everything
organised. Mentioned he likes bands with songs
about death and paranoia. Worried about seeing his
father, his paternal grandparents and their extended
family,
Close rapport, able to ask direct questions about
suicide thoughts, and link to discussions in previous
session. Reiterated asking from caring position, not
to betray his trust, privacy. He said he would tell his
mother and me if he had these thoughts again.
Mutual respect, thanking therapist for helping him.
Involved therapist in packing up, like he does with
mother at home, also leaving behind his mess in
therapy room. Difficulty separating could signal
_possible anxiety about termination of therapy.
Chaotic, creative freedom/letting go, fear/worry,
powerlessness/control, uncertainty, desire for
perfection, maternal attachment
Red dye clay pieces
Not getting control or freedom in life so letting go
with art materials, leaving mess of his life in the
sink. Uncertainty over many circumstances: dad and
his family, success of sleepover, what presents
getting
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 25

Client presentation, beginning
of session:

Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of
session:
Communication/verbal
content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:

Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Difficulty separating from his mother, did not get up
from seat, wanted to know what case manager and
mother were discussing. Quiet, walked slowly to
therapy_room seemed anxious leaving his mother.
Paint and water, wood, collage, pencil drawing on
paper
Did not chat at beginning of session as he usually
does, but went straight into art making. Painted a
black board with blue paint, and tore up the light
blue dye soaked piece of wood from previous session
into small pieces. Glued them onto a piece of board
to make a mosaic design, in an ordered approach
reminiscent of work in earlier sessions. Got down the
gloves and cups of paint/water from last session,
poured the paint from the cups into rectangular
containers to make 'marble' paintings. Wanted to
wear gloves to protect tiny cut on his hand. Left on
ground to dry.
Marble drawings, blue dyed wood on paper mosaic,
lead pencil figure on paper
Anxious as began various art activities, but more
engag_ed as involvement in art making increased.
Appeared disorganised, poor time management.
Spent a long time cleaning up at ended the session
five minutes late.
Did not seem to want to engage in conversation at
first. Said his birthday went well, got good presents
from his friends and got an electronic car from his
father. After some time art making he started to talk
about his father and how he spent the day after his
birthday with him. Parental confusion about staying
over Sunday night, dad said mum approved, but
Sam called mum to say he did not want to stay and
wanted to come home to her. Mum told dad the kids
did not want to stay. Dad threw the phone on the
floor, put Sam's gifts into a big green garbage bag
and drove the kids home. Dad started to cry, the last
time Sam had seen him cry was when his parents
separated. Sam was greatly upset by dad's
behaviour. Talked about not being able to express
feelings to dad, similar to bound and trapped figure
in drawing.
Presenting fragility and vulnerability to the therapist,
wanting to show cut on finger, and emotional
wounds more exposed. Some difficulty engaging,
Sam appeared preoccupied, anxious and depressed
during_ the session.
Grief/loss, abandonment, displacement, maternal
enmeshment, depression, sadness, parental conflict,
containment creative transformation
Blue marbled drawings bound and trapped figure
Dad's crying triggered feelings of abandonment and
parental separation wounds. Methodical blue mosaic
seeming to give order to chaotic life. Also using safe
and familiar lead pencil in familiar drawing style.
Possibly indicating withholding behavioural pattern,
or need for greater containment as he feels unsafe,
depressed.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 26
Client presentation, beginning of
session:

Sam appeared quiet, flat and a bit apprehensive. Trlalling video
recording for thesis research project. Showed him the recording
room prior to commencement of session, showing no-one would be
watching the session.

Art maklna:
Art process/approach:

Collage cutting UQ_ different materials ea Perspex clear J)lastlc.
Looked at marble drawings from last session. Tried to cut piece of
Perspex but too difficult. While chatting starting cutting up marble
drawings Into assortment of shapes, and making into collages. Got
down gloves filled with lilac and wanted to open them up, asked
therapist to help. Water squirted out onto paper laid on the chest
through a small hole he created in the glove. Appeared to loosen up
when letting out the paint/water onto the paper. He said he had
been keeping stuff Inside the gloves for 2 weeks and now It's all
coming out ~It feels good". He squeezed every last drop onto the
paper, which dripped onto the chest and floor. He lifted up the paper
and poured the liquid back into the container. Said the paper could
go In the bin, ~it can die". This led Into a conversation about a school
friend whose grandmother recently died. He said he had been
thinking about his grandfather, "when putting the leave on him, it
felt like he was watching_ over".
Collage from marble drawings

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout session:

Client presentation, end of session:
Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:

Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Spoke with soft voice. Did not seem comfortable when talking about
dad, struggling and moving In his chair, looking around for art
materials and things to do. After collage making got ball from
storeroom and was bouncing around. Less focused lots of nervous
energy. Said he had extra energy because he was seeing his father
later and would be couped up Inside, "we can't really go anywhere
but we_Ret to use the PS2".
Prolonged the session, needed to clean up, got therapist involved in
the process. Sam apologised for the mess and started to clean it up.
Very slow to clean up despite encouragements and help.
Saw his father last weekend, said "dad didn't bring up what
happened to him (crying)". Didn't want his dad to be sad but
couldn't tell him this. He went to his stepmother's mother's house.
Seeing his father that night and going to a family party the next
day, would be staying late at his father's. He said he Is not afraid of
things changing, "because I know they are changing". Said he has
time to go home and change out of school uniform before coming
Into CAMHS but "next year I will probably come straight from
school". Chatted about next steps into high school, finishing one part
of life and entering into a new stage, a bit like relationships such as
dad and stepmother, he said "yeah it Is". He was feeling happy
about high school, "I've got everyone, all my friends in my class".
Discussed a school assignment. Was really proud of his work, uncle
had helped him make it and stayed up the night before finishing it
with mother. He said he was getting along fine with his sister
despite being observed fighting. Sam changed the subject and
started a new art task.
Sat 3 chairs away from therapist at beginning of session. Therapist
told Sam she would not be there next year, would be seeing
someone else. He seemed a bit surprised, and was quiet. Difficulty
engaging him about the subject of termination, moving about the
room getting art materials and talking about what he would be
making. Explained might need time to adjust and could explore
feelings over the next few weeks, eg sadness. Standing closer to
therapist as conversations continued. Better able to receive direct
questions and respond about emotional challenges in his life. End of
session seemed like he didn't want to leave the room, but had
developed stronger bond cleaning up together, sharing his thoughts.
Did not seem in a hurry to get to waiting room, where he said
"goodbye". Therapist leaving could impact ton Sam's distress,
triggering_ feelif)g_s of abandonment when his father left the family.
Change/destruction, termination, teacher conflict, anger, control,
grief and loss, erosion of paternal relationship, creative
release/expression.
Transformed images into collages ora!Jg_e
Perhaps transferred anger about teacher onto therapist for leaving.
Difficulty discussing feelings about his father, uses art process as
form of release. Squeezing out paint and water, metaphor to letting
out feelings, feel safer using art materials. Meeting stepmother's
family solidifies the reality that dad is with another woman, not his
mother. Collage appeared to contain his anxiety as mood lifted,
physical traits relaxed. Perfectionist wants everything to be perfect,
school assignment illustrates this well. Creative problem solver,
finding ways to explore art materials and problem solve through art
tasks.
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Individual Session Summarv Form: Session 27
Client presentation, beginning of
session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:

Client presentation, end of session:
Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Seemed depressed, tired, quiet, also talkative and anxious.
Appeared uncomfortable but said he was "fine, pretty
happy".
Paint water black card coloured pencils on p_aper.
Mixed paints and water at the sink to make more marble
drawings, using orange and green. Seemed more
expressive than previously, which he also noticed. Working
on lots of things at once, like his life, lots of chaos, hard to
know where to focus. Sam did not want to use clay. Drew 2
'Slime' creatures 'Insomnia' and 'Tex-Mexican'. 'Insomnia'
was about a "boy who never sleeps, has been having
trouble sleeping for many months, and has lots of stuff
going on". He said "maybe" in response to whether he can
relate to this character. Asked what it would be like for this
boy during the day if he hadn't slept for months, "can't
concentrate, for some reason he just falls asleep". I said he
has had 2 very stressful years; Sam corrected me and said
3 years. Spoke about it being a long time to feel this way.
Said he hasn't had more suicidal thoughts and rated himself
9 out of 10, although I said he did not seem like a 9, he
just continued to draw. Slime character had thin arms; Sam
said "he didn't have much power in his arms". Discussion
about Sam not having much power over the last 3 years, he
said "no, but he couldn't have stayed with us, wouldn't have
worked out".
Marble paintings, 'Insomnia' and 'Tex-Mexican' slime
drawings
Seemed anxious when he was talking, bending over playing
with his shoes. Moving around, sometimes with his head
and eyes to the floor. Played with the tap water in silence
when talking about feeling uncomfortable at his father's
house. Wanted to do art makil")g, not talk anymore.
Continued drawing even when session was over, made no
attempt to clean UQ_. A lot of _paint and mess in the sink.
Chatted about computer games and school. Therapist
brought up termination topic explaining it wasn't meant to
shock him, as he had appeared a bit shocked. We had been
working so well together for many months. Wanted to give
him plenty of time to work through any feelings that might
be triggered over next few weeks, ie feelings of
abandonment like when his father had left. He said he is
"pretty over that now. When people leave I don't get the
same feeling, they're not coming back". He changed the
subject to school and sport. Chatted in detail about high
school orientation day. He said it was fun. He had felt
uncomfortable going back to his father's house, after a
family birthday party last weekend. He found it difficult to
express what was uncomfortable for him.
Therapist a few minutes late, he said he was fine about
waiting. Sitting 2 seats away from the therapist who
conveyed that termination was due to student placement
ending, not his fault. Explored feelings about research
thesis around anger, disappointment as his mother received
information before he was consulted. He did not have to
take part in it, and open to any questions he might have.
Ventured he might be worried other people might find out
what is going on making him feel uncomfortable. He was
quiet but was listening intently, then replied "yeah".
Termination, withholding, powerlessness, fear/ uncertainty,
paternal rejection/realisation creative expression.
'Insomnia' slime drawing, orange/green marble paintings
Difficult for Sam to express his feelings, drawings summed
up well how Sam may be feeling himself, worrying
excessively, finding it difficult to sleep, lack of power.
Leaving his mess behind in the sink. Research thesis
triggering withholding patterns, does not seem comfortable,
increased anxious presentation, not using clay. Emphasis
shifted from Sam's therapy onto therapist wanting
something_ from the client.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 28

Client presentation, beginning
of session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed
throu_ghout session:
Client presentation, end of
session:
Communication/verbal
content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Separated easily from his mother, tired but bright
mood, very chatty down the corridor. A little anxious
holding his legs and bending body over as he talked
at the be_ginnlnq of the session.
Pastels, paint, paper canvas pencil
Looked through his drawings in his folder and
seemed excited to reconnect with some of his work,
briefly sorting them into piles. Started to draw with
black pastels on paper, painted over with blue paint
and interested in watching it dissolve in water on the
paper. Painted over the whole page making a blue
wash. Unsure what to do. Cut off small piece of
canvas and drew a "puzzle" design on it with pencil.
Started to fill in the spaces with paint in methodical
way. Said would finish in next session.
Mosaic/puzzle design
Kept his eye on the clock and packed up on time.
Various moods including sadness retreating.
Kicked ball around in last 2 minutes of session.
Seemed sad.
Day off at school, teacher's in-service day. His
teacher is leaving, which surprised him. He thought
maybe she was leaving because "the kids were
getting on her nerves". Therapist mentioned not
leaving because of this, due to end of placement, not
to do with the children. He said "oh, okay", and
mutually acknowledged there were a lot of changes
happening for him, lots of things ending, people
leaving. Asked about if he was surprised about his
dad leaving he said "I suppose I would have been".
He revealed a conversation he overheard about his
dad's friend going to court for hitting his wife, which
Sam said he was "freaked out" as he always thought
of him as being "normal". Discussed positive
childhood memories of visiting the family. Chatted
about people not always being what they seem,
alw~'l_s different sides to stories.
Sat 2 seats from the therapist. Sat closer to therapist
towards end of the session. When talking about the
party on last day of art class he was sitting in chair
closest to therapist, seemed more relaxed. Difficult
to connect any emotions to the termination,
mentioned I was feeling sad, might remind him of
when his dad left home. Acknowledged his time
management and for packing up on time. Therapist
absence next session, he would see case manager.
Sam said "bye" and "thanks".
Termination, reconnecting, withholding/retreating,
fragility, sadness.
MosaiC/puzzle design
Appears fragile with parental access issues, deeply
affected by family friend domestic violence incident.
Remains silent or monosyllabic when faced with
emotional situations, drills down to enormous detail
on safe topics eg cars, computers, displaying
pedantic qualities.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 29
Client presentation, beginning of
session:
Artmaklna:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of session:
Communication/verbal content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Separated well from his sister and mother. Looked tired, a
bit flat.
Clay, oaint string, cup
Decided to use clay, saying, "I was going to work with
canvas but changed my mind and want to use clay". He
made a Christmas tree which he put in a bucket with a
present underneath. He painted it green and added pam
pom coloured balls to the tree. Therapist made a gift for
Sam. He poured black paint all over the tree and then tied
string around it saying it needed to be airlifted, "it's
damaged but I want to save it". The tree seemed fragile,
prompting a link to whether Sam had ever felt fragile. He
said "yes". He said he had been feeling negative about
everything. Difficulty surrounding Christmas not knowing
how it will be with family dispersed and wanting different
things.
Clay and paint Christmas tree with 2 gifts.
Spoke with his head down, body bending over when talking
about his father. More focused and engaged In task when
using clay.
Packed up 10 minutes before end of sessions, and finished
on time. Said he had been making an effort to leave on
time for school. Said "thanks" at end of session.
Dad did not pick them up last weekend, mother is getting
lawyer to stop access until he "gets his act together". Dad
had been calling the house and mum not picking up phone.
other members in dad's family been calling asking them
about their Christmas plans, "people who never usually
call". Mother had been locking all the windows fearing the
boys might be taken away. Sam does not feel this would
happen, but Is very worried about the situation. Said he
doesn't want to visit his dad weekly, only every fortnight.
He said "at first dad was really great, but not really now".
He said he is seeing him honestly and finds it difficult to
accept. Unsure what will be happening at Christmas, might
have it at home, might see dad but will have to go through
a law_yer. Spoke at length about a strategic com outer game.
Had not seen each other for 2 weeks. Told him the video
had been turned off as he did not seem comfortable in the
last sessions. He said it was okay he would say the same
things with it on or off. Therapist asked to make a gift, to
symbolically represent a gift to Sam during the termination
process, and before final departure. Suggested he use his
supports, tell his mother when he feels down and
depressed. Acknowledged time management and taking
responsibility to initiate cleaning up process. Discussed
termination can also represent good feelings, not just
feelings of sadness and abandonment, ability to trust and
share with the therapist, be honest and forming a
relationship are all positive and healthy attributes.
Suggested go through his work next session, decide which
work he will take home and which he might want to leave
behind, stored safely in case manager's locked room until
he returns next year after the Christmas break. Appeared
withdrawn about sessions ending, but appears to realise he
is not being_ abandoned.
Fragility, uncertainty, depression/sadness, termination,
powerlessness, fear/anxiety, accepting of situation,
maternal attachment paternal disappointment/ anger.
Green Christmas tree gifts.
Able to speak about emotions directly and attach them to
the situation and his feelings. Parental access rights have
caused a lot of stress, frustration and anger in the family.
Started using clay perhaps not projecting anger towards
therapist for leaving, but directed at his father. Perhaps
more comfortable with video switched off.
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Individual Session Summary Form: Session 30

Client presentation, beginning
of session:
Art making:
Art process/approach:

Art result:
Behaviour observed throughout
session:
Client presentation, end of
session:
Communication/verbal
content:

Client/therapist rapport:

Emotional themes:
Visual symbols:
Other comments:

Sam gave his mother a hug and kiss goodbye before
leaving the waiting room. Appeared tired, depressed,
somewhat flat.
Clay, PVA glue, board.
Got out all his art work and displayed it around the
room. Sam decided which pieces he would show his
mother for the feedback next session, which he
would leave behind at CAMHS. Seeing all the work
Sam said it was "spooky". 'Camou-hut' remained one
of his favourite pieces of work, holding symbolic
meaning. Decided to make one last art work from
clay, a wall he and his sister and father had made on
a weekend trip two weeks ago, before the custody
and legal problems.
Clay wall on board
He seemed overwhelmed with the output and all the
different st_yles.
Quiet, pensive, said "goodbye"
Discussed the change in weather, and a talent quest
he was practising for, but clashed with therapy
sessions. Mentioned things with his father are
difficult at the moment with access being denied, but
said "it is for the best". He said he misses his father
but "he is not what he seems", and "he needs to get
his act together". Sam said of the therapy process, "I
just saw one perspective but now I'm seeing other
perspectives. It's been hard". Mutually agreed
change can be hard. Sam said he has "learnt to see
things from different angles, not just one angle". Of
the client-therapist relationship he said the therapist
"helped me a lot, to see things as they really are and
to understand things better. Everything really, the
whole picture can be pretty spooky".
Packed up together, made a time to give his mother
feedback. Discussed what Sam felt comfortable
disclosing, the feedback session was a joint approach
and chance for both to speak, not just the therapist.
Decided to have a quick chat next session before
meeting his mother and case manager to make sure
he felt comfortable with what the therapist would
say. Assured him that the suicide disclosure would
not be mentioned. Told Sam that I had really
enjoyed getting to know him, and thanked him for
our time together. Wanted Sam to understand his
privacy was respected but also to let his mother
what had been unfolding in the art therapy room all
these months.
Termination, accepting, paternal
connection/rejection sadness change.
Clay wall
Overwhelmed with work but Sam was able to sum up
that there are many different ways to look at life and
situations, through the varied art media he used to
express himself. Honest and mature evaluation of his
art therapy experience, feelings about his father
have evolved from early stages of denial and
idealisation to accepting the reality of the family
situation. Clay wall might indicate longing for happy
times with dad will cherish these earlier memories.

